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ABSTRACT

The fields of quantum optics and nanophotonics have seen a great deal of
attention and interest in the last decades, and a big part of its growth is due
to the advancements of semiconductor heterostructures. In this thesis we
study two families of problems with a common root but different approaches
and methodology. The bulk of the results are obtained through numerical
simulations, supported by well established theory.
The first part deals with a macroscopical number of particles in 2D semi-

conductor microcavities, where light can be treated semiclasically. The strong
coupling between inside of these structures mixes photons and excitons into
a hybrid pseudo particle, the exciton-polariton. The mean-field approxima-
tion of this many-body problem obviates the individual character of the
exciton-polaritons and treats them as a fluid of hybrid light and matter. The
main phenomena we study in this part is the emergence of spatial Turing-like
spatial patterns in polariton fluids coherently driven by lasers. With high
densities of polaritons, nonlinear interactions start to play a big role in the
dynamics and the system enters into the optical parametric oscillator regime.
Here, polaritons scatter to other resonant states in their peculiar dispersion
relation, allowing for interesting processes. We study these spatial patterns
first in a spinless case, and afterwards add the spin-polarization degrees of
freedom in the form of spin-dependent scattering and spin-orbit coupling.
In our setups we use either one or two lasers to drive the cavity and ex-
plore novel occurrences of pattern formation such as stripe, chequerboard or
hexagonal patterns with different polarizations at different frequency and
momentum states.
The second part of the thesis focuses instead on two-level-systems (2LS)

such as semiconductor quantum dots coherently driven by lasers, and cou-
pled to resonant cavity modes. We treat photons as fully quantum entities,
as we aim to produce and detect multiphoton states known as bundles of
photons, where each photon counts. In a first step we study the detection
and filtering of multiphoton emission, modelling imperfect detectors as a
combination of a perfect detector and a frequency filter. We start with simple
well understood systems such as a many-photon spontaneous emission, and
then progress to more complicated systems such as a strongly driven 2LS, in
the resonant fluorescence regime. We also characterize the filtered emission
of a bundler, a system of a cavity mode coupled to the driven 2LS, which
greatly enhances its multiphoton emission. Finally, we develop our own
device for multiphoton emission combining the bundler with heralded pho-
tons, a very common concept in quantum optics. It uses two cavity modes
that involve not one but two frequencies of the driven 2LS, being able to
produce heralded bundles of up to four photons with great efficiency.
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RESUMEN

El campo de la óptica cuántica y la nanofotónica ha recibido gran atención e
interés en las últimas décadas, en gran medida gracias a los avances en la
fabricación heteroestructuras semiconductoras. En esta tesis estudiaremos
dos familias de problemas con una raíz común pero con enfoques y meto-
dología diferentes. El grueso de los resultados ha sido obtenido mediante
simulaciones numéricas, siempre apoyadas por una teoría bien establecida.
La primera parte trata con un número macroscópico de partículas en

microcavidades semiconductoras, en las que la luz puede ser tratada se-
miclásicamente. La fuerte interacción entre fotones y excitones dentro de
estas estructuras mezcla ambas partículas en una pseudopartícula híbrida,
el excitón-polaritón. Al ser un problema de muchos cuerpos, se emplea
una aproximación de campo medio, obviando el carácter individual de los
polaritones y tratándolos más bien como un fluido. El principal fenómeno
que estudiamos en esta parte es la aparición de patrones espaciales tipo
Turing en fluidos de polaritones excitados coherentemente por láseres. Cu-
ando los polaritones alcanzan densidades altas, las interacciones no lineales
empiezan a dominar la dinámica y el sistema entra en el régimen de oscila-
dor paramétrico óptico, donde los polaritones se dispersan a otros estados
resonantes en su peculiar relación de dispersión. Primero estudiamos éstos
patrones espaciales en un caso sin espín, y en el capítulo siguiente los aña-
dimos en forma de un scattering sensible a la polarización, y de un acoplo
espín-órbita. Bombeamos la cavidad con uno o con dos láseres, explorando
nuevas formaciones de patrones tales como de franjas, cuadros o hexágonos
con diferente polarización en diferentes estados de frecuencia y momento.
La segunda parte de la tesis se centra en sistemas de dos niveles (2LS)

como puntos cuánticos semiconductores excitados coherentemente por lá-
seres y acoplados a cavidades. Aquí tratamos los fotones como entidades
completamente cuánticas, ya que pretendemos producir y detectar estados
multifotónicos conocidos como haces de fotones, donde cada fotón cuenta.
En un primer paso estudiamos la detección de la emisión multifotónica,
modelando detectores imperfectos como una combinación de detectores
perfectos y filtros de frecuencia. Comenzamos con sistemas sencillos y bien
comprendidos, como emisión espontánea de un estado multifotónico, y
luego avanzamos a sistemas más complicados. Entre ellos un 2LS fuerte-
mente excitado, en el régimen de fluorescencia resonante, y un bundler, un
sistema que acopla un modo de cavidad al 2LS, potenciando su emisión
multifotónica. Por último, desarrollamos nuestro propio sistema para la
emisión multifotónica, combinando el bundler con el concepto de los fotones
anunciados, muy común en óptica cuántica. Utilizamos dos modos de cavi-
dad que potencian no una sino dos frecuencias del 2LS, pudiendo producir
haces de hasta cuatro fotones anunciados con gran eficacia.
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A beginning is the time for taking the most delicate care
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1
INTRODUCT ION

The title of this thesis, Quantum Optics in Semiconductor Nanostructures, was
chosen to encompass both work and results that share common theoretical
roots, a similar system of study, but also different objectives and ways of
addressing the problems.
The bulk of the results presented is split into two branches. The first

one focuses on the study of spontaneous formation of spatial patterns in
coherently driven microcavity polaritons, both for a basic spinless model
(Ch. 3) and also with the inclusion of degree of pseudospin polarisation
and spin-orbit interactions (Ch. 4). The second branch studies states of N-
photon bundles, both in its detection and temporal structure (Ch. 5) and also
a model for producing them, using microcavities to promote the appropriate
transitions in a driven two level system (Ch. 6).
The thesis as it stands is divided into seven chapters, an Introduction, a

Methodology chapter, four chapters on Results and a chapter on Conclusions.
This first one is dedicated to introducing the theory in a more general
way that tries to support the different result chapters, this is the Quantum
Optics part of the title. The introduction begins with the usual treatments of
light-matter interaction in the simplest case: an atom or Two Level System
(2LS) coupled to light, from the semi-classical Rabi model to the more fully
quantum Jaynes-Cummings (JC) or Resonance Fluorescence (RF) models

The Semiconductor Nanostructures part of the title is discussed afterwards.
Both the light and matter chosen as the system of study in this thesis are built
with the same materials: artificial lab-made structures of semiconductors
(such as GaAs, InAs, CdTe, GaN, ZnO, etc.) that form both the quantum
wells or quantum dots and the microcavities in which they are embedded.
The difference between the two branches of the thesis lies in the system that
is placed in the cavities. On the one hand, to treat polaritons we will focus
on a macroscopic number of excitations whose dynamics are confined to a
two dimensions Quantum Well (QW). On the other hand, to create photon
bundles we will use single excitation systems (2LS), whose realization in
semiconductors is the Quantum Dot (QD).
The rest of the chapter introduces other sections of theory that are im-

portant in general but may be more specific to one or the other branch of
the thesis. First, we will discuss Parametric Processes. These are present in
Quantum Wells but not in Quantum Dots since they involve states with
different frequency and 2D moment, and are especially relevant in polaritons
due to their peculiar band structure, which allows phenomena like Optical
Parametric Amplificator (OPA) or Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO).
Finally, there is a section dealing with coherence and correlations, two con-

cepts that will appear repeatedly throughout the text of the thesis, sometimes

1



2 introduction

with close but not identical meanings. In particular, the part on correlations
carries a lot of weight for the photon bundles branch of the thesis. There
is also a mention of macroscopic quantum phenomena and Bose-Einstein
Condensation (BEC), not because this will be one of the processes to be
studied in the thesis but because it shares vocabulary, methods and funda-
mental concepts with polaritons and pattern formation. Therefore, it can
be interesting and useful for generating intuition, context and connecting
important ideas.

1.1 L IGHT-MATTER INTERACT ION

Light-matter interaction is often described in one of two forms, depending
on the treatment one is interested to give to the electromagnetic field. The
first one is to consider it as a classical field interacting with a quantum object,
and the second one being fully quantum mechanical consists in describing
the light with quantum operators with bosonic commutation relations, that
is, as photons. The classical approach was used in 1937 by I. I. Rabi while
studying the effect of a rotating magnetic field interacting with the nuclear
spin of an atom [1], giving us the Rabi model. The quantum treatment was
followed by Jaynes and Cummings in 1963, coupling the atom to a quantised
cavity mode [2] which resulted in the also celebrated, Jaynes-Cummings model.
These models gained a great deal of relevance in the last decades with the
advent of cavity Quantum Electrodynamics (cQED), where access to single
photons and quantum states became not a mere thought experiment but a
reality [3, 4].

1.1.1 semiclassical approach

Einstein proposed three fundamental processes of interaction between light
(in the form of single photons) and atoms: absorption of a photon by the
atom through promoting an electron, Spontaneous Emission (SE) of the
photon with the decay of the photon, and stimulated emission. These were
thought of in a semiclassical way, with phenomenological rate equations
between the excited and the ground levels involved in the atomic transition.
To develop a Hamiltonian to study these simplest optical transitions it is

convenient to consider a simple one with only two states of the atom being
involved in the dynamics, the ground |g 〉 and the excited |e 〉 ones, with
energies Eg and Ee respectively. Additionally, the interaction between the
electromagnetic field and the atom is not something trivial, but a convenient
approximation can simplify this problem substantially.



1.1 light-matter interaction 3

1.1.1.1 Dipole approximation

We start with the most elemental, textbook light-matter system: absorption
and emission of radiation by an atom. The Hamiltonian of an electron bound
to an atom, without external fields is

1 2Ĥ0 = p̂ +V(r), (1.1)
2m

with m its mass and V(r) the Coulomb potential. Of course p̂ is the momen-
tum operator, which in the real space acts as p̂ = −i∇. The inclusion of the
electromagnetic field, as a purely classical field looks like

1 2Ĥ(r, t) = [p̂ + eA(r, t)] − eφ(r, t) +V(r), (1.2)
2m

where φ(r, t) and A(r, t) are the scalar and vector potentials of the Electromagnetic
(EM) field

∂A(r, t)
E(r, t) = −∇φ(r, t)− ,

∂t
B(r, t) = ∇× A(r, t),

which are invariant under gauge transformations, which means that E and
B remain unchanged under the following substitutions:

φ′(r, t) = φ(r, t)− ∂χ
,

∂t
A′(r, t) = A(r, t) +∇χ(r, t),

where χ(r, t) is an arbitrary function. We can impose the additional condition
∇A(r, t) = 0 for the potential in non-relativistic electrodynamics. This kind
of procedure is called gauge fixing, and this one in particular is know as the
Coulomb gauge. This gauge fixing can be also combined with the so-called The Coulomb gauge is not

radiation gauge: for regions far from the original electric charge the scalar relativistically invariant, as
opposed to the Lorentzpotential can be set to zero. The advantage of this is that now the radiation
gauge condition, but the

field can be completely described by the vector potential, which transforms scope of quantum optics in the
the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1.2) to systems we will be treating is

non-relativistic.
1 2 ∂χ

Ĥ′(r, t) = [p̂ + e (A(r, t) +∇χ)] − e +V(r). (1.3)
2m ∂t

Because the vector field satisfies the wave equation

1 ∂2A∇2A − = 0 (1.4)
c2 ∂t2

and thus one can write it as( )
i(k·r−ωt)A(r, t) = A0 e + c.c . (1.5)

2πHere k with |k| = is the wavevector of the radiation. For typicalλ

atomic dimensions and optical wavelengths, which are in the order of



4 introduction

The 2LS is also commonly
known as a qubit although we
will not use that term because

of its quantum information
and quantum computing
connotations, which this
thesis is not focused in.

Figure 1.1: Basic scheme for the optical processes in a 2LS.

a few Angstroms, and hundreds of nanometres respectively, k · r � 1 so
the vector potential can be considered spatially uniform A(r, t) ≈ A(t). If
we now chose the gauge function χ(r, t) = A · r, then ∇χ = −A(t) and
∂χ ∂A= − r = −rE(t) which gives the simpler form for the Hamiltonian∂t ∂t

p̂2
Ĥ′(r, t) = + er̂ · E(t) +V(r). (1.6)

2m

And we can define the dipole moment operator as d̂ = er̂ for a Hamiltonian
with only one interaction term. This is the so-called dipole approximation

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ĥint, Ĥint = −d̂ · E(t) (1.7)

1.1.1.2 Two level systems and classical light: Rabi model

In the Rabi model only the atom was considered as a quantum entity, and
as such the laser was only present in the Hamiltonian as a classical field
in the interaction term, with a well-defined monochromatic emission with
frequency ωL.

Ĥint = −d̂ · E0 cosωLt, (1.8)

and the state of the atom can be represented completely with the two
coefficients Cg and Ce in the wavefunction

|ψ 〉 = Cg |g 〉+ Ce |e 〉. (1.9)

Here |g 〉 and |e 〉 represent the ground and excited states of the atom, with
respective energies Eg an Ee, with the separation between them being h̄ωσ.
This treatment of the atom as just a 2LS is appropriate as long as the atomic
transition in question is very close in frequency to that of the light it is
interacting with. Lasers have (approximately) monochromatic emission, and
thus it is safe to consider just one possible optically driven transition in
the atom. This being said, the Schrödinger equation gives a pair of coupled
differential equations for the amplitudes of the ground and excited states Cg

and Ce

∂tCg =
−i

Vge cosωLte−iωσtCe (1.10)
h̄

∂tCe =
−i

Vge cosωLteiωσtCgh̄
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where Vge is the matrix element 〈 g|V |e 〉 which we assumed to be real,
Vge = Veg. These equations can be solved after dropping the terms rotating
with ωL + ω0 and only leaving the ones oscillating with Δ = ωL − ω0, often
called the detuning between laser and transition. The result of Rabi was that
the atom oscillated between the two states, in what is commonly known as
Rabi oscillations with the probability of finding the atom in the excited state
being ( )2ΩRPe = |Ce|2 = sin (Ωt) (1.11)

Ω

where ΩR is the so-called Rabi frequency which depends on the matrix√ (|VegE0| Δ)2element and the field amplitude ΩR = and Ω = Ω2
R + is2h̄ 2

a generalised Rabi frequency for the cases of near-resonant driving. For
exact resonance Δ = 0, this probability reduces to sin (ΩRt). One physical
meaning of this is that driving the system resonantly with a laser does not
keep the atom in the excited state permanently, but periodically change
between |g 〉 and |e 〉, akin to stimulated emission. However, at the same time,
the lack of dissipation or relaxation in the model means that once the driving
is shut off, it would stay that way forever because there is no SE.

1.1.2 fully quantum model

The Rabi approach is said to be semiclassical, because it ignores the quantum
aspects of light. It can be used for a large set of problems in quantum optics,
where the action of individual particles of light is irrelevant or impractical
to give attention to. However, in some systems such as microcavities a small
finite number of contained photons can be realised [5] and thus precise
interactions between a small number of particles at the quantum level is
a real possibility. Now we present a more fully quantum approach to the
problem, where the discrete aspects of light can shine. This approach is
based on the previous Rabi model but including light not just as a function
of time but a quantum operator.

1.1.2.1 Quantization of the EM field

We consider the EM field confined in a cavity, in the simpler case of a one-
dimensional cavity of length L with periodic boundary conditions. As we
said in Eqs. (1.4) and (1.5), the vector field can be written as a plane wave,
however because of the boundary conditions the wave vector has to take the

nπdiscrete values k = L , with n ∈ Z. For the sake of simplicity we assume
the electric field to be polarised along the x-direction√

2ω2
Ex(z, t) = ∑ qk(t) sin(kz), (1.12)

εV 0k √
μ0ε0 2ω2

By(z, t) = ∑ q̇k(t) cos(kz),εk k V 0

This is called the Rotating
wave approximation (RWA)

http:sin(kz),(1.12
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where ω is just c k, V is the effective volume of the cavity, and q(t) is a
function of time with dimensions of length. Inserting this in the EM field
Hamiltonian gives∫1 1 1

ĤEM = ε0E2(r, t) + B2(r, t)dV = ∑ 2 2q̇k + ω2q (1.13),k2 2μ0 k

which looks exactly like the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian of unit mass.
For this reason, qk(t) and pk(t) = qk(t) play the role of a canonical position
and momentum. These pair of canonical coordinates fulfill the Poisson
brackets

{qk, qk′ } = {pk, pk′ } = 0 , {qk, pk′ } = δk,k′ , (1.14)

and from the usual application of the correspondence rule for harmonic oscil-
lator quantization, we can substitute these quantities with operators with
the similar commutation relations

[q̂k, q̂k′ ] = [ p̂k, p̂k′ ] = 0 , [q̂k, p̂k′ ] = ih̄δk,k′ . (1.15)

Although q̂ and p̂ correspond to observable quantities, it is very convenient
to introduce annihilation and creation operators

âk = √ 1
(ωkq̂k + i p̂k) , â† = √ 1

(ωkq̂k − i p̂k) , (1.16)k2h̄ω 2h̄ω

which of course satisfy the usual commutation relations, and reshapes the
Hamiltonian to

1
ĤEM = h̄ ωk âk

† âk +∑ (1.17).
2k

The eigenstates of the Hamiltonian are the well-known Fock number states,
starting with |0 〉 for the ground state in the absence of photons and zero-
point energy, and rising one photon at a time by the action of the creation√
operator â† |n 〉 = n+ 1 |n+ 1 〉 as per usual. When considering multiple
k modes, each mode has their operators â† acting over their respectivek
number states |n 〉k, being the total state a product of all of them. With the
quantization of the EM field the energy of a single mode k can only take
values separated by h̄ωk, in contrast with classical electrodynamics in where
the field can take any energy value by virtue of changing its amplitude. Of
course, this single element of energy h̄ωk is what is traditionally associated
with a photon, and the number states |n 〉k are to be thought of as the state
of the system with n number of photons with momentum k.
From this Hamiltonian one can also obtain the time evolution of the

creation operators, which goes by âk(t) = âk(0)e−iωkt. The E and B fields,
also acting as operators, with the explicit time dependence take the form

Êx(z) = −iωkt † iωktâke + âk e∑ sin(kz), (1.18)E0
k

B0

i
B̂y(z, t) = −iωkt − ˆ† iωktâke ake∑ cos(kz), (1.19)

k

with E0 and B0 absorbing the different constants.

http:cos(kz),(1.19
http:sin(kz),(1.18
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1.1.2.2 Interaction between two level systems and photons

The expression for the electric field in Eq. (1.19) was in the Heisenberg picture
as to show explicitly their oscillatory time dependence, but from now on we
will be working in the Schrödinger picture as it will be of greater interest
for us to consider the evolution of the wavefunctions. In the Schrödinger
representation, operators are stationary. Additionally, because of the simpler
case of optical transitions, we could just select one of the quantised modes,
the one closer to be resonant with the transition in effect (Ee − Eg) in a 2LS

†Ê(z, t) = E0 â+ â sin(kz). (1.20)

Because both elements of the transitions, light and matter, are quantised
now they are present in the Hamiltonian. States of the combined system
are expressed as products of states of both, of the form |a 〉 |n 〉. The first
part is for a ≡ {g, e} and the second is the Fock number state for the
photons. Whenever the atom captures a photon it jumps from |g 〉 |n+ 1 〉 to
|e 〉 |n 〉 and vice versa when it is emitted. While the creator and annihilation
operators from the electric field are the ones raising or lowering the number
of photons in the system, the dipole operator is the one responsible for the
transitions between |g 〉 and |e 〉. Here we introduce the so-called atomic
transition operators:

σ̂+ = |e 〉〈 g| , σ̂− = |g 〉〈 e| , (1.21)

which are the raising and lowering operators for the 2LS, and together with
the inversion population operator

σ̂z = |e 〉〈 e| − |g 〉〈 g| (1.22)

they obey the Pauli spin algebra

[σ̂+, σ̂−] = σ̂z , [σ̂z, σ̂±] = 2σ̂±. (1.23)

Now, the dipole operator can be expressed in terms of both the atomic and
photonic operators

d̂ = d |e 〉〈 g|+ d∗ |g 〉〈 e| = d (σ̂+ + σ̂−) , (1.24)

with d = 〈 e| d̂ |g 〉 which we assumed to be real. Inserting these expressions
for the dipole and the electric field operators in the light-matter interaction
Hamiltonian (Eq. 1.7) after applying the dipolar approximation results in

Ĥint = hg ( ˆ σ−) a+ ˆ ,¯ σ+ + ˆ ˆ a† (1.25)

dE0sin(kz)with g = h̄ quantifying the strength of the coupling between the two
elements, for a very straightforward and useful formula. Moreover, if we
define the energy to be zero between the excited and ground states, and we

http:��a�(1.25
http:2���.(1.23
http:a�sin(kz).(1.20
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This is again the application
of the RWA. If the condition

g � ωσ,ωk was not met, the
system would be in the

so-called strong-coupling
regime, and the

non-conserving terms can
have an actual impact in the

system. The physics of
strong-coupling cQED is an
important field of study, with

this regime being of easy
access ins systems such as
superconducting qubits [6].

define the separation between the two as Ee − Eg = h̄ωσ, the atomic part of
the Hamiltonian becomes

Ĥ0 =
1
h̄ωσσ̂z. (1.26)

2

Now this allows us to write the full Hamiltonian of the light-matter system
for a single mode, in terms of ladder operators

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + ĤEM + Ĥint =
1

ωσσ̂z + ωk â† â+ g (σ̂+ + σ̂−) â+ â† , (1.27)
2

which has been simplified in a couple of ways. First, we take h̄ = 1 so we
energy and frequency are the same, and secondly we dropped the constant
zero-point energy in the EM term, as it does not play any role in the dynamics.

1.1.2.3 Jaynes-Cummings model

While the photonic operators did evolve in time oscillating with the fre-
quency ωk, the atomic operators do so with the 2LS transition frequency as
σ̂±(t) = σ̂±(0)e±iωσt. Expanding the interaction term in Eq. (1.27) gives four
terms, two of those represent absorption σ̂+ â and emission σ̂− â† of a photon
by the atom in the classical way, but the other two σ̂− â and σ̂+ â† seem to
fail in conserving the total number of excitations, which is counter-intuitive.
Thankfully, these two evolve in time with e±i(ωσ+ωk)t which is a much faster
oscillation than any other element of the Hamiltonian so we can omit those,
providing that the coupling strength is not too high compared to the typical
frequencies of the system, i.e. g � ωσ,ωk. This resulting Hamiltonian is the
widely used Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian [2]

†Ĥ =
1

ωσσ̂z + ωk â† â+ g σ̂+ â+ σ̂− â , (1.28)
2

which is one of the stepping stones for the field of cQED. Although to reach
this point we have been working with a limited number of excitations, the
physics described by this Hamiltonian can reproduce that of the Rabi model
in the case of a strong field. In that case the system enters Rabi oscillations
between states |g 〉 |n+ 1 〉 ↔ |e 〉 |n 〉 with an equivalent cQED Rabi frequency√
ΩR(n) = 2g n+ 1. This splitting now depends also on the number of
photons, so we might find different regimes combining weak or strong
coupling with weak or strong driving.

1.1.2.4 Dressed states

As said previously the state of the system for the JC model are product states
of the atom and field. These are usually referred to as bare states of the JC

model. However, in the case of strong driving, or strong coupling, these
product states stop being an appropriate representation of the system, as
the excitations of the 2LS and the field couple together. By starting with a
fixed number of photons, we have the states |g 〉 |n+ 1 〉 and |e 〉 |n 〉 that are

http:h�����z.(1.26
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connected by a photon jump, for which the 2× 2 matrix representation of
the Hamiltonian is( )√1nωL + 2ωσ g n+ 1

Ĥ = √ . (1.29)
g n+ 1 (n+ 1)ωL − 2

1ωσ

These can be diagonalised by rotating these bare states into a new pair of
coupled, dressed states |n,+ 〉 and |n,−〉 [7] for a given number of photons( ) ( )( )

|n,+ 〉 cos θn sin θn |e 〉 |n 〉
= , (1.30)

|n,−〉 − sin θn cos θn |g 〉 |n+ 1 〉
with cos θn and sin θn given by} [ ]

cos θn 1 Δ
= √ 1± , (1.31)

sin θn 2 Ωn(Δ)√
where Ωn(Δ) = Δ2 + ΩR(n) is the equivalent non-resonant Rabi frequency.
These quantities become √1 for either resonance (Δ = 0), strong coupling

2
(g > ωσ,ωk) or strong field (n  1), mixing the states maximally

|e, n 〉 ± |g, n+ 1 〉|n,±〉 = √ . (1.32)
2

The energy eigenvalues associated to these states are

1
E±(n) = n+ ωL + Ωn(Δ), (1.33)

2

where again Δ is the detuning between laser and 2LS frequencies. The
splitting between the two states depends on both the coupling strength and
the number of photons. For weak coupling and weak driving, the bare states
are the most appropriate representation of the system, but with either strong
driving by a coherent laser, or strong coupling, this Rabi splitting becomes
apparent. The system can no longer be thought of as an atom and field acting
independently with the interaction being treated as a mere perturbation, and
one should look at the dressed states as the natural base for the system.

1.1.3 resonance fluorescence

Dressed states for a given number of photons n come in pairs |n,±〉, which
are separated by the Rabi splitting, whose value depends on the photon√
number as 2g n+ 1. For n  1, consecutive pairs |n,±〉 and |n+ 1,±〉
tend to exhibit a very similar splitting, until it can be considered constant for
very large numbers. This can be achieved by a strong laser coherently driving
the 2LS, overcoming its SE in what is called the strong field limit. The 2LS will
still emit photons spontaneously but they will come from high excitation
levels. We can include this laser as a coherent term in the Hamiltonian, if it

http:�n(�),(1.33
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This effect is called photon
blockade [10], and also has the

consequence of its emission
being antibunched (see

Sec. 1.5.1), as before it is able
to emit another photon the 2LS

needs to get excited again,
leaving some time in-between

emissions

Figure 1.2: Transition from bare to dressed states through Rabi splitting, and its
characteristic spectral shape in the RF limit: the Mollow triplet. Note that the central
peak in purple is brighter as the side ones, as it is produced by two degenerate
transitions.

were an incoherent pump we would need to include it as a Liouvillian in
the master equation (see Sec. 1.5.2)

−iωLtHσ = ωσσ̂†σ̂ + ΩL σ̂†e + σ̂eiωLt , (1.34)

where ΩL is a parameter that quantifies the intensity of the laser, which in√
this limit is approximately the value of the Rabi splitting ΩR = ω2

L + Δ2,
and its value compared to ωσ determines whether the system is in the
strong or weak field limit. Setting the laser to be resonant with the 2LS by
fixing ωL = ωσ turns the system into resonance fluorescence. Because of the
combination of resonant driving and strong field, the high n states consists
of pairs of levels |n,±〉 split by 2ΩR, and separated from the next pair by
ωL. One then can think of an infinite ladder of degenerate transitions, and
the n in s |n,±〉 can be dropped as four main processes (being repeated in
the ladder independently of the excitation number) become dominant in
the system: |±〉 → |±〉 which are degenerate in themselves with frequency
ωL, and |±〉 → |∓〉 with ωL ± 2Ω respectively (see Fig. 1.2). The power
spectrum of this system has one central peak at ωL and two sidebands at
ωL ± 2ΩL. This emission spectrum was first described by Mollow [8, 9] and
is accordingly known as the Mollow triplet.

1.1.3.1 Multiphoton emission

One aspect of a two-level system is that, by definition, it can only accommo-
date a single excitation before decaying again, so it naturally emits photons
one by one. An ideal Single Photon (SP) source should emit only one photon
per excitation pulse, always with the same characteristics so each one is
indistinguishable from the previous one, that has to be collected afterwards
with high efficiency. This is proven to be a challenging task. However, there is
a huge interest in the development of such as system, as the SP Fock state |1 〉
is the paramount example of a purely quantum state, and the basis for many
possible quantum technologies [11]. Quantum key distribution for secure
communication with photons, quantum teleportation [12], quantum gates
for quantum information processing [13], and in general photonic devices
and optical circuits require sources of single photons on demand. The most
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Figure 1.3: Experimental setup of boson sampling, taken from Ref. [19]. In this
setup, a single quantum dot coupled to a microcavity is used to as a SP source.
Afterwards, a process called demultiplexing translate the stream of photons into 20
spatial modes, using optical fibers of different lengths and beam-splitters. These 20
spatial modes are then fed to the photonic circuit. To detect the output, there are 60
superconducting SP detectors with efficiencies ranging from 0.6 to 0.82, being able
to consistently detect 14-photon states at a rate of about 6 per hour.

promising candidates right now for the job are semiconductor quantum
dots [14, 15] and superconducting qubits in the microwave regime [16], in
essence 2LS systems with a high degree of control and tunability.
However, there is also a growing significance for single mode multiple

photons states for quantum applications in photonics [17, 18]. This is an even
more recent problem still in the works. One of the most sought-after results
in the field of quantum optics today is the demonstration of a quantum
advantage through boson sampling, one of the tasks that are believed to
be intractable to classical computers but possible in quantum computing
[20–22]. In order to achieve this, a large number of identical photons are
needed. One of the methods usesd for this task is spontaneous parametric
down-conversion, a technique that combines N photon sources to produce
an entangled 2N photon emission, with impressive results of eight [23],
ten [24], twelve [25] and even fourteen [19] entangled photons. Spontaneous
parametric down-conversion is similar to another concept in this thesis, the
OPO, that will be described in Sec. 1.4. In both cases, an incoming beam is
split following parametric (energy-conserving) relations into a pair of signal-
idler beams after crossing a non-linear medium. In Spontaneous parametric
down-conversion, this happens at the photon level, with single photons
splitting into two of lower energy. As promising and groundbreaking these
results seem, it is still a monumental task as any small impurity at the SP

level will propagate to the larger photon states. Of course this means that
continuous improvement in SP sources will translate in better results but
as of now, the generation of these large entangled photon states takes a
really long time. In the case of Ref. [24], it took up to 300 hours for a single
ten photon event and in the case of Ref. [25] the probability of success per
pulse for the twelve photon event was just 3.5× 10−12. The case of Ref. [19]
however has reached up to 6 coincidences of 14 photons per hour, which
shows colossal improvement over the course of a few years.

Other techniques aim to produce N-photon states directly without resort-
ing to the synchronization of SP sources. One ide would be to use, instead of
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a two-level system, a multi-level atom o in the case of semiconductors, biex-
citons [26–28]. Another way could be to resort to engineer a multi-photon
state in a collection of atoms coupling them to waveguides [29].

Instead, we will be looking in this thesis at a different approach, based on a
more straightforward physical process. Using cQED one can create N-photon
resonances in a JC system between states |0e 〉 and |Ng 〉. These so-called
super-Rabi oscillations would periodically produce N-photon states with just
coherent excitation, although their probability is almost zero. However, by
using the Purcell effect on appropriate frequencies, one can amplify the
occurrence of these phenomena [30], and this same emission can be purified
through filtering the spectrum [31]. This system is know as the bundler as it
can be tuned to have an emission composed almost entirely of bundles of
photons. This system and its mathematical treatment will be tackled in detail
in Sec. 2.2.4 of the Methodology chapter, and it will feature prominently in
Chs. 5 and 6.

1.2 MICROCAV IT I E S

A microcavity is an optical resonator in the order of micrometers or even
nanometres thick, which is close to the dimension of the wavelength of
light, sometimes even lower [32]. This is usually done in several ways, the
most common ones are either by reflection of a single metallic surface (or
two dielectrics), or by periodical micro-or nano-structures such as planar
multi-layer Bragg mirrors or photonic crystals. Either way, high reflectivity
is desirable as the aim is to confine the electromagnetic field in a reduced
dimensionality close to the resonant frequencies of the cavity, transforming
the density of states of light. In an ideal cavity, the light would be confined
indefinitely but, of course, in realistic realisations, the photons will eventually
escape from the cavity. This altered state of light inside the microcavities
allows for novel phenomena. Non-linear effects such as four-wave-mixing
can be realised and light-matter interaction can be studied beyond the usual
phenomena of photon absorption and SE.

1.2.1 planar microcavities and 3d microcavities

Some cavities consist in plane mirrors (such as the Fabry-Pèrot one) that
confine the light in only one dimension. Instead of having a single resonance
frequency, planar microcavities carry a whole dispersion relation that is
dependent on the angle of incidence of the light into the cavity. While this
may be a problem if a single frequency is desired (since experimentally it is
always difficult to achieve perfect orthogonal incidence at all points), it can
also be used to create modes within the cavity with a desired wavevector.
Because the system has translational symmetry the k moment is preserved,
so a light of frequency ωL (typically a monochromatic laser) inciding with a
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small angle θinc in the axis of the cavity creates a cavity mode with in-plane
wavevector

k‖ =
ωL sin θinc, (1.35)
c

so just by tuning the frequency and angle of incidence one can create
excitations inside the cavity with pinpoint precision. Some of the best and
most common realizations of microcavities are Distributed Bragg Deflectors
(DBRs), also known as Bragg mirrors, consisting in periodically alternating
layers of (semiconducting) dielectric materials with different refractive index,
each layer generating partial reflection of the light wave. These DBRs display
high levels of reflectivity, which in turn allow for high Q-factor values,
limited mostly by the number of layers.
On the other hand, one may want to have full control over the optical

modes in the cavity. To achieve this, light can be confined in all directions,
not just one. Mirrors with a spherical curvature can be used to confine the
light to one point. Other realisations of 3D confinement may be through the
use of microcavity pillars, which are essentially Bragg mirrors but instead
of extending over a very large area compared to the spacing of the mirrors,
they are much narrower, restricting the light also in axes perpendicular to
the growth axis.

Photonic crystals can also be used to create 3D cavities. They are are a more
general class of materials, which are constructed by periodically intercalating
materials with different refractive indices. If this intercalation takes place in
sheets along a single dimension, we would find a Bragg mirror. If it is done
in two dimensions, we would have an optical fibre, and in three dimensions
a 3D cavity.

Semiconductor cavities, whether planar or 3D, are widespread due to their
many advantages: Ease of manufacturing and growth, high Q-factor, and
facilitating the introduction of semiconductor QW (in planar ones) and QD

(in 3D ones) embedded inside them to achieve strong light-matter coupling.
Coupling between the modes in the cavity and the QD/QW embedded

inside happens even without photons being present, as the QD/QW could
spontaneously emit by itself. However, for most purposes one wants to
shine the cavity with a strong laser to fill it with photons to interact. After
the light has been shined, frequency and angle of photons leaked from
the cavity provides information about the physics inside. The laser driving
could either be a single pulse, or a Continuous Wave (CW) depending on
the experiment, and can be introduced in the Hamiltonian in a semiclassical
or a fully quantum way. To include losses more rigorously, one would have
to go to the formalism of the master equation and include a Lindblad term
to account for dissipation, but they can also be described to some extent by
adding an imaginary part to the bare energies in an effective Hamiltonian.

http:�inc,(1.35
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1.2.2 purcell effect

One of the parameters used to describe the character of a microcavity is
the quality factor or Q-factor which is the ratio between the resonant cavity
frequency and the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the mode

ωCQ = , (1.36)
δωC

and is common a measure of the loss rate of the cavity, with the lifetime of a
Qphoton inside of the cavity being given by τ = ωC
. Conversely, the inverse

of the Q-factor would be the fraction of energy lost in a single trip around
the cavity.

Introducing an emitter of any kind in the microcavity will alter its emission,
as its lifetime is not a property of the emitter by itself but of the combined
light-matter system. Fermi’s Golden rule states that the transition rate of
an atom is proportional to the density of final states, and increasing this
value inside the cavity enhances this emission rate. The ratio of the density
of states inside the cavity compared to the free density of states is known as
the Purcell factor

3 λ3 Q
FP = , (1.37)

4π2 n3 V
where λc/n is the altered wavelength of the mode in the cavity by its
refractive index n, V is the effective volume and Q is the Q-factor. This effect
is known as Purcell effect or enhancement. However for the emitter to feel this
enhancement, its emission can be approximated by Fermi’s Golden rule. For
this to happen, the emitter needs to be coupled to a continuum of states for
Fermi’s Golden rule to be in use. This is the case for planar microcavities
as we said before, but for 3D microcavities with a single resonant mode ωC,
the linewidth of the emitter should be smaller than that of the cavity mode.
If the cavity width were to be smaller then the emitter would basically be
coupled only the resonant mode ωC.
To increase this Purcell effect as much as possible, one should look at

the factor Q
V . High Q-factor cavities (although difficult to achieve) are able

to enhance SE so much, that the photons and emitter enter a regime of
rapid emission and reabsorption until eventual leakage from the cavity.
This leaking of photons is severely diminished because the photons stay
more time coupled to the emitter in Rabi oscillations, already introduced in
Secs. 1.1.1.2 and 1.1.2.4. Indeed, this allow to experimentally reach the strong-
coupling regime and produce hybrid light-matter states. When including
atoms inside the cavity this hybrid light-matter state were the dressed
states, and for embedded semiconductors the strong-coupling equivalent are
exciton-polaritons.

1.3 2D EXC ITON-POLAR ITONS

Of all the zoo of exciting devices and materials one might approach to
explore quantum optics, semiconductors do not seem particularly flashy
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or straightforward compared to some of their peers, such as cold atoms in
magnetic traps. Having control of an atom plus a photon is an ideal quantum
physics textbook problem, but it has been a reality in laboratories. However,
semiconductor devices offer another useful way to couple light and matter.

1.3.1 semiconductors and light

As a quick recap, a semiconductor is a solid living in the space in between
metals and insulators. The energy levels of these materials form two bands,
the conduction and the valence band, which are separated by a gap of
width Eg for which there are no available energy states. What differentiates
semiconductors from metals and insulators is its Fermi level situated in this
gap, and as such its electric conductivity lies in between them. Consequently
one has a great degree of control over their electronic and optical properties.
Electronic states close to the gap in these bands can be described with the
effective mass approximation, displaying a parabolic dispersion

h2k2¯
Ek ≈ E0 + (1.38)

2m∗

where the Plank constant is explicitly shown here but remember that we
are using h̄ = 1 in the whole of this text. These particles behave like free
electrons, except with a different, effective mass m∗, which is often smaller
than the electron mass in vacuum m0.
The elementary optical excitation here would be the promotion of one

electron from the valence to the conduction band through the absorption
of a photon, leaving a positively charged electron hole in the valence band.
Similarly, a conducting electron can annihilate with a valence hole and
release the energy in the form of a photon. These optical transitions between
two levels are equivalent to the ones we spoke previously with atoms,
except here momentum plays a key role because of the shape of the bands.
Generally, the lowest energy states in the valence and conduction bands are
not located at the same momentum, so a momentum transfer is needed in
the form of a phonon, making the transition much less likely. This is what
happens in so-called indirect bandgap semiconductors (such as crystalline
Si and Ge). However, some semiconductor materials (such as GaAs, InAs,
CdTe, GaN, ZnO, etc.) have a direct gap, which means that the electron can
directly produce a photon. In the following, we will only be working with
direct bandgap semiconductors.
The electron holes in the valence band are not to be thought of as a

positron-like antiparticle, but rather as a quasiparticle, an abstraction repre-
senting the absence of the promoted electron. The repulsive Coulomb force
of the remaining electrons is equivalent to the attraction of this positively
charged hole, binding the two particles together. At low temperatures, when
the thermal energy kBT is lower than this binding energy, electron-hole pairs
become the main drivers of optical transitions instead of free electrons and
holes. Thus, the coupled electron-hole pair can be considered as another

This process is know as
radiative recombination.
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A heterostructure is an
artificial structure composed
of a number of thin layers of

different semiconductors.

quasiparticle of neutral charge but with spin and mass taken from its com-
ponents, and it is known as an exciton. The exciton inherits its properties
(frequency, momentum, polarisation) from the photon that pulled the elec-
tron from the valence band, and then live shortly in the semiconductor before
recombining again. During this short exciton lifetime relaxation processes
inherited from their inner electron-hole components could make the input
and output photons to have different energy, momentum or polarisation.

As it stands, excitons are conceptually very similar to a Hydrogen atom in
a 3D dielectric material so one can speak of its excitonic Bohr radius

4πεε0aB = (1.39)
μe2

equivalent to the hydrogenic one, with ε being the permittivity of the dielec-
memhtric and μ the reduced (effective) mass of the electron-hole pair μ = .me+mh

In order to speak of excitons as a particle of their own, the density of
excitations must be low enough that they do not overlap, so the Pauli
exclusion principle for electrons and holes does not play a role. If the
concentration of excitons is lower than a certain saturation density nsat =∝ 1 ,a2B
they can be treated as full-fledged bosons.
While Frenkel (1936) first spoke about these particles as excitation waves

in organic molecular crystals, having a binding energy of hundreds of meV,
Wannier (1937) and Mott (1938) were the ones that introduced the concept
for semiconductors, where the electric field screening is stronger and the
permittivity is larger. Wannier-Mott excitons thus have a far larger Bohr
radius and a lower binding energy of just a few meV. The effective mass
approximation is also applicable for excitons, so they follow a parabolic
dispersion with a very large effective mass.

1.3.1.1 Confined excitons

Natural semiconductors are 3D structures with continuous bands. The pres-
ence of direct gap in some materials already allows for easy light-matter
interaction to be exploited, but since the 80s there has been an even better
way. Thanks to highly precise growth methods, one can design and create
heterostructures combining different semiconductors and engineering ar-
tificial bands. The 3D, bulk semiconductors can have their dimensionality
reduced and confine excitons in space. The semiconductor structure we are
interested in is the QW which confines the excitons in a 2D space. If the
width of the well is narrow enough, their Bohr radius (1.39) is reduced to
a2D = aB/2 for the ideal 2D limit, and its binding energy can become up toB
four times larger. This binding energy will be higher the more confined the
exciton is, and increases accordingly the narrower the QW is, with one caveat.
For ultra-narrow wells, the electron and exciton will start to tunnel, which
will again reduce this value. There are also Quantum wires with only one
dimension, and Quantum dots that completely confine excitons. In the most
extreme cases of confinement, the exciton wavefunction can be represented
as a product of the individual wavefunctions of the electron and the hole,
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Figure 1.4: Sketch of a typical semiconductor planar microcavity made of Bragg
mirrors. The active medium (in this case a QW) is placed between the mirrors
where the density of states of the cavity photons is highest, and so the light-matter
interaction is strongly enhanced. Light incides with angle θinc and creates modes
inside the cavity with in-plane wavevector k‖ (1.35)

and the Coulomb interaction becomes nothing more than a perturbation to
the stronger confining potential.
In this thesis we focus in the 2D planar microcavity, which as we men-

tioned above is conceptually a Fabry-Pérot interferometer: two plane mirrors
separated by a distance LC only a few wavelengths wide. Inside these mi-
crocavities one can embed a semiconductor QW parallel to the cavity plane,
preferably in one of the antinodes of the cavity mode to exploit the high
density of states and produce strong light-matter interactio, as sketched
in Fig. 1.4. One example would be GaAs/AlGaAs DBRs with GaAs wells
inside. To have the strongest, quasi-resonant possible light-matter interaction
the cavity mode ωC should be tuned to be near to the lowest QW exciton
with frequency ωX. This was first done by Weisbuch et al in 1992 [33] in a
breakthrough experiment that found anticrossing in the exciton and photon
dispersions, described by the authors as "the Rabi vacuum-field splitting of
the quantum-well excitons, or more classically as the normal-mode splitting
of coupled oscillators".
Two dimensional light modes inside of a planar cavity are quantised as

described in Sec. 1.1.2.1. An important result of confining the light in 2D
space is that its modes can be described by a parabolic scattering with an
effective mass. Typically, with free photons the dispersion is linear√

ω(k) = c k2x + k2y + k2z, (1.40)

πnwith kz = with n ∈ Z, but having most of the photons coming from aLC
laser inciding the cavity at a low angle, the wavevectors parallel to the cavity
plane are a lot smaller than the transverse ones√

k‖ = k2x + k2y � kz, (1.41)

and we can then expand and approximate the dispersion to

k2‖
ω(k) ≈ ωC,0 + , (1.42)

2mC

http:kz,(1.41
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where mC is an effective mass for the cavity photon, which is typically much
smaller than that of the exciton and can be fixed with cavity parameters.
Typically, mC ≈ 10−5me with me the mass of the bare electron, while the
exciton effective mass mX is in the order of the electron mass, so it is orders of
magnitude larger. When coupling the two particles, although both technically
exhibit a parabolic dispersion, the excitonic one is seen as flat for the typical
momenta in the system (in the order of μm−1), so it can be approximated by
just a constant value at its cutoff frequency ωX(k) ≈ ωX,0. This frequency
is often used as the reference for other energies in the system and because
of this, the cavity frequency is written in terms of the detuning from this
excitonic energy

k2‖
ω(k) ≈ ωX,0 + δ + . (1.43)

2mC

1.3.1.2 Polarization and spin

The polarisation of the electromagnetic field is a concept that appears both
in classical and quantum physics. In the former it is understood as the
oscillations of the field perpendicularly to its propagation, in the transverse
direction, and it is usually described by the Jones vector. In quantum physics,
the polarisation state of photons has a semiclassical equivalence to this Jones
vector. With the propagation defined in the z direction, we write the x and y
components as

|ψ 〉 = σx |ψx 〉+ σy ψy 〉, (1.44)

which gives a basis for the linear polarisation of light. In optics these two
states are commonly referred to as transverse electric and transverse magnetic
(TE and TM). However the state is also often described in terms of circular
polarisation

|ψ 〉 = σ+ |ψ+ 〉+ σ− |ψ− 〉, (1.45)

obtained by rotating the previous Transverse Electric-Transverse Magnetic
(TE-TM) basis into:

|ψ± 〉 = |ψx 〉 ± i√
2

ψy 〉 . (1.46)

The two circular polarisation components can be interpreted as photonic
pseudo spin degrees of freedom ±1 for the two polarisation components.
This spin up |+ 〉 = |L 〉 corresponds to circular left polarisation while spin
down |−〉 = |R 〉, circular right polarisation.
On the other side, excitons inherit their angular momentum from their

electronic and hole components. As it was mentioned before, materials such
as GaAs, CdTe or ZnO that are commonly used for high quality microcavities
are direct-band semiconductors. The conduction band state at k = 0 in these
materials is s-like while the valence band states are linear combinations of

http:��|��),(1.45
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Figure 1.5: Qualitative sketch of a direct band gap semiconductor (such as GaAs)
band structure, as described in Ref. [34]. The left side figure represents the case of
bulk semiconductors, where the spin-orbit interaction separates the J = 3/2 and
J = 1/2 valence bands. In turn, the J = 3/2 is split in the ±3/2 and ±1/2 states
(HH and LH), which are degenerate at k = 0. The right side one represents the case of
QWs, when effective masses of heavy and light holes are affected and the spin-orbit
degeneracy at k = 0 is lifted. Additionally, there is a small coupling between heavy
and light holes that gives rise to an anticrossing of both bands. Because of this, the
HH band is the one closer to the conduction band and thus this is the only one that
is generally considered for the formation of excitons.

p-like orbitals. This means that the total angular momentum of electrons
1in the conduction band are the same as their bare spin Jz = Sz = 2 withe e

states Jz = ± 2
1 . The holes in the valence band, however, have an orbitale

3momentum equal to 1, resulting in Jz = Sh
z + Mz = 2 and 2

1 bands. Becauseh h
of the spin-orbit coupling, those bands split, with the 3 one being closer2
to the conduction band, as seen in Fig. 1.5. In turn, this topmost band also
splits in Jz = ± 2

3 and ± 1
2 . The first ones (Jz = ± 3

2 ) are created when the spinh h
projection of the hole is parallel to the projection of the orbital momentum,
and they are called Heavy Hole (HH). Conversely, if they are antiparallel
(Jz = ± 2

1 ) we speak of Light Hole (LH). The terms heavy and light refer toh
their different effective masses. Note that both HH and LH dispersions are
degenerate at k = 0.

In bulk semiconductors, conduction band electrons have an almost isotropic
and parabolic dispersion, which does not change qualitatively when con-
fining them in 2D structures.This description uses the effective mass ap-
proximation. The band structure for semiconductors in quasi-2D systems
is more complicated, and a further study is given in [34]. However, this
is not the case for valence band holes, displaying different dispersions in
the in-plane and growth (perpendicular) direction [34]. In particular their
in-plane effective mass changes in such a way that the HH become lighter
with a steeper dispersion, and the LH become heavier with a flatter one. This
results in the lifting of the k = 0 spin-orbit degeneracy, with the HH band
being closer to the band edge than the LH one. Because of this, heavy holes
are the only ones being considered for the formation of excitons, and from
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Figure 1.6: Optical selection rules for excitons. Because photons must have either
σ = ±1 polarisation, transitions with Δj = 0 or Δj = ±2 angular momentum
exchange are prohibited.

this the exciton total angular momentum states (which we will be calling
spin for sorts) jz = ±1 and jz = ±2 become the predominant ones.

Optical selection rules determine which transitions are allowed and which
ones are not according to the spin of the initial state. Because photon states
have spin projection ±1, they can only couple to the Jz = ±1 exciton states
due to selection rules. Thus they are called bright states, in contrast to the
optically forbidden Jz = ±2 dark states. Neglecting the dark states, we can
describe the excitons with only two polarisation states, the same as the
photons.

In this work, we neglect the influence of dark excitons. However, it is
important to be aware that there are cases where their presence might be
important. Even if they do not interact with light directly, they do interact
with bright excitons, which could result in population transfer between
the two species. However, as bright excitons have lower energy from the
light-matter coupling these processes only concern the higher energy ones,
and as such they are less probable.

1.3.2 polaritons

Bright excitons can be accessed with light and recombined to re-emit a
photon. When the light-matter coupling is strong enough, at least of the
order of the exciton decay rate, this recombination could happen to be
multiple times before the photon leaves the system, with the same exciton
reabsorbing the emitted photon before it escapes the semiconductor and
extending its effective lifetime in a hybrid state. This effect also renormalises
the frequency of the excitons through the light-matter coupling. The fact
that the coupling to light may strongly influence physical properties of the
excitons points at the necessity to describe this hybrid light-matter states
as a new entity, the polariton, a term first coined by Hopfield in his 1958
paper [35], although the idea of hybrid light-exciton matter was already
circulating in the literature.
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It is important to note that polariton is the term employed generally for this
kind of phenomenon but not exclusively for excitons, as one can also speak
of phonon-polaritons for instance. In this thesis, whenever we are speaking of
polaritons we will be referring to exciton-polaritons.

1.3.2.1 Polariton Hamiltonian

When writing a Hamiltonian for the microcavity polariton system, we al-
ready have the bosonic creation and annihilation operators from the cavity
âC
† (k), âC(k), and we may want do the same for the excitons. There is a caveat

though, which is that excitons might be exactly described with bosonic oper-
ators as they have inner fermionic structure. Thankfully for typical values of
cavities the saturation density is not achieved, the overlap between excitons
is negligible and the inner structure is not resolved, and as such we can use
equivalent bosonic operators for the excitons â†X(k), âX(k). If the excitons
are confined in a QD that is only able to accommodate one single excitation,
we could even treat it as a 2LS and follow the same route as in Section1.1.2.2.
However, in a QW there is a large collection of excitons with different modes.
The real space field operators Ψ̂C(r) and Ψ̂X(r) would be realised from

the Fourier transform of these

dk dkik·r ik·rΨ̂C(r) = âC(k)e , Ψ̂X(r) = âX(k)e , (1.47)
(2π)2 (2π)2

where k here is the 2D in-plane wavevector. The terms in the Hamiltonian
for the particles integrate over all the possible wavevectors

dk †Ĥcav = ωC(k)âC(k)âC(k) (1.48)
(2π)2

†Ĥexc =
dk

ωX(k)âX(k)âX(k), (1.49)
(2π)2

and there is also an interaction term that models the creation of an exciton
through photon absorption, and the reconversion of an exciton with a photon
emission, similar to what we did in Sec. 1.1.2.2 for the interaction between a
2LS and a quantised photon

† †ĤXC =
(2
d
π

k
)2
g(k) âX(k)âC + âX(k)âC(k) , (1.50)

with gXC(k) being the parameter that accounts the for the dipole matrix
element, the dipole here being that of the electron-hole pair. This coupling
parameter can be used to introduce a Rabi frequency for this problem ΩR =

2gXC, the Rabi oscillations being the rapid recombination of the excitons in
the quantum well. The combination of all the terms ĤX + ĤC + ĤXC mirrors
the JC Hamiltonian and as such, we can diagonalise it into their equivalent
of the dressed states: the upper and lower polariton states.

dk † †Ĥpol = ωLP(k)âLP(k)âLP(k) + ωUP(k)âUP(k)âUP(k). (1.51)
(2π)2

http:a�UP(k).(1.51
http:k),(1.49
http:a�X(k)e,(1.47
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Figure 1.7: Example of a polariton dispersion, with test values δ = −5 meV, ΩR =
5 meV and mC = 10−5me. The exciton and photon dispersions anticross and produce
the lower and upper polariton branches. For larger momenta k, we recover the
independent particle dispersions.

These states are hybridised exciton-photon particles, a linear superposition
with different fractions of each for different values of k. The same rotation
from Eqs. (1.30) and (1.31) gives here the so-called Hopfield coefficients Xk =

cos θk and Ck = sin θk for the Lower Polariton (LP) and Upper Polariton (UP),
which account for the excitonic or photonic fraction in each branch

ˆ cos θk sin θk âX(k)aLP(k) = , (1.52)
ˆ − sin θk cos θk âC(k)aUP(k)

and the values of the photonic and excitonic fraction of each polariton branch
again are determined by the frequencies of the particles (or equivalently, the
cavity-exciton detuning) and the Rabi splitting⎡ ⎤

|Xk|2 cos2 θk 1 ωC,k − ωX,0= = ⎣1± √ ⎦ . (1.53)|Ck|2 sin2 θk 2 2 + Ω2[ωC,k − ωX,0] R

Because of this, δ, ΩR and the photon mass mC are the three main parameters
that define the whole dispersion relation of the polaritons, and all of them
are tunable in a lab grown cavity.
The dispersion of the UP and LP branches are given by an anticrossing

between both dispersions. √
2

ωX(k) + ωC(k) [ωC(k)− ωX(k)] + Ω2
R

ωLP,UP(k) = ∓ . (1.54)
2 2

The crossing point of ωX and ωC has the same fraction of photons and
excitons and is the most hybridised point with Hopfield coefficients Xk =

1Ck = √
2
, with a splitting of ΩR between ωLP and ωUP, analogous to the

separation between |n,+ 〉 and |n,−〉 for the 2LS.
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1.3.2.2 Exciton-exciton interaction

Additionally, and of great importance, is an exciton-exciton coupling term,
which is of an exchange nature, as excitons by themselves have neutral
electrical charge. This may be approximated as a two-body contact interaction
if the wavevectors are smaller than the inverse size of the exciton Borh radius
(Born approximation)

ĤXX = dr gXψ̂X(r)†ψ̂X(r)†ψ̂X(r)ψ̂X(r) (1.55)

which conserves momentum, so there are some boundaries for the mo-
menta when going to the reciprocal space. The momentum dependences
of the potential gX in the Born approximation can be ignored and it can
be approximated to the value 6e2aB , with aB the excitonic Borh radius, e theε

electron charge and ε the dielectric constant of the material [36]. There is
a dependence with the pseudospin of the excitons here, as the interaction
is not the same for parallel (same Jz) or antiparallel (opposite Jz) pairs, but
this will be explored with more details in Ch. 4. For now we will ignore
the polarization degree of freedom in the system. We might also want to
quantify other effects in the Hamiltonian, such as a correction due to the
exciton saturation that takes into account their Bohr radius [37], although
it is usually significantly smaller that the main exciton-exciton interaction
term. There is also the option of scattering between bright and dark excitons,
or collision between bright excitons to form dark ones, which are additional
paths of relaxation we may take into account. However, dark excitons have
higher energy than polaritons, by virtue of the light-matter coupling, so
dark-bright collisions are high energy processes that we can neglect. We are
not going to consider those options in this text, only using the term from
Eq. (1.55).

This exciton-exciton interaction is carried out to the polaritons, which then
interact with each other, giving raise to a whole zoo of fascinating behaviour.
The term in a diagonalised Hamiltonian has the same shape, except for the
inclusion of the appropriate Hopfield coefficients. This term introduces a
nonlinearity in the Hamiltonian, which makes it very challenging to calculate,
requiring of additional approximations. For the kind of problems presented
in this thesis the best approach is to take a step back to a semiclassical theory
using a mean-field theory of the polariton physics, to treat the system as a
quantum fluid whose wavefunction evolution is described by the celebrated
Gross-Pitaevskii Equations (GPE).

1.3.2.3 Polaritons vs Bose-Einstein Condensation

The first BEC for diluted atomic gases was demonstrated in 1995 by E.
Cornell and C. Wieman [38], using rubidium-87 atoms. Condensation was
also expected to be found for excitons, already theorised by K. W. Böer
in 1961 [39]. Due to the much lower mass of excitons compared to atomic
gases, their critical temperature is also larger. As already mentioned, excitons
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are found in two varieties, dark and bright. Because dark excitons do not
couple to the photonic field, they seem preferable for condensation, as their
radiative lifetime is longer and they would have more time to relax to the
lower energy state. However, this advantage becomes also an issue when
trying to detect and measure the condensate. On the other hand, bright
excitons do couple to the electromagnetic field and as a result their lifetime
is shorter. However this also means that through recombination of bright
excitons the system emits coherent light that can be detected.

In bulk semiconductors, polaritons emerge as the coherent superposition
of both photons and excitons. However, in the bulk this mixture does not
have a k = 0 state, as k = 0 free photons cannot exist, but they do when
confined in microcavities. There, photons are given an effective mass and
thus their dispersion relation becomes parabolic, allowing for a minimum at
zero momentum. Microcavity polaritons have longer lifetimes and a smaller
effective mass compared to excitons, so condensation in its minimum energy
state is possible and has been realised experimentally even before in a CdTe
microcavity [40]. Further experiments were able to find room-temperature
condensation in GaN [41], organic [42] and polymer-filled [43] microcavities.
However, there are some caveats in using the word condensation.

First of all, as we have been saying microcavity polaritons are by definition
a driven dissipative, non-equilibrium system, where a constant influx and
decay of polaritons that are able to form a stationary state. Such a state
can still exhibit macroscopic coherence, which is the main force behind
quantum macroscopic phenomena such as BEC, superconductivity, or lasers.
Interestingly, some authors were speaking of polariton lasers[44] because of
the benefit on not only having coherence in the photonic states but also in
the matter ones, and the term polariton lasing was widely used.

Secondly, it is known that condensation for massive bosons cannot strictly
happen in two dimensions [45] although more general superfluid behaviour
do, again because of the macroscopic coherence. Accordingly, microcavity
polaritons exhibit a transition from the a normal to a superfluid phase which
has been thoroughly explored, finding that not only does the OPO exhibit
freedom of phase, but also frictionless flow [46–48], quantised vortices and
persistence of superfluid currents [49–51], good criteria to consider the
polaritons to behave as a superfluid. This transition has been related to be
of the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless type, where pairs of vortices and anti-
vortices in the fluid couple and allow for unperturbed flow [52]. Using the
clarification nonequilibrium BEC of polaritons seems like a fair compromise.

1.3.2.4 Blue-shift of the dispersion relation

This approach will be expanded in the Methodology chapter, but for now
we might hastily introduce a qualitative expression of the GPE for a single
mode, of energy ωLP in the LP branch, being driven by a laser defined as a

i(kp·rp−ωpt)classical field Fp = fpe

γLP(kp)i∂tΨLP = ωLP(kp)− i + gk4 |ΨLP|2 ΨLP + sin θkp Fp, (1.56)
p2

http:Fp,(1.56
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Figure 1.8: The LP and UP branches must experience a blue-shift at any nonzero
population due to the exciton-exciton interaction. While this shift is flat for the
exciton, this contribution to the polaritons depends on k through the Hopfield
coefficients.

where sin θkp is the Hopfield coefficient that accounts for the photonic
contribution to the LP from the laser, and gk4 = gX cos4 θkp is just the couplingp

constant with the Hopfield coefficients being absorbed into it. The pump
state wavefunction can be approximated to be in the same energy and in-
plane wavevector as the laser ΨLP = Pei(kp·rp−ωpt), if the laser is resonant
or at least near-resonant of course. From this expression we can calculate
the stationary state density of the pump state np = |P|2 as a function of
the driving strength fp or the driving intensity Ip = | fp|2. Qualitatively one
finds that the polariton density grows with intensity, but because of this the
nonlinear term gkp

4 |ΨLP|2 also grows and introduces a Blue-Shift (BS) in the
whole dispersion relation (with a momentum dependence from the Hopfield
coefficients in the coupling constant, as seen in Fig. 1.8). This makes the
driving to be less resonant and thus make the creation of polaritons by the
laser less efficient, resulting in a soft cutoff for the density-intensity relation.
This phenomena is known as optical limiter in the nonlinear optics literature.
Additionally, because Eq. (1.56) is a cubic one, there is the possibility of up
to three existing solutions for the same value of fp, exhibiting an S-shape
curve akin to a hysteresis cycle [53]. Again this is a known phenomena in
nonlinear optics known as an optical bistability.

1.4 OPT ICAL PARAMETR IC OSC ILLATOR

As a result of collisions, particles may be scattered to a pair of other modes
while total momentum and energy of the pair is conserved. In optics, these
processes where light interacts with materials without a net transfer of
energy or momentum are said to be parametric, and from here comes the
concept of optical parametric scattering. This kind of scattering processes
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are known to occur in non-linear optics, where a higher energy photon is
split in a non-linear medium into two photons of smaller frequency, which
are known as signal and idler. The energy must be conserved and as such
the sum of the signal and idler frequencies must add to the original one
ωp = ωS + ωI . This process is carried out using has also proven to happen
in polaritons, where excitonic interactions provide the strong nonlinearity
for these processes.
In optics, the output beams usually are weak, a problem that may be

solved using not one but two input beams, the pump and the desired signal.
This also forces the system to produce the parametric scattering to the
input frequency ωS and the corresponding ωI = ωp − ωS. The result is a
stronger signal and idler beams, with the input signal being amplified by the
parametric process, through a loss of intensity from the input pump beam.
This technique is known as OPA.

If we insert the nonlinear media in a resonator, we can enhance even
further the desired frequencies through the increase in the density of the
appropriate states, and then we are speaking of OPO. This allows for strong
and approximately coherent signal and idler beams.

For microcavity polaritons, provided we are driving the cavity resonant or
near-resonantly with a laser, a macroscopic amount of particles is created
coherently at this pump state in a precise and narrow frequency and momen-
tum profile centred around ωp and kp, where ωp is the frequency of the laser
and the wavevector kp depends on the incidence angle of the pumping laser.
For low laser intensities, the pump state has a small density and remains
stable, but for stronger intensities polaritons could start to collide and scatter
in a parametric manner, maintaining the energy-momentum relations

ωp + ωp → ωS + ωI , kp + kp → kS + kI (1.57)

where ωS,I and kS,I are the frequency and in-plane momentum of the so-
called signal and idler states, notation carried out from its non-linear optics
origin. This is one tricky condition for most condense matter systems, for
instance parabolic dispersions cannot fulfil exactly both conditions at the
same time. However the peculiar shape of the lower polariton branch allows
for some possibilities for which the signal and idler states could also be
resonant with the polariton dispersion and grow into additional coherently
and macroscopically populated states. However, there might be more than
one resonant scattering, or even a continuum of near-resonant choices. One
way to help the system populate some particular signal/idler combination
would be to include an additional weaker laser probe shining at the signal,
to stimulate scattering to that desired state. This is equivalent to an OPA

for polaritons, having huge gains in the signal state. This was confirmed
experimentally with fast pump-probe pulses of light [54] demonstrating these
gains were of a parametric nature as the amplification responded better at
the energy-conserving pairs ωS,I and kS,I . However it was demonstrated that
it may not even be necessary for a probe to produce this strong scatterings,
strong CW pumping above some threshold intensity in a good choice of
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Figure 1.9: OPO over a polariton dispersion, when shining the laser at the magic
angle, that is, at the inflexion point so that the signal state goes to the bottom of the
LP branch.

ωp and kp can spontaneously produce parametric scattering to the signal
and idler states [55, 56], with some leeway in the angle of pump for it to
happen [57]. This is the counterpart to the Optical Parametric Oscillator
for microcavity polaritons, which has to include the particular nature of
polaritons, such as the renormalization of their dispersion relation, or other
ways of relaxation that are not present in the optical situation. The threshold
for this OPO can be determined through a microscopic, quantum theory [58],
but also with a classical treatment with rate equations for the pump, signal
and idler state [59] and a linear instability analysis [60]. Both OPA and OPO

are coherent processes that can be described from the interaction terms in
the Hamiltonian.

1.4.1 spontaneous symmetry breaking

One interesting phenomenon appearing in OPO systems, is a non-equilibrium
phase transition, triggered by the spontaneous breaking of the U(1) symmetry
corresponding to the signal and idler phase. The pump state phase is fixed to The usual analogy for this

type of rupture of symmetry isthat of the external laser, but after the parametric scattering the system is able
that of the "Mexican hat". Ato choose freely a phase for the signal and idler, with some constraints. If we
ball located in the highest part

use the three mode approximation for the OPO, for which we are reducing of the sombrero has only one
the whole wavefunction describing the system to only three occupied states: possible position and the
pump, signal and idler whole system is symmetric

with respect to the central
−iωpt −iωSt −iωI t axis, but when it receives aΨLP(k, t) = P(t)δk,kp e + S(t)δk,kS e + I(t)δk,kI e , (1.58)

perturbation the ball falls to a
point on the brim of thewhere P(t), S(t) and I(t) are the complex amplitudes for these states, then sombrero, in a random a

the phase of the pump state is fixed to φp. The phases of the idler and direction. The hat and the ball
signal φS and φI are then constraint through the parametric scatterings to maintain their rotational

symmetry, but the system as a2φp = φS + φI , but that means that their phase difference φS − φI is still free
whole does not. The symmetryto choose. This is equivalent to saying that the system is invariant under
has been broken
spontaneously.

http:I(t)�k,kIe,(1.58
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rotation of the global phases of S(t) and I(t) an arbitrary and opposite
amount φ

φS → φS + φ , φI → φI − φ. (1.59)

This U(1) symmetry is then spontaneously broken when the system
chooses a particular value for φ. This is true for the OPO regime, but not
for the OPA as the weak probe is fixing the phase of the signal/idler pair
externally, so the symmetry is broken alright, but explicitly instead of sponta-
neously and this is key for a phase transition. This phase freedom results in a
different value for the phase every instance of the experiment was carried
out.

One of the most interesting OPO configurations is obtained when the laser
is shined near the inflexion point of the LP branch [56], at what is called
magic angle, because this creates a signal in the ground state, and an idler in a
higher energy state upper in the slope of the curve, as shown in Fig. 1.9. This
magic angle is widely used in the study of polaritons to be able to obtain a
macroscopically occupied ground state with free phase, which shares a lot of
properties with a Bose-Einstein condensate, although they are conceptually
different in many ways, as stated above in Sec. 1.3.2.3.
Although the magic angle is the only choice of kp that produces resonant

values for the pump, signal and idler states at the same time in the LP

branch, one might look for other interesting configurations for which the
pump might not be exactly resonant but the scattered states do, such as
the one in Fig. 1.10. Pumping at kp = 0 but between ωLP(k = 0) and
ωX, the condition 2ωP = ωS + ωI and kp + kp = kS + kI can be fulfilled
by scattering at the same energy ωS = ωI = ωp with kS = −kI . Here the
system scatters polaritons in pairs to every momentum state in a ring of finite
momentum |kS|, until the stimulated scattering occurs and an orientation is
chosen. Interestingly, this choice of orientation is also random and happens
spontaneously, as it is the choice of a U(1) phase. In this situation it has been
seen [61] that not only does the system chose randomly one orientation in
each instance of the experiment (although anisotropies in the cavity will steer
this orientation towards a preferred one), but also that scattering processes
between signal states develops a regular hexagon of three signal-idler pairs
with instead of a single one. To be able to have a stable pump state at k = 0
one may use a double [62] or triple [63] cavity, where the pump mode
corresponds with the ground state of one of the LP branches, and from there
it can scatter parametrically to other LP branch.

1.4.2 spatial pattern formation

In the three mode approximation we could introduce the wavefunction (1.58)
into the GPE (1.56) to obtain the exact value of the amplitudes in the steady
state. However, while in Sec. (1.3.2.2) the wavevector was clearly defined
by the pump, now the three values kp, kS and kI evolve with the intensity,
as the whole dispersion relation is shifted upwards, not in a rigid way but
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Figure 1.10: Left: An alternative configuration that pumps at kp = 0 thus scatter-
ing the signal/idler states in a hexagon at the same frequency, with randomised
orientation. Right: Figure adapted from [61], a and b are the experimental far-field
and near-field (respectively) emission, where a continuous-wave pump at k = 0
produces an hexagonal-like pattern. In a the pump state is blocked for visibility.

with different BS depending on the momentum. As such, one needs first to
calculate the momenta at which the states will appear.

One way to do this is through a linear stability analysis, which is used in
nonlinear dynamics to explore the formation of spontaneous, self-organised
repetitive spatial patterns emerging in otherwise homogeneous systems. The
mechanism for these patterns was first proposed in the context of chemical
reactions by Alan Turing [64] and, since then, used to describe a wide range
of patterns in diverse fields [65] although the term Turing pattern is commonly
used for phenomenon as a whole.
The idea is to linearise the system around the uniform state and study

the evolution of modes associated to the wavevectors. For some modes,
there is an exponentially diminishing evolution, while for others there might
be an exponential growth. From these exponential modes, the one with
higher growth rate provides the typical finite wavelength of the spatial
patterns, be it in stripes, spots or richer geometries. These kind of patterns
are known to be present everywhere in nature, from animal coats, skin
pigmentation, ridges on sand dunes to chemical reactions and -interestingly
for us- nonlinear optics where order parameter equations for lasers (such as
the Lugiato-Lefever equation [66] or the Swift-Hohenberg equation [67]) have
a very similar form to the Gross-Pitaevskii equation we use for microcavity
polaritons. The common denominators in these systems are a non-local
mechanism such as diffusion or diffraction that promotes an homogeneous
steady state, and a nonlinearity which allows for weak perturbations to
grow exponentially when being driven by external forces, such as stress or a
well chosen laser. As one might expect, this approach is not misguided for
microcavity polaritons, as they do also exhibit these kind of phenomenon.
We already said in reciprocal space the OPO system consists of three narrow
density peaks, but going back to real space through a Fourier transform these
three momentum states produce a moving pattern of stripes or fringes. With
more complex configurations such as the hexagon mentioned previously the
spatial pattern accordingly resembles an hexagonal (or triangular) stationary
lattice.
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Figure 1.11: Three examples of naturally occurring Turing patterns.

Once the wavevectors kp, kS and kI have been calculated for a given Ip
they can be inserted in the GPE to obtain the population of the pump, signal
and idler states as a function of Ip. For weak intensities, the pump state
is stable and S = I = 0, but after some threshold is surpassed, it starts
to be depleted in a population transfer to the other two. Finally, for too
strong pumping the signal/idler states become unstable themselves and
their population becomes zero again. This OPO threshold has been studied
through a linear instability analysis of the GPE for a single CW pump [60, 68,
69], or even for two different pumps [70] where the interplay between the
two components produces states with many unstable.

With only the lower polariton branch, a plethora of interesting behaviour
have already been found. In this thesis, there is a chapter dedicated to
exploring other configurations for pattern formation including also the UP

branch and more than one pump state (Ch. 3). Additionally, we will also
explore the inclusion of spin-polarization degrees of freedom in the same
processes in a separate chapter (Ch. 4). This does not only represent more
accurately the behaviour of polaritons, but also lead to novel phenomena.

1.5 COHERENCE AND CORRELAT IONS

Coherence is an important term in physics that is often mentioned in this
thesis in one way or another. The general idea of coherence is likely to be
related to phase in the optical sense. Two coherent waves are coherent if
they are in phase and because of this they can interfere, such is the case with
Young’s double-slit experiment or the Michelson-Morley interferometer.

These two famous textbook experiments introduce two important concepts
related to coherence. In Young’s experiment, interference fringes were only
observed when the two slits were close enough, so the path difference was

c
smaller than the quantity lc = where Δω is the bandwith of the signal.

Δω
This lc is the coherence length of the signal, defined as the distance a coherent
signal can propagate until it loses that same coherence and it can no longer
interfere with other signals, including itself. One good example of a light
source with very long coherence length is the laser, as we know that lasers
have a very narrow bandwidth. A light source with a broader width, be it of
a Lorentzian or Gaussian shape, loses coherence faster. One can also define
the coherence time of light as τc =

lc , which is the same concept but usingc
time intervals instead of distance of propagation, and it is the basis for the
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Michelson-Morley interferometer, in which the light interferes with itself
after a time delay, producing a fringe profile if τcΔω ≈ 1. This prompts the
notion that coherence between two signals is related to correlation. Thus, we
introduce the first order coherence degree of the field E which is sampled as a
random variable.

〈E(t)∗E(t+ τ)〉
g(1)(τ, t) = , (1.60)〈|E(t)|2〉

which is also called first order correlation function or autocorrelation, as it
quantifies correlations of a field with itself. The epithet first order will be
made clear in a moment. At zero delay the signal is exactly the same and thus
the trivial result g(1)(0, t) = 1, and any decay from this value means a loss in
coherence. This ties to this easy notion about coherence, that knowledge of a
signal at some point should give us knowledge of that same signal in the
future, provided this g(1)(τ, t) does not fall too quickly in time. The visibility
of the interference fringes in an interferometer

Imax − ImiV = (1.61)
Imax + Imin

is also associated with the first order degree of coherence, as V = |g(1)(τ, t)|.
Another important result related to this autocorrelation is the Wiener–Khinchin
theorem [71] which states that the power spectral decomposition of the
first-order correlation function of a system g(1)(τ, t) is given by its power
spectrum

s(ω) =
1
2π

∞

∞
g(1)(τ, t)eiωτ dτ. (1.62)

1.5.1 glauber coherence functions and the statistics of light

One of the stepping stones of quantum optics was the result of the work of
Robert Hanbury Brown and Richard Q. Twiss [72] who devised an interfer-
ometer for the intensity (rather than the amplitude) that split a light source
into two different photodetectors and afterwards counted the detections.
A surprising result of their experiments was that light was found to bunch
together more than if it was uncorrelated, and it is known as the Hanbury-
Brown and Twiss effect. The intent of the authors was to measure the radius
of Sirius, but they faced a strong opposition from many experts in the field,
that considered the idea of photons arriving at two separated detectors being
correlated just absurd, and the Hanbury-Brown and Twiss effect was deemed
a mistake by many. However it was later proven to be true, as bunching
is a result from any Poissonian distribution such as thermal, uncorrelated
light, but this statistical description of light was not accounted at the time.
This would be provided with a theoretical apparatus by Glauber [73], who
suggested that, although intuitive, the optical notions of coherence were
insufficient and could be extended for higher degrees of coherence. The
introduction of a first-order function suggests, of course, that higher orders
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do also exist, but that is because it was Glauber who stated in his 1963 paper
that the common optical definition of coherence corresponded only to the
first-order degree of coherence. He then introduced higher orders of degrees
of coherence, of which the relevant one for the Hanbury-Brown and Twiss
effect is the second-order one:

〈E∗(t)E∗(t+ τ)E(t)E(t+ τ)〉
g(2)(τ, t) = , (1.63)〈E∗(t)E(t)〉2

which accounts for cross-correlations instead of auto-correlations and carries
a more statistical description of light. Although the Hanbury-Brown and
Twiss effect could be explained in classical terms, Glauber was the one to
see the importance of quantum coherence. These same expressions can be
written using bosonic operators, linking the intensity of light with the actual
counting of photon detections:

〈â†(t)â†(t+ τ)â(t)â(t+ τ)〉
g(2)(τ, t) = . (1.64)〈â†(t)â(t)〉2

The value of this function at zero delay gives the probability of simultaneous
detection of two photons. It provides information about the statistics of
particle detection. For instance it can be linked to the variance of the particle
number distribution

Δn2 − 〈n〉
g(2)(0) = 1+ , (1.65)〈n〉

which will vary depending on the state the light is in. For the case of a
Fock state of well defined (Δn2 = 0) number n of photons, its value is
g(2)(0) = 1− 1 . This is a very interesting consequence, as no classical staten
exhibits a g(2)(0) smaller than one [74]. Thermal, uncorrelated signal of
any source displays g(2)(0) = 2, and for higher orders of coherence, it has
g(n)(0) = n!. Fully coherent light, such is the case of a laser, has g(2)(0) = 1.
Glauber himself defined an all order coherent source to be g(2)(τ, t) = 1 for
all n and τ, examples of which would be a perfectly monochromatic wave,
or a coherent state |α 〉. As a result of this, the exhibit of g(2)(0) < 1 in a
system, called antibunching in the literature, is considered an assessment of
quantumness and has been found both in squeezed light and in quantum
dots exhibiting RF [74, 76].

1.5.2 coherence in quantum systems

When speaking of quantum processes such as driving or decay, one may
speak of coherent or incoherent ones. Coherent external pumping or driving
(i. e. with a well tuned laser) is defined as one that has a clear phase
relation with the system and as such, knowledge of the state of the driving
is transferred to the particles of the system. In conclusion, a coherent process
is one that maintains the quantum coherence of the system and as such it is
related to the permanence of quantum information, such as entanglement. This
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Figure 1.12: Sketch of the g(2)(τ) correlation function for different light statistics.
For bunched light (red), g(2)(0) > 1 and the particles tend to be emitted closer
together. If it is antibunched (blue) it is the opposite g(2)(0) < 1 and the particles
tend to be as separated in time as possible. For light in a coherent Glauber state
(purple), the emission of particles is uncorrelated with g(2)(0) = 1.

knowledge of the evolution of the system means that a coherent pumping
may be included in the Hamiltonian.
In contrast, an incoherent process is one which may introduce noise

and randomness in the phase of the system, or any non-unitary kind of
evolution. The actual functioning and details of the processes are unknown
(or irrelevant) and only its effect and rate of action are available (or needed),
and therefore must be included as a Liouvillian operator in a Lindblad
master equation. This requires the introduction of a different formalism that
deals not only with pure states (defined by ket states |ψ 〉) but also mixed
states. The density matrix formalism is just what we need for this kind of
problems.

A mixed state is a statistical mixture (or ensemble) of pure states. We can
know that a state has a probability of being in the quantum states |ψ1 〉
or |ψ2 〉, but this does not necessarily mean that the state is in a quantum√
superposition |Ψ 〉 = (|ψ1 〉+ |ψ2 〉) / 2. From the information available to
us, it might as well be a coin flip, and there is no single wave function that
can describe it. One way to do this would be to have a sum of projectors
with their associated probabilities Pi instead of amplitudes Ai

ρ̂ = ∑ Pi |ψi 〉〈ψi| . (1.66)
i

This ρ̂ is called the density operator and it is a more general description of
the state of a quantum system. It has trace equal to one, as the sum of the
diagonal elements has to account for all the possibilities. In the case of a pure
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ρ2state, ρ̂ = |ψ1 〉〈ψ1| and thus ˆ = ρ̂ and Tr(ρ2) = 1. However, for mixed
states ρ̂2 �= ρ̂ and Tr(ρ2) < 1, with the system being more mixed the smaller
the value of the trace of the squared matrix. The off-diagonal elements play
the role here of the quantumness of the state, often called coherence in this
sense, with a completely classical ensemble having a fully diagonal density
matrix. The density matrix can be seen as a correlation matrix between the
different states, with these non-diagonal elements being cross-correlations
between them, giving a qualitative connection to the previous sections.
A classical master equation (or rate equation) is a system of differential

equations for a set of probabilities, corresponding only to the diagonal
elements in the density matrix formalism, while a quantum master equation is
for all other elements, including non-diagonal ones. The Lindblad equation
in particular is a type of quantum master equation that uses a couple
approximations. First the Born approximation, which assumes that the system
does not affect the environment as it will generally be far larger and weakly
coupled to the system, so we do not care about its dynamics. Then, the
Markov approximation states that the evolution of ρ̂ does only depend on its
current state and the system is coupled to a reservoir without memory. The
dynamics of the environment are considered to be much faster than that of
the system, so correlations are lost quickly.

Incoherent processes cause decoherence, which is a general term often used
to describe the losing of quantum information, which range from dissipation
due to losses, incoherent pumping, temperature, relaxation, dephasing, and
even the collapse of the wavefunction. These processes may be included
in the Linblad master equation as superoperators that in general reduce
the off-diagonal entries of the density matrix, and thus the capability of
the system to exhibit quantum interference. Maintaining the coherence of a
quantum system is one of the greatest challenges in the fields of quantum
information, quantum computation and quantum communication, as only
the complete isolation of a system could exempt it from incoherent coupling
with any other element.

1.5.3 macroscopic quantum phenomena and long range order

Lastly, there will be another use of the word coherence in this thesis whenever
we speak of macroscopic quantum phenomena such as superfluidity or Bose-
Einstein condensation. It is often spoken of in terms of long-range phase
coherence or long-range order. A fitting example of this phenomena is Bose-
Einstein condensation (or BEC). Although this thesis is far from focusing
on the physics of Bose-Einstein condensation, it is important to have some
knowledge of it in order to get some insights when dealing with microcavity
polaritons. As mentioned above, they share a fair amount of similarities, and
concepts from BEC research can be useful. In this section we will quickly
review notions such as superfluidity, long-range order, order parameters or
symmetry breaking.
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A macroscopic gas of bosons is described on the basis of field operators
Ψ̂†(r) and Ψ̂ (r), which create (annihilate) a particle at position r. Because
they are bosonic operators, they fulfil the usual symmetric commutation
relations.

′ ′[Ψ̂ (r) , Ψ̂† r ] = δ(r − r′), [Ψ̂ (r) , Ψ̂ r ] = 0. (1.67)

These operators can be written in terms of the single particle wavefunctions
ψi

N
Ψ̂(r) = ∑ ψi(r)âi (1.68)

i=0

where âi is the annihilation operator or a particle in the state ψi, also having
†symmetric commutation relations. The expectation value 〈âj âi〉 becomes

δijni and the sum ∑i ni = N is the total number of particles. An important
distinction is made for the lowest energy state Ψ̂0(r) (typically at momenta

†k = 0) also called condensate state whose population is 〈â0 â0〉 = N0

N
Ψ̂(r) = ψ0(r)â0 + ∑ ψi(r)âi. (1.69)

i=1

this expression connects directly with Bogoulibov’s approach (which we will
look again in Sec. 2.1.1.1 in the next chapter), which replaces the ground-state
operators with complex numbers when the gas is at very low temperatures.
This can be done because this state acquires a macroscopic occupation (BEC)
and consequently the population is much larger than its fluctuations, which
can be neglected. The introduction of this classical wave function holds for
diluted gases with a temperature under its Bose-Einstein condensation. And
so, we write

Ψ̂(r) = Ψ0(r) + δΨ̂0(r), (1.70)

where we define Ψ0 =
√
N0ψ0 for the condensate component, and δΨ̂0 =

∑i
N
=1 ψi âi for the non-condensate component, which may be treated as weak

fluctuations. This condensate wave-function plays the role of an order param-
eter of the system, a complex number with a modulus and a complex phase

iθ(r)Ψ0(r) = |Ψ0(r)|e (1.71)

The order parameter is a concept associated to phase transitions and the
spontaneous breaking of a continuous symmetry of the system. It is often
defined as a characteristic of the system that changes from being zero at one
phase (the disordered one) and non-zero at other (the ordered one). In the
case of Bose-Einstein condensation, this condensate wavefunction Ψ0 is null
above the critical temperature of the system, but have a finite value below Tc.
When this happens, a large number of bosonic particles start to exhibit the
behavior of a continuous field and its whole state can be described with this

This replacement is analogous
to the transition from
quantum electrodynamics to
the classical description of
electromagnetism, which can
be justified if one has a large
number of photons in
approximately the same
quantum state.

The order parameter is often
defined as the expected value
of some field that does not
follow a given symmetry that
is broken in the phase
transition
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order parameter: a single wavefunction extended macroscopically in space,
sharing the same phase.
The one-body density matrix ρ(1) (r, r′) = 〈Ψ† (r)Ψ (r′)〉 is another fun-

damental object in quantum mechanics, as it provides knowledge of the
one-body expectation values. If the state of the system can described by the
(normalised to 1) many-body wavefunction Ψn(r1, r2, ..., rN), the one-body
density matrix can then be written as

(1) ′ ′ ′ ′ρn r, r = N dr2...drN Ψn
∗(r1, r2, ..., rN)Ψn(r1, r2, ..., rN). (1.72)

From this object one can extract valuable observables such as the diagonal
density ρ(r) = 〈Ψ† (r)Ψ (r)〉 = ρ(1) (r, r), but also long-range correlations
which are quantified by the off-diagonal elements of the one-body density
matrix. Following the Bogoliubov approach at Eq. (1.70) the one-body density
matrix for the condensate fraction can be described as just√ √

ρ(1)(r, r′) = ψ0
∗(r)ψ0(r′) = n(r) n(r′). (1.73)

If we introduce a coherence length lc defined as the distance |r − r′| at
which this ρ(1) becomes negligible (and thus correlations between points of
the space disappear), then we can see that this lc becomes of the order of
the size of the condensate itself. This is know as Off-Diagonal Long-Range
Order (ODLRO) (because it involves r′ = r components) and was described
as a criterion for BEC by Onsager and Penrose in 1956 [77], proving that
fluids without condensation did not display ODLRO. Later was also related
to superfluidity by Yang in 1962 [78] and Anderson in 1966 [80].
Experiments based on imaging of a condensate can only measure its

diagonal density ρ(1)(r) so evidence of ODLRO could only be available from
interference experiments. This was realised by Immanuel Bloch in 2000 [81]
in the equivalent of a double-slit experiment allowing a condensate to
interfere with itself, producing a visible fringe pattern. Above the critical
temperature Tc, the measured correlation function would be quickly wiped
out (Gaussian decay) while below Tc it would remain constant for longer
to a finite non-zero value. A similar procedure can be carried out with two
condensates of wavefunction ψa and ψb, each one with their particular phase.
At first the condensates would be separated in space ψ∗(r)ψb(r) ≈ 0 so thata
the combined wavefunction would be ψ(r) = ψa(r) + eiφψb(r), but when
they overlap the density would start to present modulations

√
n(r, t) = na + nb + 2 nanb cosλz+ φ. (1.74)

The confinement of the condensates to get them to overlap might be an
issue, however. For this one might use the momentum distribution, as two
condensates confined in a symmetrical way separated by a fixed distance
larger than their size have a complete overlap in momentum, while being
completely separated in real space, and still present modulations. For a
single condensate, the lc is of the size of the whole sample, but for two
condensates lc appears to be larger than the distance between themselves.
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Figure 1.13: Figure adapted from [81], showing the decay of correlation with
temperature. The visibility of the interference pattern is here used as a correlation
function, which decays to zero for values over the critical temperature (in white,
with the case in squares having a different number of atoms in the trap and as such
a different Tc), and plateaus to a finite number below Tc (grey and black) .

Another typical macroscopic quantum macroscopic phenomenon is su-
perfluidity. The first thing that comes to mind for most physicists when
thinking of superfluidity is possibly liquid helium, escaping from its con-
tainers with its zero viscosity. However, there are many different systems
in many branches of physics that exhibit superfluid behaviour, from cold
gases to cosmology. superfluidity is related to BEC but they are not the same
concept. In a rigorous way, superfluidity is described as the property of
some collective bosonic state allowing transport without dissipation between
any two points of the fluid through a frictionless, phase-coherent path. If
the two points share the same phase, and therefore order parameter, then
frictionless transport between them is possible. The theory of superfluid-
ity was developed closely after the one for superconductivity, as the two
phenomenons share this idea of frictionless flow. Superconductivity was
modelled by Ginzburg and Landau in 1950 as a superfluid of electrons[79],
basing this theory on Landau’s theory of second-order phase transitions,
and thus a theory for superfluidity followed through. Landau explained that
from the excitation spectrum of the system one may devise some criteria
that allows the fluid to propagate without dissipation. Superfluids also ex-
hibit irrotationality and quantised vortices, phenomena that is also found in
BEC [45]. In both superfluidity (and superconductivity), the order parameters
are just the density of the superfluid (superconducting) component instead
of the condensate component.



2
METHODOLOGY

While the previous chapter describes in a general way of the theory needed
to understand the results of this thesis, together with its development and
historical context, this chapter introduces more specifically the methods used
to solve the problems we have discussed. The work done in thesis is of a
theoretical and numerical nature, and different problems require different
techniques. Approximations, models and numerical methods are presented
here, to tie the broader physics previously that encompass
For Chs. 3 and 4, a more classical approach is sought to describe the

dynamics of a macroscopic population of polaritons. We show how the
evolution of the system as well as its stationary state can be described
through mean-field Gross-Pitaievskii equations (GPE). Afterwards a linear
stability analysis is performed to study the spontaneous formation of spatial
patterns in the polariton fluid, in a way that is related Bogoliubov’s spectrum
of weak excitations, giving raise to Turing-like spatial patterns.
On the other hand, Chs. 5 and 6 need a different treatment, as the phe-

nomenons of single-photon (SP) and multiphoton emission is fully quantum
in nature. Each excitation and particle counts, but there are still stochastic
elements in the dynamics, such as spontaneous emission (SE), and for this
we will be using the density matrix formalism with Linblad master equations. We
will introduce methods to obtain observables such as the emission spectrum
of a given system and frequency resolved correlations. We show how by
carefully tuning the physical parameters of coupled 2LS emitters and cavities
one can obtain super-Rabi oscillations and promote transitions that produce
bundles of photons with the same energy.

2.1 SEMICLASS ICAL METHODS

For the first part of this thesis, we will be dealing with exciton-polaritons
in 2D semiconductor microcavities. Inside of the cavities we will have a
macroscopic amount of particles of different species with their respective
dispersions, interactions and decays. A Hamiltonian that attempted to in-
clude all couplings between N  1 elements would have N2 terms so for
practical reasons in these many-body systems it is useful, if not necessary,
to go for a more statistical approach for the dynamics. With this intent, one
can average out the quantum nature of the single particles and treat the
polaritons as a whole like a classical fluid. Luckily, this is not too far-fetched
as the conditions are generally met.

39
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methodology

2.1.1 mean-field theory

One of the known approaches for this kind of quantum problems is to resort
to a mean-field approximation, in which we study the classical evolution of
the expectation values of the quantum field operators, instead of the fields
themselves. We start with the Heisenberg equations of motion and replace
the field operators Ψ̂(r, t) with their corresponding expected values, defining
the wave function or order parameter ψ(r, t) as〈 〉

Ψ̂(r, t) ≡ ψ(r, t). (2.1)

In general for linear terms we could perform this averaging over the equa-
tions of motion without losing accuracy, as it is just a linear operation.
However for terms consisting of products of more than two operators, such
as the exciton interaction terms, we have to carry an actual mean-field approx-
imation:〈 〉

Ψ̂†
X(r, t)Ψ̂X(r, t)Ψ̂X(r, t) → 〈Ψ̂†

X(r, t)〉〈Ψ̂X(r, t)〉〈Ψ̂X(r, t)〉, (2.2)

which neglects the quantum correlations between particles. In contrast to a
more detailed quantum field theory description in which in which each exciton
and photon would be treated individually, as well as their interactions, with
this formalism we replace the individual action of each element in the system
by the mean action of all of them. It is therefore called mean-field theory. It
is important to note though that this approximation would not hold in
situations where the action of one single particle has a fundamental impact
on the behaviour of the entire system or device. One example would be the
photon blockade regime [10], where a 2LS that has been excited by light is
unable to accept photons until they emit one, producing an antibunched SP

emission.

2.1.1.1 Bogoliubov approximation and Gross-Pitaevskii equation

We will start from a Hamiltonian for an interacting Bose gas, in terms of
field operators Ψ̂(r, t) and Ψ̂†(r, t):

h2¯
Ĥ = ∇Ψ̂†(r, t)∇Ψ̂(r, t) dr (2.3)

2m

′ ′ ′+
1

Ψ̂†(r, t)Ψ̂†(r , t)V(r′ − r)Ψ̂(r, t)Ψ̂(r , t)dr dr ,
2

which includes a self-energy term for each particle, with mass m, and an
interaction term which sums over all possible scatterings between each
two particles with V(r′ − r) being the two-body interaction potential. This
operators follow the usual boson commutation relations:

[Ψ̂(r), Ψ̂†(r′)] = δ(r − r′), [Ψ̂(r), Ψ̂(r′)] = 0. (2.4)
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Now we continue to the equations of motion in the Heisenberg represen-
tation, being careful with the commutation relations:[ ]

ih̄∂tΨ̂(r, t) = Ψ̂(r, t), Ĥ = (2.5)

h2∇2 ′ ′= + Ψ̂′†(r, t)V(r′ − r)Ψ̂(r , t)dr Ψ̂(r , t).
2m

In order to get the mean-field equations from here, we can use the Bogoli-
ubov prescription, which was used in the context of studying superfluids.
Bogoliubov was considering a boson gas in the absolute zero temperature,
for which most of its population would be occupying the lower energy state
at k = 0, the condensate. Then, this condensate can be described collectively
by a single classical, macroscopic wavefunction ψ0(r, t) instead of the field op-
erators. His argument was that fluctuations in the ground state can be safely

ˆ ˆneglected compared to its macroscopic population, that is [Ψ̂0, Ψ†
0] < 〈Ψ̂0Ψ0

†〉.
Taking everything into account, the following mean-field equation for the
wavefunction is:

¯ ∇2ih̄∂tψ0(r, t) = − h2
+ g|ψ0(r, t)|2 ψ0(r, t), (2.6)

2m

which was derived in 1961 by both Eugene P. Gross and Lev Petrovich
Pitaevski to describe the superfluid order level in liquid Helium. The param-
eter g = 4πh̄2a measures the coupling strength between particles, and canm
be expressed in terms of just the s-wave scattering length a without more
specific details of the two-body interaction [45]. With realistic potentials
V(r′ − r) the low-range interactions are usually very strong and quantum
correlations shouldn’t be neglected. Thankfully, we are not dealing with
inter-atomic forces but diluted gases of excitons, so we are allowed to use
the Born approximation. The actual form of the potential is not important to
describe the macroscopic properties of the gas, and it can be defined as just

4πh̄2aa function of the s-wave scattering length, and we can use this g = . Am
positive g > 0 signals repulsion which is the case between excitons (before
considering spin interactions in Ch. 4). This Gross-Pitaevskii Equation (GPE)
offers a hydrodynamical description for bosons, and is akin to a nonlin-
ear form of the Schrödinger equation, which also appears in a number of
problems.

Equation (2.6) has a very similar form to the equations Ginzburg and
Landau used in 1950 to model superconductivity as a superfluid of elec-
trons [79]. There, a complex scalar ψ fulfilled the role of the order parameter,
and it was proposed that this superfluid phase was characterised by a special
long-range order that was not present in ordinary liquids (referred to as
ODLRO by Yang in 1962 [78])

21 e−ih̄∇− A ψ + αψ + β|ψ|2ψ = 0. (2.7)
2m c

The GPE also has a strong resemblance with the Lugiato-Lefever equation for
cavities with embedded Kerr mediums [66], which also points at an analogy
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The Born approximation is
valid here because the relevant
wave-vectors in the system
are much smaller than the
inverse size of the excitons,
whose Bohr radius is of the
order of tens of A.˚
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With Vext = 0, the density
|ψ0|2 is uniform and the
chemical potential can be
reduced to μ = g|ψ0|2.

between quantum fluids and nonlinear optics. There, the nonlinear interac-
tion is due to the Kerr effect, where an external electric field can change the
refraction index of the material. For very strong light sources such as lasers,
the actual EM field itself will produce this effect. So although the photonic
part of the polaritons does not interact per se inside the microcavities, the
exciton coupling inherited by the polaritons makes them a sort of quantum
fluid of light [82].

An external potential can be included in the equation, often in the context
of a trap for the condensate. Additionally terms describing finite lifetime of
the particles, external pumping or potentials due to the cavity can be added
to the equations phenomenologically.

¯ iγ
ih̄∂tψ(r, t) = − h2 ∇2 − + g|ψ(r, t)|2 +Vext(r, t) ψ(r, t) + iF(r, t).

2m 2

(2.8)

The loss rate here is proportional to the lifetime γ of the particles, and an
external driving is introduced with a scalar field F(r, t) to give the GPE a
driven-dissipative nature, which is essential for microcavity polaritons, as they
are an inherently non-equilibrium system. The solutions of these equation
allow for the description of many varied phenomena, from equilibrium
configurations, to parametric oscillations, spontaneous pattern formation,
quantised vortices and more. However, due to its nonlinearity obtaining
exact solutions is often challenging.

If one is only interested in the stationary solutions of the condensate, the
GPE takes a simpler form. If we consider the stationary wavefunction to
evolve in time as

−iμt/h̄ψ0(r, t) = ψ0(r)e , (2.9)

where this μ corresponds to the chemical potential (energy of introducing or
extracting one particle to the system) then the GPE reduces to an algebraic
cubic equation for the complex function ψ0(r)

h̄2 iγ− ∇2 − μ − + g|ψ0(r)|2 +Vext(r) ψ0(r) + iF(r, t) = 0, (2.10)
2m 2

where we also assumed the external potential to be constant in time.

2.1.1.2 Spectrum of weak excitations

Once we have one solution for the condensate wavefunction, other states
can be treated as weak perturbations over it. We introduce in the previous
equations

−iμtψ0(r, t) = (ψ0(r) + δψ(r, t)) e , (2.11)

with the wavefunction δψ(r, t) being of a smaller order than the condensate.
The fluctuations have their own frequency and spatial profile, which we
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can obtain by solving the GPE for them linearizing around the stationary
solution. The Bogoliubov approximation also involves to cut the number of
interaction terms by ignoring the ones that did not include the condensate,
another effect of the majority of the population existing in the condensate.
Therefore, only terms including ψ0(r) or ψ0

∗(r) twice of more (either for
incoming or outgoing particles in the scattering) will remain. As a result
of this, the interaction term which sums over all of the possible incoming
wavevectors k1 and k2 plus the exchanged momenta q:

∑ ψk
†
1+qψk

†
2−qψk1

ψk2
(2.12)

k1,k2,q

reduces to the following expression because of momentum conservation

|ψ0|2 4ψ0
†ψk

†ψ0ψk + ψk
†ψ†

0ψ† (2.13)
k

+ ∑ −kψ0ψ0 + ψ†
0ψkψ−k,

so the excitations that remain after the approximation appear in opposing
pairs. With this linearised approach we write the wavefunction of the small
perturbations in the form

i(ki ·r−ωi t) ∗ −i(ki ·r−ωi t)δψ(r, t) = ∑ uie + vi e . (2.14)
i

Inserting it in the mean-field equations and collecting the terms that evolve
in time with eiωi t or e−iωi t we can derive the equations for the parameters ui
and vi:

ui uiih̄∂t = LBog , (2.15)
vi vi

with the so-called Bogoliubov matrix, whose eigenvalues give the (Bogoli-
ubov) dispersion of excitations.

− h̄2∇2
gn2m +Vext + 2gn− μLBog = . (2.16)

h2∇2¯−gn + 2m −Vext − 2gn+ μ

These eigenvalues provide an even number of branches for the complex
spectrum, in pairs of positive-negative values. However, the energy of the
physical excitations is determined by the positive branch only [45]. For large
momenta the excitations recover the original particle dispersion, with a
global energy shift.

2.1.2 gpe for microcavity polaritons

In Sec. 1.3.2.3 we stated that all the particles in the BEC can be described
collectively with the same macroscopic wavefunction, whose evolution in
the mean-field approximation is given by the GPE.
Polaritons are created in the microcavity as the superposition of excitons

and photons through coherent electric or laser driving, with very precise

http:�k2(2.12
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The term polariton lasers
has also been used when

speaking of non-equilibrium
of polaritons with macroscopic

coherence [44].

The cavity photon mass is
mC ≈ 10−5me.

frequency and momentum, inherited from the frequency of the laser and its
angle of incidence. The polaritons decay shortly through emitting a photon
that can be observed as photoluminiscence. This constant balance between
pumping and disappearance of particles makes polariton condensation to
be an intrinsically non-equilibrium process, so speaking of polariton BEC is
technically incorrect. Additionally, as the QW embedded in the cavity is a
two-dimensional space, it is not rigorously correct to speak of a BEC transi-
tion. However, they do exhibit a so-called Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless
phase transition from a normal to a superfluid state space [45]. Macroscopic
coherence and not condensation is the property that generates long-range
order, and allows the whole BEC (or superfluid, superconductor, etc.) to be
described by a single wavefunction or order parameter. Because of this, the
GPE does give accurate results when describing microcavity polaritons [82].

2.1.2.1 Mean-field equations for polaritons

Excitons and photons are introduced in the mean-field equations separately,
with a light-matter coupling of strength ΩR between the two species. Be-
cause we do not consider nonlinear media in the cavity, photons do not
experience any self-coupling, but exciton do. Finite lifetime is included in an
effective way with a loss rate proportional to γC and γX and the respective
populations, while external driving is also introduced with a scalar field
Fp(r, t) = fpei(kp·r−ωpt), in this case as a laser pumping photons in the system.
Electrically pumping polaritons in the system is also possible, but here we
are restricting ourselves to only introducing photons coherently in the cavity
with a laser. This laser can be a single pulse or a CW. A continuous driving
resonant (or near-resonant) to the polariton dispersion provides an accurate
control of the polariton dynamics, as the particles are created with a precise
and tunable frequency ωp and momentum kp. The frequency is of course
that of the coherent laser, and the momentum is introduced from the angle
of incidence of the laser with respect to the QW plane. Similarly, the angle
of emission of the photons that escape the microcavity is mapped to its
momentum. This Fp(r, t) could be homogeneous or it could have a more
realistic spatial profile, for instance a Gaussian or top hat profile with a given
width σp. The GPE for excitons and cavity photons are:

h̄2 iγX ΩRih̄∂tψX(r, t) = − ∇2 − + gX|ψX(r, t)|2 ψX(r, t) + ψC(r, t),2mX 2 2

h2¯ iγC ΩRih̄∂tψC(r, t) = − ∇2 − ψC(r, t) + ψX(r, t) + Fp(r, t).2mC 2 2

(2.17)

Working in reciprocal space, the kinetic energy terms display the parabolic
¯dispersion relation ωX/C,k = ωX/C,0 +
h2k2 , but the excitonic one is often2mX/C

approximated as flat compared to the photonic as its mass is a lot larger
than the cavity photon mass. Therefore, ωX(k) is taken as just ωX,0 and
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h2k2¯ωC,k = δ + , where δ = ωC,0 − ωX,0 is the photon-exciton detuning.2mC
These equations can be condensed in a matrix form as[ ]

ψX 0 gX|ψX|2 0 ψXih̄∂t = + Ĥ0 + , (2.18)
ψC F 0 0 ψC

where the single-polariton Hamiltonian is given by

ˆ ωX,0 − i γ
2
X Ω

2
R

H0 = . (2.19)
ΩR ωC,k − i γC
2 2

In absence of interactions, this single polariton Hamiltonian Ĥ0 can be
diagonalised in momentum space ψX/C(r, t) = ∑k eik·rψX/C(k) by rotating
into the lower (LP) and upper polariton (UP) basis, as was done in Sec. 1.3.2.1

cos θk sin θk ψX(k)ψLP(k) = , (2.20)
− sin θk cos θk ψC(k)ψUP(k)

The Rabi splitting ΩR and the photon-exciton detuning δ = ωC,k − ωX,0

determine the photon and exciton fraction that LP and UP have along their
dispersion, i.e., the Hopfield coefficients, and thus the whole shape of the
dispersion relation. √

2 + Ω2
ωX,0 + ωC,k [ωC,k − ωX,0] R

ωLP,UP,k = ∓ . (2.21)
2 2

One often finds the equations for the polariton base (ψLP and ψUP) instead of
the exciton-cavity photon base (ψX and ψC). This has a clear advantage if the
driving is centred in the lower branch of the dispersion and the Rabi splitting
is large enough so that the two branches are weakly coupled, meaning one
can neglect the population in the upper branch nUP = |ψUP|2 and work with
one single (complex) equation for the lower polariton.

γLP(k)ih̄∂tψLP,k(k) = ωLP(k)− i ψLP,k + GLP + sin θkFp, (2.22)
2

where γLP(k) = γX cos θk + γC sin θk is the polariton decay rate which is
now a function of k through the Hopfield coefficients. The term GLP mixes
different modes

GLP = ∑ gk,k1,k2ψLP,k1+k2−kψLP,k1ψLP,k2 (2.23)
k1,k2

and includes its corresponding Hopfield coefficients in the coupling constant
gk,k1,k2 = gX cos θk cos θk1+k2−k cos θk1 cos θk2 . The contribution from the
photonic driving also appears here, for a full driven dissipative GPE with the
same form as Eq. (2.6) with a slightly more more complicated interaction
part. However, in a similar fashion as with Bogoliubov’s prescription, we
can consider the state resonant with the classical pump Fp = fpei(kp·r−ωpt) to
be macroscopically occupied and leave any other state to be treated as just
fluctuations over it.

http:�LP,k2(2.23
http:Fp,(2.22
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2.1.2.2 Stationary state under coherent pumping

Assuming the coherent pumping is resonant or near-resonant with the
polariton dispersion, it produces a stream of polaritons with the injected
frequency and momentum, so only the mode ψLP(r, t) = Pei(kp·r−ωpt) is
populated. The stationary form of Eq. (2.22) for the pump state amplitude P
can then be simplified to the form

γLP(kp) ′ωLP(kp)− ωp − i + gk4 |P|2 P+ fp = 0, (2.24)
p2

where fp is the amplitude of the driving field, or driving strength. We have
absorbed the Hopfield coefficients in the coupling constant and the pump

′strength as gk4 = gX cos4 θkp and f = sin θkp fp just for the sake of simplicity.pp

The cubic equation (2.24) is well studied in non-linear dynamics, and exhibits
two qualitatively different behaviours depending on the pump parameters.
The dependence of the density np = |P|2 of the pump intensity Ip = | fp|2
will change depending on whether the driving frequency is blue-detuned
(ωp < ωLP(kp)) or red-detuned (ωp > ωLP(kp)).

In the first case, the density becomes a continuously and monotonically
growing function of Ip. Because of this, the actual dispersion relation is
shifted upwards (or blue-shifted) from the nonlinear interaction term, and
thus the distance between the two frequencies increases. This results in a
slow down of the growth of the density until it plateaus, in what is called in
non-linear optics the optical limiter regime. On the other hand, if the pump
frequency is above the polariton energy, the density will still grow but it will
exhibit a bistability, with a characteristic S-shape similar to a hysteresis cycle,
as seen in Fig. 2.1. The density exhibits up to three different solutions for a
given value of Ip, but the central branch of the S-shape is always dynamically
unstable. When slowly increasing the intensity, np moves in the lower branch
until it reaches the end and then jumps to the upper branch, and similarly if
one starts with high values of the intensity and proceeds to slowly decrease
it, np will follow the upper branch until it reaches the top and then jumps to
the lower value [53].
In the results presented in this thesis we will be using these mean-field

driven-dissipative GPE in Chs. 3 and 4. The systems will involve typically
more than one laser to explore and exploit OPO scattering, producing more
than one pump state. As a result, the driving will include two terms

i(kp·r−ωp1 t) i(kp·r−ωp2Fp(r, t) = fp1e + fp2e
t), and we will have Eq. (2.24) du-

plicated for the two pump states P1 and P2, making the interaction term
more complicated, now coupling both populations, also leading to scattering
processes between polaritons from the two states. Only some of the scattered
states will conserve both energy and momentum and still be resonant with
the polariton dispersion, and those will grow exponentially in the same way
an OPO signal-idler pair would.
Another consideration is that in most of our calculations, one of the

two lasers will shine the upper polariton branch and the other the lower
branch, and because of this the approach that allows reducing the problem
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Figure 2.1: Polariton density in the stationary pump state as a function of the driving
strength fp. Two possible shapes of the curve are presented, depending on the value
of the laser-polariton detuning Δ = ωLP(kp) − ωL. Red line: negative detuning,
exhibits a bistable behaviour with an unstable branch in the dashed section. The
physical system chooses the upper or the lower solution depending on whether we
approach the bistability from higher or lower fp, and then jumps to the other. Blue
line: positive detuning, always has a single solution.

to Eq. (2.22) cannot be used. Therefore, in those cases we will be using
the exciton-cavity photon base (Eqs. (2.18) and (2.17)) which has twice as
many equations. To calculate the populations of just the pump states in the
steady state, the system already includes four coupled complex equations
(for P1X, P2X, P1C and P2C). The inclusion of more than one pump means that
special care must be taken to avoid bi- or multi-stabilities, as non-linear terms
coupling P1X and P2X might cause the system to exhibit more complicated
stability curves [70]. This equation can be solved numerically for different
values of fp1 and fp2 as it was done in Ref. [70], but in our work we wanted to
have the most similar population possible at both pump states. In order to do
this, we choose the same driving in both cases, only considering a prefactor
to take into account the fraction of photons that would be translated into
polaritons.

However, the population of the pump states alone does not give us infor-
mation about the signal and idler states. As outlined above, it is necessary
to study the stability of these states as a function of the pumping strength.

2.1.2.3 Weak excitations and dynamical stability

Up until now we have worked with the Bogoliubov theory of diluted gases in
Sec. 2.1.1.1 to calculate the steady state of the polariton field under coherent
driving, and now we can do the same with Sec. 2.1.1.2 and study weak fluc-
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tuations around the pump state. As before, we write the wavefunction that
includes both the pump state and the fluctuations as a small perturbation.

i(ki ·r−ωi t) ∗ −i(ki ·r−ωi t) i(kp·r−ωpt)ψ(r, t) = P+ ∑ uie + vi e e (2.25)
i

The Bogoliubov matrix for any given pair (ui, vi) in the eigenvalue prob-
lem (2.15) is the same we had in Eq. (2.16) but adapted to this non-equilibrium
problem, with losses being incorporated effectively through an imaginary
term ⎛ ⎞

p,k2 |P|2 − i γLPω̃LP + 2gk2 gk2
p,k,−kP2

2LBog = ⎝ ⎠ . (2.26)
−gk2

p,k,−k(P∗)2 − ˜
p,k2 |P|2 − i γLPωLP − 2gk2 2

Here we have somewhat condensed the notation with ω̃LP(k) = ωLP(k)−ωp,
with gk2

p,k2 standing for gX cos2 θkp cos
2 θk, and similarly gk2

p,k,−k being short
for gX cos2 θkp cos θk cos θ−k, so each interaction term has a dependence in
momentum incorporated through its photon-exciton fraction. Diagonal-
ization of this matrix is done numerically, for each k value, to obtain the
dispersion of the excitations, which displays branches in pairs positive-
negative. The matrix LBog is not Hermitian, as the off-diagonal terms plus
the decay introduce an imaginary part for the eigenvalues, which has strong
implications for the dynamics of the fluctuations. For small pump intensities,
and therefore small densities, �(ω) is negative as the decay rate term in the
diagonal −i γLP(kp) provides an initial negative value for the imaginary part,2
and this �(ω) < 0 results in the fluctuation being exponentially suppressed
with time. However, for non-negligible values of the density the off-diagonal
elements of the matrix will become relevant, both a positive and a negative
branch will grow and this could eventually overcome the decay rate to
reach positive values. Whenever this happens, the fluctuation then grows
exponentially to an actual macroscopically populated state.
This is directly related to the formation of the OPO states, as was already

pointed at in Sec. 1.4.2 when considering the OPO as an example of pattern
formation. The imaginary part of the Bogoliubov modes becomes here our
growth parameter, which decides whose modes becomes dominant and thus
macroscopically populated. This way, ui and v∗ are related to the possiblei
signal and idler states. Finding this dominant k is not a straightforward pro-
cess as the dispersion relation changes depending on the pump strength [60].
Additionally, there could be more than one choice for the dominant mode,
which would point at competition between patterns that will switch between
one mode or the other depending on the pump intensity. There is also the
problem that the pump state could be unstable for some values and yet not
present any parametric process, for example being in a multistable state
which will definitely cloud this linear instability analysis. Therefore, it is
advisable to avoid them. In Chs. 3 and 4 we prevent this by always pumping
at a frequency slightly below the LP/UP polariton branches.

http:viee(2.25
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As stated in the previous section, our pump setting features four pump
states instead of one, so we would calculate fluctuations over each P1X, P2X,
P1C and P2C, as in Eq. (2.25), with a pair (ui, vi) for each. Then we build
the Bogoliubov matrix, only this time it has dimension 8× 8. Because we
have calculated the pump state populations as a function of Fp, we can then
work out the eigenvalues ω of the matrix LBog for each value of the pump
strength and also the momentum k. From the real part of the eigenvalues we
obtain the weak excitation spectrum �(ω(k)) (which displays electron-hole
symmetry ω(−k) = −ω∗(k)) and from the imaginary part, the unstable
modes. We determine then a phase space for the stability of the pump modes,
and more importantly, the regions of the space Fp,k that see parametric
scattering to our equivalent of signal and idler modes, and consequently
pattern formation.

While this study provides a lot of information, this method of linear stabil-
ity analysis is limited because we can only know the frequency-momentum
of the signal/idler states but not their population. Furthermore, it is linear
in nature and therefore ignores possible interactions between the scattered
states. On top of that, due to the rotational invariance of the equations,
if this symmetry has not been explicitly broken by pumping (in our case
KP1 = KP2 = 0 precisely to maintain the symmetry) or other effects, there is
no way to know a priori the geometry or orientation of the possible patterns
resulting from the scattering. The orientation in particular is not a problem.
Similarly to the OPO systems, the symmetry breaks spontaneously and the
system randomly chooses an orientation. However we may want to know if
the system produces one, two, or more signal-idler pairs since this is what
causes the appearance of one or another type of spatial pattern (stripes,
squares, hexagons etc). For this, we complement this analysis with a set of
fully numerical simulations.

These simulations will feature a discretised 2D grid with a top-hat circular
pump spot, so as to not explicitly break the rotational symmetry of the
system. Because the grid is square, as many points as possible are required
to reduce any kind of geometrical bias. On this grid we solve Eq. (2.18 by
using a 5th-order adaptive-step Runge-Kutta algorithm. We also include
white noise random initial conditions with zero mean. The amplitude of the
noise is chosen small so as to not influence the definitive stationary solution
reached by the system, but it will allow the symmetry to be broken slightly
so that a randomised specific orientation can be selected in cases where the
pump states become unstable. Because the initial conditions are selected
randomly, each instance of the simulation is a new experiment, and the
orientation of the patterns may be different, or not appear at all. Careful
tuning of the parameters of the simulation is needed to ensure that the runs
arrive consistently at a steady stable solution.
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One example of a mixed state
would be for the radiation

field to be in a thermal state,
which is just an ensemble o
different energy states with
probability weights for each.

The terms density operator
and density matrix are often

used interchangeably, as ρ̂ is a
linear operator, but the choice
of a base will mean different

matrix representations.

methodology

2.2 QUANTUM METHODS

The physical systems in Sec. 1.1.2 were spoken of in terms of pure states,
which means they can be written as a single wavefunction (a single ket state),
and will experience coherent dynamics described only by a Hamiltonian, as
introduced in Sec. 1.5.2. This would be the case of isolated systems, but in
more general cases one or both of the subsystems atom/field may be in
a mixed state or experience incoherent processes such as interaction with an
environment, for which a statistical formalism is necessary.

2.2.1 density matrix and master equation

In a general composite system, the wavefunction is written as

|Ψ 〉 = ∑ ∑Cij |αi 〉 β j 〉, (2.27)
i j

with each subsystem having their own Hilbert state and associated set of
operators. If |Ψ 〉 is a product state then the decomposition

CB|Ψ 〉 = ∑Ci
A |αi 〉 ∑ j β j 〉 (2.28)

i j

is possible. However, if this decomposition cannot be realised, the state is
said to be entangled, so one cannot consider the subsystems independently
of each other.
As it was already advanced in Sec. 1.5.2, mixed states are a statistical

mixture for which we only know the probability of the system of being in
one state within of a set of choices. If all of these choices are pure quantum
states, then we can write a sum of projectors with their matched weights:
the density operator.

ρ̂ = ∑ Pi |ψi 〉〈ψi| . (2.29)
i

The density operator contains all the available physical information of the
system. In its matrix representation it has trace equal to one,

Tr(ρ) = ∑ ρii (2.30)
i

and the trace of its square is an assessment of the purity of the state. For a
pure state, ρ̂2 = ρ̂ and Tr(ρ2) = 1 while for mixed states ρ̂2 = ρ̂ and Tr(ρ2) <
1. The off diagonal elements of the matrix are related to quantum correlations
or coherence (as introduced in Sec. 1.5.2), and incoherent processes reduce
their value until all of the quantum coherence is lost and the matrix becomes
diagonal: just a collection of states with a probability for each, without
superposition. Nothing more that a dice roll.
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In this formalism, one has an alternative way of calculating quantum quan-
tities. For instance the expected values of observables in this Schrödinger
picture is obtained through the trace

〈A〉 (t) = Tr [Aρ̂(t)] , (2.31)

which in a more explicit index notation in a selected basis {|i 〉}, with
Aij = 〈 i| A |j 〉, is written as

〈A〉 (t) = ∑ Aijρji(t). (2.32)
ij

So, the dynamics are all encompassed in ρ, not in the observables. The
equivalent to the Schrödinger equation for the time evolution of the density
matrix, is the so-called Von Neumann equation

dρ̂
= i ρ̂, Ĥ , (2.33)

dt

More than one single state may share the same density matrix, a straight-
forward case being |ψ 〉 and eiθ |ψ 〉 having the same density matrix represen-
tation independent on the phase θ.
The density matrix formalism deals with an statistical indetermination

due to a lack of knowledge, not an intrinsic quantum one. Evolution of an
isolated 2LS through the JC Hamiltonian would leave us with the knowledge
of the final state, but this is often an ideal and unrealistic scenario. An
more realistic situation would be an open quantum system where one has a
2LS coupled to a continuum of states from an environment, a multitude of
processes and degrees of freedom that, by virtue of being far too many to
be taken care of rigorously, might as well be considered just random. Not
random in the sense of quantum uncertainty, but in a phenomenological
way. We simply do not care about the actual processes happening, only their
final effect on the system, one prime example being dissipation by losing
particles (either by being leaked out of the system, or simply disappearing
as the number of excitations may not be conserved). This ties in nicely
the density matrix formalism and the concept of decoherence. Incoherent
processes evolve the density matrix eliminating the off-diagonal elements,
losing the quantum information in the system. To calculate the dynamics,
one needs to go further than the Hamiltonian, to a Lindblad master equation
for the density matrix, using Liouvillian description for whatever incoherent
processes we require [83].

Γ ˆ
ρ = −i Ĥ, ρ̂ O ρ̂ (2.34)∂t ˆ + ∑ 2

LÔ
Ô

With LÔ ρ̂ being a Liouvillian superoperator acting on the density matrix,
and Ô is a creation operator. Depending on what excitation is being lost,
could be photons in a cavity, excitons from a QW, or the atomic operator of
a 2LS. Also ΓÔ is the rate associated to this incoherent process, for instance

http:Aij�ji(t).(2.32
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The Liouvillian
superoperators are still linear

operators, which act over
other linear operators.

in the case of SE it would be the decay rate associated with it. In the case of
dissipation, which we will be using in Chs. 5 and 6, we have

ρ̂ = 2 ˆ ρ ˆ ρ ˆ O − O ˆ (2.35)O ˆO† − ˆO† ˆ Ô† ˆ ρ.LÔ

There is also the option of including incoherent pumping, which is equivalent
to this expression except using the creation operator, that is Ô = â† instead
of Ô = â. Another process contributing to the loss of coherence is pure
dephasing LΠ̂, where Π̂ are the projector on states. This acts on the density
matrix directly reducing the value of the off-diagonal elements.

2.2.1.1 Vectorization of the Lindblad equation

Computation of the Lindblad equation can be a complicated process in
particular due to the Liouvillian superoperators acting over matrices both in
the right or the left side. However, one trick is to use the Choi-Jamiołkowski
isomorphism, also known as vectorization, to simplify this problem. If we
define these left/right multiplication superoperators as ÔL[ρ̂] = Ôρ̂ and
ÔR[ρ̂] = ρ̂Ô, and then we rearrange the n× n density matrix ρ as a n2 vector
ρ

ρ̂ = ∑ ρij |i 〉〈 j| → ρ = ∑ ρij |i 〉 ⊗ |j 〉 (2.36)
i,j i,j

then this procedure allows to map the superoperators in the master equation
2 × n2 ˆ ( ˆas applications of linear maps of dimension n , OL = O ⊗ I) and

ÔR = (I ⊗ ÔT). In particular, we find that

[H, ρ̂] → H ⊗ I − I ⊗ HT ρ,

ˆ ρÔ† → ˆ ˆO ˆ O ⊗O ρ,

ρÔ† ˆ Ô† ˆˆ O → I ⊗ O ρ,

Ô† ˆ ρ → Ô† ˆ ρ,O ˆ O ⊗ I

with I being the identity matrix of appropriate dimensions. Applying these
operations results in a linear master equation for the vectorised density
matrix we have

∂tρ = −Mρ. (2.37)

where M is a n2 × n2 matrix built as

M =− i H ⊗ I − I ⊗ HT

+ ∑ 2 ˆ O − I ⊗O† ˆ O ⊗ I
ΓÔ O ⊗ ˆ ˆ O − Ô† ˆ (2.38)
2Ô

To calculate the steady state, we just need to solve the eigenproblem Mρss =

0 and reshape the solution from the vectorised ρss back to the n× n density
matrix form ρ̂ss. The temporal evolution of such system could be then
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calculated using the matrix exponential of M, and again reshaping the
vector ρ(t) to ρ̂(t)

−Mtρ(0),ρ(t) = e (2.39)

which is a very straightforward solution, but note that these processes slow
down numerical computations for large Hilbert spaces as size n2 × n2 of the
M grows fast with the dimension of the problem.

2.2.2 emission spectrum

The power or emission spectrum of a system is one of the observables we
will be more interested in Ch. 6. It can be described as the distribution
of emission by a system/device E(t) as a function of its frequency. In a
classical (Fourier-ish) way, this can be understood as quantifying how much
the harmonic component eiωt weighs in this emission

∞
E(ω) = E(t)eiωt dt. (2.40)

∞

The signal of the frequency ω can then be defined as S(ω) = |E(ω)|2.
However this does not always work as a good spectrum, as some of these
functions do not admit a Fourier transform, which of course is impor-
tant for a lineshape. One better way to approach this is then through the
Wiener–Khinchin theorem that relates the power spectrum to the first-order
correlation function of a system g(1)(τ, t). This autocorrelation in terms of
the electric field and the related Wiener–Khinchin theorem were introduced
in Eq. (1.60) in Sec. 1.5, however in Chs. 5 and 6 we use second quantization
operators, as the chosen problems are dealt in the resonance fluorescence
(RF) regime introduced in Sec. 1.1.3. So, in a quantum fashion, this signal
is accounted as the number of photons of frequency ω in the emission of a
system/device, using the creation (annihilation) operator:

s(ω) = â†(ω)â(ω) , . (2.41)

Normalizing the spectra accounts for the density of probability that a photon
is emitted at frequency ω

s(ω)
S(ω) = ∫ ∞ , (2.42)〈â† â〉 (t) dt0

and again after applying Fourier transforms we can relate the spectra to
the first order correlation function, defined now with operators g(1)(t, τ) =
〈â†(t)â(t+ τ)〉 as

∞ ∞1 (1)(t, τ)eiωτ dt dτ,S(ω) = ∫ ∞ R g (2.43)
π 〈â† â〉 (t) dt 0 00

to obtain again get the Wiener–Khinchin formula for the steady state
∞1 (1)(t, τ)eiωτ dτ,SSS(ω) =

πnSS
R g (2.44)

0a

http:dt.(2.40
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where nSS is the number of photons in the steady state. The calculation ofa
the two-time correlation function is the essential part of this problem. The
most basic example, a free field, can be obtained simply from the Heisember
equation as â†(t) = e−iωat â†(0) and therefore the correlator and the spectrum
will respectively be

〈â†(t)â(t+ τ)〉 = e−iωaτ〈na〉 , S(ω) = δ(ω − ωa), (2.45)

so the emission spectrum is exactly the energy spectrum. This of course
considers photons of infinite lifetime. When lifetime is not infinite (i.e. from
losses), the uncertainty in the frequency of the emitted photons increases
and instead of a delta function, the emission profile becomes a function with
a linewidth. One way to model this broadening of the emission is including

γaphenomenologically an imaginary part in the frequencies ωa → ωa − i in
2

the Hamiltonian, which will produce the appropriate exponential decay for
the operators

−iωat −γa/2tâ(t) = e e , (2.46)

however this is a sloppy solution in a quantum setting. Among other un-
desired effects, this leads to a decay of the bosonic commutation operator.
This approach is used commonly in semiclassical approaches, such as in this
same thesis in the Gross-Pitaevskii equations, where it is justified because
the mean-field theory neglects the quantum fluctuations anyway. The correct
procedure for a full quantum approach should be through a master equation
with Lindblad terms for the dissipation, dephasing, or other incoherent
effects. Computing the two-time correlators can be done in several ways, we
will introduce a couple here that will be used for the results in this thesis,
based on the Quantum Regression Theorem.

2.2.2.1 Quantum regression theorem

The Quantum Regression Theorem (QRT) is a very useful result that provides
the equations of motion for the two-time operators [84]. It states that, for a
set of operators A = A1, A2, ... , An

d 〈B(t)A(t+ τ)〉 = M〈B(t)A(t+ τ)〉, (2.47)
dt

where B can be â† and A an {m, n} combination of â†mân for different
correlators one might want to evaluate. The M is called memory kernel,
and it is a 4th order tensor that relates matrix elements of the density
matrix at earlier times to its time-evolved values. Applying the QRT to our
particular problem, given the evolution of the system by Eq. (2.39) (using
index formulation)

d
ρij = ∑Mij,klρkl , (2.48)

dt kl
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and from Eq. (2.32) and the spectral function in terms of the two-time
operator

∞1
SSS(ω) = R 〈â†(t)â(t+ τ)〉eiωτ dτ, (2.49)

πnSS 0a

we reach the somewhat cluttered expression [85][ ]
ρSS †S(ω) = − 1 R ∑ (M+ iωI)−1
kmamlaji. (2.50)

πnSS ij,kla ijklm

Which has summation over the matrix elements of the operators in the
selected basis as Aij = 〈 i| A |j 〉. Also, the element (M+ iωI)−1 implies the
inversion of a very large matrix (n2 × n2) for each point in the spectra, so
it is unsuitable for large Hilbert spaces. It is nevertheless a direct way of
computing the emission spectra of a system. The steps then are as follows:

1. Write the Hamiltonian of the system.

2. Write the space for the operators, and their matrix representation. Select
an appropriate (minimal) truncation for the operators that encompasses
the relevant processes of the problem well without having too large
dimensions for the Hilbert space.

3. Write the Liouvillian operators for dissipation, incoherent pumping,
dephasing etc.

4. Write the supermatrix M for the Lindblad equation using the Hamil-
tonian and the Liouvillian operators.

5. Compute the steady state ρ̂SS using M and Eq. (2.48).

6. Compute the spectrum for each value of the frequency S(ω) using M,
ρ̂SS and Eq. (2.50).

2.2.2.2 Analytical decomposition

Although Eq. (2.50) is a satisfactory way of computing the shape of the
photoluminiscence spectrum of a quantum system, there is an additional
way of applying the QRT to obtain more individualised information about
the emission spectrum. In Refs. [85, 86] it was described how this spectrum
can be decomposed as a sum of Lorentzian functions, each one associated to
the frequency of the physical transitions between the energy levels of the
system Hamiltonian. Each Lorentzian peak is centered at ωp and has a width
γp, both given respectively by the imaginary and real part of the eigenvalues
of the Liouvillian L (the p-th eigenvalue being Dp = γp/2+ iωp). The final
spectrum S(ω) is a sum of all these peaks with weights Lp and a dispersive
correction of weight Kp, that accounts for the interference between transitions
of overlapping frequency and breaks the symmetry of the Lorentzians:

γp Lp − (ωp − ω)Kp
S(ω) =

1
∑

2
2 . (2.51)

π γpp + (ωp − ω)22

http:aji.(2.50
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Figure 2.2: Spectral shape in the resonant fluorescence limit, same as Fig. 1.2, but
with the spectrum calculated via analytical decomposition. Left: level structure for
the dressed states of the Mollow regime. Right: emission spectrum of the same
system, with the decomposition in three Lorentzian peaks corresponding to the
transitions in the left panel.

The weights Lp give the normalisation condition

S(ω) dω = ∑ Lp. (2.52)
p

These Lp and Kp weights determine the contribution of each transition to
the total spectrum ([86] for the general case, [87] for the closer situation of a
2LS).
Although this is numerically more costly, since we have to compute the

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the large M matrix, there is the added
benefit of having separate weights for separate frequencies. This enables us√
to associate the size of the peaks L2p + K2

p to specific transitions thanks to
their ωp, and thus be able to study their signal as a function of whatever
parameters we might be manipulating.

2.2.3 frequency resolved correlations

Instead of looking at the whole emission spectrum of a system, one could
just focus on some part of it using detectors. This requires a different
formalism based in the measurement of light, which was offered by Eberly
and Wódkiewicz in 1977 [88]. They gave a theory for the physical spectrum of
light using filters as detectors, with the bandwith of these filters playing a
central role in their derivation.

To perform spectral measurements one would usually insert a frequency-
sensitive device that can be tuned to scan along different frequencies, record-
ing the detection rate at each ω and of course normalizing afterwards. A
detector treated as a Lorentzian filter is determined by the frequency it is cen-
tered around, and by its finite bandwith, a width that will have an effect in
the final measured spectrum. Only through the ideal limit of zero bandwith
filters one would recover the theoretical Wiener–Khinchin spectrum.
A wider filter is able to detect photons from frequencies further than the

scanning ω, which is actually detrimental if detection accuracy is sought is

http:Lp.(2.52
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sought. At the same time, being conjugate variables, the information about
the time of emission is better preserved. Narrow filters are the opposite, they
only accept photons with a very accurate frequency, but lose the information
about their time of emission. An analogy can be pointed to microcavities,
where a high Q-factor (and consequently narrow FWHM) would mean that
the photons remain confined longer. If we treat these detector filters as
cavities coupled to the emission of the system, the indeterminacy in time
can be thought as a product of the photon staying a longer time in average
inside the filter. Because of this statistics of light observed through a filter
can change completely, with an infinitely narrow filter losing all correlations
and transforming the emission into a thermal light.
Something interesting than can be done with this frequency resolved

emission is to analyze (frequency resolved) correlations between them. A
theory for RF was derived in Ref. [89] where bunching or antibunching in
the photon counting was found when placing the detectors in the sidebands.
For cross-correlations between the left and right side peaks, the second order
correlations were g(2)(0) > 1 but for auto-correlations in the same side-peak
the emission was antibunched g(2)(0) < 1.

2.2.3.1 Sensor method

In general, the calculation of frequency resolved correlation functions is
a difficult task, specially when trying to go to higher order than two. In
Ref. [90] a powerful theory was developed to solve this issue. It consists on
the introduction of N sensors directly in the dynamics of the quantum system
at the frequencies ωj one seeks to calculate these g(n)(ω1t1,ω2t2, ...,ωNtN).
These sensors are modelled as two-level systems with annihilation operators
ζ̂ j coupled to the modes with a very small coupling strength ε j. Their width
Γj is included as a dissipation Liouvillian term.
The first result that derives from this is that here is a direct relation

between the spectrum of emission of the system and the population of one
the sensors

ε2

nj = ζ̂†j ζ̂ j =
j 2πSΓj(ωj), (2.53)

Γj

which is actually no faster than using Eq. (2.49) in general, as we need
to enlarge the Hilbert space. However, their usefulness is apparent when
calculating second-

ζ̂†(2) 1(ω1)ζ̂2
†(ω2)ζ̂2(ω2)ζ̂1(ω1)g (ω1,ω2) = , (2.54)Γ ζ̂2

†(ω2)ζ̂2(ω2) ζ̂1
†(ω1)ζ̂1(ω1)

and higher-order correlations

†nj nj: ∏N ζ̂ (ωj)ζ̂(N) j=1 j j (ωj) :
g (ω1, ...,ωN) = . (2.55)Γ †nj nj∏N ζ̂ (ωj)ζ̂j=1 j j (ωj)
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Note the use of :: here for temporal ordering. Also here, nj is the number of
photons in the bundle of photons of frequency ωj. This allows to calculate
correlations not between photons but between bundles of photons [91].
However, to obtain the signal of the system we only need one single sensor.
One important requirement is for the coupling between sensors and emitter
ε j to be small enough that the dynamics of the system is unaltered by the
presence of the sensors nj = ζ̂† ζ̂i � 1. To achieve this, the couplingsi
have to be both smaller than the losses from the system to the sensors, and
to the back action of the sensors into the system.

2.2.4 n-photon emission in resonance fluorescence : bundles
of photons

In Sec. 1.1.3.1 we introduced the idea of multiphoton emission, and how
one particular setting was of a greater interest for us. The system described
in [30] and [31] is quite fundamental, including only a few elements that we
have already looked at in this thesis: resonance fluorescence, JC Hamiltonian,
the power spectrum, and frequency filters.
If we start with only a 2LS with coherent pumping, we will be recalling

the RF regime 1.1.3. In the rotating frame the Hamiltonian for the driven 2LS

becomes:

Hσ = −Δσσ̂†σ̂ + ΩL σ̂† + σ̂ (2.56)

where Δσ is the detuning between laser and emitter, which we can set to zero
for perfect resonance. Including incoherent dissipation we get the master
equation that will describe the evolution of the density matrix of the system

γσ
∂tρ = −i [Hσ, ρ] + Lσρ, (2.57)

2

where Lσρ is the Liouvillian term describing the dissipation for the 2LS:

Lσρ = 2ˆ σ† − ρσ̂†σ̂ − σ̂† ˆ . (2.58)σρ ˆ σρ

As it is now, the emission spectrum be that of the Mollow triplet, with four
transitions between the dressed states |±〉 in each rung of the Mollow ladder,
with one of the transitions being degenerate and as such, having a larger
intensity, as seen in Fig. 2.2. The side peaks, also named sidebands, appear
at a separation ±2ΩL from the central one. The three peaks can be treated
as independent Lorentzians, of linewiths 3γσ for the central peak, and γσ4
for the sidebands [85]. A detuned Mollow triplet (ωσ = ωL) is also possible,
with an asymmetrical profile where one sideband would be larger than the
other [92], but we restrict ourselves to the resonant case.
Now we are going to also add a cavity mode coupled coherently to the

2LS, with detuning Δa = ωa − ωL and coupling strength g. This coupling
is the one between cavity and emitter, not the Rabi splitting produced by
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Figure 2.3: Figure from Ref. [31], where two-photon emission is stimulated by
coupling a cavity to a 2LS. Left: cavity emission spectrum as a function of the
amplitude of the driving field, a clear resonance can be observed when the position
of the cavity Δa = 5g coincides with half the sideband separation (Δa = +Ω). Right
bottom: cut of the emission spectrum at the resonance frequency.

the laser. The Hamiltonian for the cavity part of the system, including the
light-matter coupling is then:

Ha = Δa â† â+ g σ̂† â+ â†σ̂ (2.59)

and the cavity also has its own lifetime included in the master equation,
which becomes:

γσ γa
∂tρ = −i [Hσ + Ha, ρ] + Lσρ + Laρ. (2.60)

2 2

Here we are combining both the Mollow and the JC models, two of the
paradigms of quantum optics, having a 2LS coherently driven embedded
in a cavity. Note that the driving is still only in the emitter operators σ,
not the cavity ones. Tuning different parameters of the system (driving ΩL, This same Hamiltonian can be

decay rates γσ,γa, coupling strength g) changes fundamentally its behaviour obtained by driving the cavity
instead and then applying abetween different regimes. As we know, at strong driving ΩL > g the emitter
displacement over the bosonic

is dressed by the laser and enters the Mollow regime, but now that there operators, which seems more
is a cavity coupled to it one would expect to see important changes in practical in an experiment.
the spectrum. Because the laser driving is here the strongest term in the
Hamiltonian, the dynamics of the system are dominated by it, and instead
of a JC being driven coherently the system is more adequately described as
a Mollow system being Purcell enhanced by a cavity. If the decay rate of
the cavity is smaller than the driving, then it enhances the emission of the
2LS at its resonant frequency Δa. When calculating the emission spectrum
of the system, it makes sense to look at the cavity emission Sa(ω) as the 2LS

is embedded inside. Thus one can use Eqs. (2.50) or (2.51) to evaluate the
power spectrum as a function of the system parameters. This is what was
done in Ref. [31], coupling the cavity at a given frequency Δa and changing
the driving amplitude to showcase the 2-photon resonance at Δa = ΩL.
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Note that this kind of emission is intrinsically different from a N−photon
Fock state, because it is created through a cascade between manifolds which
have each different population and emission rates, giving it a temporal
structure. To differentiate it from a pure Fock state, we call them bundles of
photons.

2.2.4.1 Leapfrog transitions

These many-photon emissions in the strongly pumped regime can be un-
derstood as the so-called Leapfrog (LF) transitions, named after a children’s
game of jumping over each other. In a LF transition, the system jumps from
one state E1 to another E2 which is more than one level below. This is done
through two or more photons, jumping over all the levels except for the
final one, as seen in Fig. 2.4. The photons do not end in any energy level
of the system and as such come from virtual transitions, except for the
final one, which makes the whole transition real, causing the photons to be
strongly correlated [93, 94]. While the individual photons do not need to
have energies belonging to the energy level structure the system, their sum
does ∑i ωi = E1 − E2. This relaxes the energy constraints for the individual
particles, so there is a continuum of them allowed. Although it is not needed
for them to be of the same frequency, the system to favors it, with stronger
correlations in the degenerate LF transitions.

The LF transitions in the driven 2LS are generally processes with very weak
signal, being located at the valleys of the Mollow triplet, with a frequency
in the middle between the central and sideband peaks. However it was
demonstrated that a non-negligible part of the emission at that particular
frequency actually consisted in two-photon emission [95]. A well placed
cavity at those frequencies creates a real energy level to stimulate these
transitions and enhance their signal to far brighter levels, comparable to
that of the actual Mollow emission, as it was the case presented above in
Fig. 2.3. However, there is also a potential for non-degenerate LF emissions,
which would require one cavity mode for each frequency of the photons in
the bundle. This will be further explored in Ch. 6, as it is the basis for the
results, where we aim to provide an efficient N-photon bundle emitter using
coupled cavities.

2.2.4.2 Including sensors

To calculate two-body correlation functions in Ch. 6 we will use the sensor
method described above in Sec. 2.2.3.1. The sensors are coupled to the cavity
(or the 2LS) with the vanishing couplings (εj � ω) so as not to affect the
population of the cavity (or 2LS), at a frequency ωj:

Hζ j = Δj ζ̂
†
j ζ̂ j + εj ζ̂†j â+ â† ζ̂ j , (2.61)
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Figure 2.4: Figure adapted from Ref. [95], depicting the both the individual and the
LF transitions in the Mollow triplet.

again, Δj = ωj − ωL is the detuning from the laser, and with the dissipations
Γj in the Linblad equation we get to

γσ γa Γj
∂tρ = −i Hσ + Ha + ∑ Hζ j , ρ + Lσρ + Lσρ + ∑ Lζ jρ (2.62)

2 2 2j j

We can include as many sensors as we want, but in order to keep the system
dimensions as low as possible, we have to consider truncating the number
of excitations in the operators. The 2LS operators are described with 2×2
matrices, and the sensors as well, as their population is negligible and
therefore can be accommodated in the smallest possible system However,
the cavity is intended to have more than one photonic excitation. If we aim
to study N-photon bundles, we have to truncate the cavity operators at
N + 1 at least to be able to accommodate the N photon states with some
leeway. For larger bundles N + 2 or more can be needed. If we think of the
population of the cavity a Poisson distribution in mind we know that the
higher the average N value, the further the tail of the distribution will reach.
Cropping that tail out of the problem gives unrealistic results. Of course the
occupation probability is not a Poissonian as there are intrinsic correlations
in the system, but it serves as a quick picture. With just two sensors, the
minimum set of operators required to calculate second order correlations
become

0 1
σ̂ = ⊗ IN+1 ⊗ I2 ⊗ I2

0 0 ⎞⎛
â = I2 ⊗

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 1 0 0√
0 0 2 0√
0 0 0 3

0 0 0 0

...
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠⊗ I2 ⊗ I2
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for the 2LS and cavity operators and

ζ̂1 = I2 ⊗ IN+1 ⊗ 0 1 ⊗ I2
0 0

ζ̂2 = I2 ⊗ IN+1 ⊗ I2 ⊗ 0 1

0 0

for the sensor operators. The size of the Hilbert space then becomes, at least,
8(N + 1)× 8(N + 1), and the M matrix becomes 64(N + 1)2 × 64(N + 1)2.

2.2.5 monte carlo wave function methods

One numerical method that will be featured prominently in Chs. 2 and 6 is
theMonte Carlo wave function method [96], also called quantum jump method [97].
It is a numerical technique that consist of evolving the system wave function
in steps of time Δt with an effective Hamiltonian, with a probability for
a quantum jump to take place in each step. These quantum jumps are
modelled as collapses of the wave function. The state of the system as a
function of time is known as a quantum trajectory [98], and the recorded
times of the jumps can be treated as photodetections. We will detail this
process as it is described in Refs. [96] and [98].

2.2.5.1 Quantum trajectories

Let us again write the master equation for a system with dissipation for the
photonic modes

∂tρ̂ = −i [Hσ, ρ̂] +
γa 2âρ̂â† − ρ̂â† â− â† âρ̂ ≡ Mρ̂ (2.63)
2

which follows the formal expression

Mt ˆ∂tρ̂ = e ρ(0) (2.64)

We can then separate this matrix in two terms M = J + (M−J ). The
first one J is the superoperator whose action describes the annihilation of a
photon from the system

J ρ̂ = Ĉρ̂Ĉ† (2.65)

with Ĉ =
√

γa â the output field from the system, with the instantaneous
rate of a photon being materialised at an ideal detector being equal to

〈Ĉ†Ĉ〉 = Tr[Jρ̂(t)] (2.66)

The second term (M−J ) is the part that will evolve the system without
photon emissions

(M−J )(t1−t2)S(t1 − t2) = e . (2.67)
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With these two blocks and a set of time emissions we can construct what
Carmichael called an infinity of quantum trajectories[98], that separates the
times at which a photon jump is realised, from the quantum evolution during
times where photons are not detected.

One can use a Dyson expansion of Eq. (2.64) that defines ρ̂(t) as the action
of a succession of m jump superoperators J intercalated with the evolution
S(ti) for the times between the jumps. This allows to define a conditional
density operator ρ̃c(t) (or quantum trajectory) that is conditioned by the m
photon detections

ρ̃c(t) = S(t− tm)J S(tm − tm−1)...J S(t1)ρ̂(0). (2.68)

As neither the collapse J nor the evolution e(M−J )(t1−t2) preserves the density
operator trace, this conditional density is not normalised and the normaliza-

ρ̃ction has to be done by hand ρ̂c = . The conditional density operator
Tr[ρ̃c]

can be interpreted as the actual state of the system given the previous pho-
todetection. From this and Eq. (2.66), it follows that the probability of this
record of photon counting in the interval [0, t] is

pm(tm, tm−1, ..., t1) = Tr[ρ̃c(t)], (2.69)

and the desired state ρ̂(t) may be calculated by averaging over the quantum
trajectories

∞ t tm t2
ρ̂(t) = ∑ dtm dtm−1 ... dt1pm(tm, tm−1, ..., t1)ρ̂c(t). (2.70)

0 0 0m=0

Carmichael associated these quantum trajectories to a sort of Feynman path
integrals, using the master equation instead of the Schrödinger equation.

2.2.5.2 Stochastic wave functions

A sequence of detections can be described by classical statistics, and as such
we can use the language of classical stochastic processes. The emission times
are random, with the probability of detecting a photon in a time interval
[t, t+ Δt] is

pcΔt = Tr[J ρ̂c(t)]Δt. (2.71)

This allows for the introduction of numerical simulations for classical
systems, such as Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. The idea is to employ
photon detection measurements separated by intervals Δt, this way the
temporal evolution of the density matrix in this discretised time can be
decomposed in either evolution with an appropriate operator, or a quantum
jump for each temporal step. A random number r ∈ [0, 1] is rolled at each
Δt and depending on the result we would do one of two processes⎧⎨ J ρ̂c(t), i f r ≤ pcΔt,

ρ̃(t+ Δt) = (2.72)⎩ S(Δt)ρ̂c(t), i f r > pcΔt.

http:��c(t)]�t.(2.71
http:��c(t).(2.70
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With a normalization of the density matrix afterwards. If we chose the
The quantum trajectories jump superoperator as in Eq. (2.65) then the evolution superoperator can be
decomposition admits any written as
operator but this one holds

physical significance that we Ht ˆ−i ˜ −iH̃†tS(Δt)ρ̂c(t) = e ρe (2.73)
can get behind

˜where H is the non-hermitian Hamiltonian

H̃ = H − i
γa â† â (2.74)
2

This selection of superoperators have the handy property of keeping the
purity of states, so provided one starts with a pure state, we can use condi-
tional wavefunctions |ψc(t) 〉 instead of density matrices. The same process
is applied, the probability of a jump becomes

pc = γa〈ψc(t)| â† â |ψc(t) 〉, (2.75)

and the collapse is given by the operator Ĉ =
√

γa â. The process of evolution
or collapse for wavefuntions is written as:

|ψ̃(t+ Δt) 〉 =
⎧⎨
⎩

√
γa â |ψc(t) 〉, i f r ≤ pcΔt,

(2.76)
e−iH̃Δt |ψc(t) 〉, i f r > pcΔt.

Here the tilde |ψ̃c(t) 〉 is also for un-normalised wavefunctions, which we
should normalise by hand each iteration.

|ψ̃c(t) 〉|ψc(t) 〉 = (2.77)〈 ψ̃c(t)| |ψ̃c(t) 〉
The ideal case of Δt → 0 would simulate continuous measurements, how-
ever in practice this is impossible and in quantum mechanics a constant

This is related to the measurement of the system could actually be detrimental. One needs to
apparently paradoxical result choose Δt to be at least large enough for the photon to leave the emitter, but

in which by constantly short enough to be able to resolve the fastest oscillations in the system.
measuring a quantum system

The record of clicks or time of photon detections can then be analyzed likeits dynamics are frozen,
known as the quantum Zeno the experimental data from monitoring a quantum system. This method was

effect. developed at the same time and in very similar fashions by both Mølmer,
Castin, and Dalibard [99] and Carmichael [98]. We are going to use it in this
thesis to simulate photon counting experiments in Chs. 5 and 6.

2.2.5.3 Cascading mechanism

Note that in this derivation of Monte Carlo wave function method ideal
detectors of perfect efficiency are assumed. Carmichael [100] suggested a
way of introducing lossy, more realistic detectors in this formalism through
the use of an asymmetric cascaded coupling. The aim here is to excite a
target (the detector) without affecting the source, but without the vanishing
coupling of the sensor method so that the detector can be populated. This is

http:e�e(2.73
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achieved through interferences that cancel the back-action of the target into
the source.

Let us have an open quantum system B cascaded by a quantum source A.
Both systems will couple differently with fields from the reservoir Ê because
of their different spatial locations

Ĥ = ĤA + ĤB + ĤR + ĤAR + ĤBR,

ĤAR = i
√

γA âÊ †(x = 0) + H.c. ,

ĤBR = i
√

γB b̂Ê †(x = l) + H.c. .

We can eliminate this spatial separations relating both fields Ê(l) = Ê(0) +
1√

γAâ and the resulting Hamiltonian will be
2

Ĥ′ ˆ ˆ ˆ= HS + HR + HSR,√
† ˆĤS = Ĥa + Ĥb + i

γaγb â b− âb̂† ,
2

ĤSR = i
√

γa â+
√

γbb̂ Ê †(0)− H.c. .

which now features the same coupling for both systems to the reservoir, but√
also a coupling between them with magnitude γaγb/2. Carmichael follows
the procedure by obtaining a master equation for the reduced density matrix
ρ̂′(t), tracing out the reservoir. From there, he uses the quantum trajectory
theory to substitute this ρ̂′(t) with an ensemble of stochastic wavefunctions
|ψC(t) 〉 as in previous section. The non-hermitian Hamiltonian (2.74) now
becomes

γa γb √
H̃ = HA + HB − i â† â+ b̂†b̂+ γaγbâb̂† , (2.78)

2 2

which includes an interaction that annihilates photons in A while creating
them in B, without the reverse process occurring. The joint collapse operator√ √
Ĉab = γa â+ γbb̂ adds to the already present individual collapse opera-√ √
tors Ĉa = γa â and Ĉb = γbb̂. This asymmetric cascading interaction is the
basis for the modelling of imperfect detectors. If one does include also the
respective emission channels of the source A and the target B, some new
parameters arise, that are used to tune the fraction of each emission that
should go to the respective channel.√ √

Ĉab = (1− χ1)γa â+ (1− χ2)γbb̂, (2.79)

Ĉa =
√

χ1γa â (2.80)
√

Ĉb = χ2γbb̂, (2.81)

and the cascaded coupling changes to −i (1− χ1)(1− χ2)γaγbâb̂†. Here χ1

would model the fraction of the individual emission of the source A, that is,
the amount that does not arrive at the target B. Conversely χ2 is the fraction
of the individual emission of the target B. In Fig. 2.5 we represent this
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Figure 2.5: Sketch for the simpler cascaded coupling scheme representing a two-level
system (in blue) being filtered by a cavity (in red). The source is being coherently
driven by a laser quantified by Ω and emits either horizontally in the same direction
as the laser, or in a separate direction. The filter is set at the horizontal direction
so part of its emission is mixed with the one from the 2LS, and if we were to set a
detector DM there, we could not distinguish the two signals. However, plugging a
detector D at a different angle one could see the separate emission from the filter
(Ĉb) or the source (Ĉa), that will be their individual emission. The parameters χ1
and χ2 represent the amount of signal that goes to either channel.

branching where the signal may go through different routes. The photons
can first be emitted independently by the 2LS (which would correspond to
the jump operator Ĉa), or they can be transmitted to the cavity. From here,
they can be emitted individually by the cavity (Ĉb operator), or continue in
the same direction in which the emission of the different elements of the
system cannot be correctly separated (mixed Ĉab operator). If χ1 = χ2 = 1
then they are emitting individually which means there is no joint emission
and no coupling. On the other hand χ1 = χ2 = 0 would mean that all
the signal from A would get cascaded to B and afterwards being emitted
together.
Now say that we are only looking at the channel Ĉb. Let us also assume

that the target B fully encloses the source, so χ1 = 0. However, if we chose
1

an intermediate value for χ2 such as there is still a chance that the system
2

will follow the joint channel, so not every jump happens through Ĉb. To
increase the chance of jumps going through that channel, one might increase
the width of the target system γB, however this means that the emission
occurs in a larger window of frequencies around its central frequency ωB.
This is basically what a spectral filter does, and was already used in that
fashion in Ref. [95] to calculate frequency resolved correlations.
In Chs. 5 and 6 we will be using the stochastic wave function method to

simulate the quantum trajectories of various systems, from SE to CW systems.
To observe the actual emission of the system in time, we will have a number
of imperfect detectors, modelled as a perfect detector plus a Lorentzian
filter. We will only look at the individual channel of emission for those
detectors, transforming the jumps recorded in those detectors our source of
information on the dynamics of the system, as if it were an actual quantum
optics experiment being carried out. We can then process these large lists of
jump timestamps to characterize the emission of the systems, and discern
whether those emissions are single-photon, or multiphoton ones. Finally,
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since we have the time information we can also calculate correlations and
autocorrelations from the photon clicks and study the statistics of light.
Careful consideration of the system parameters has to be made here to

optimise both the raw N-photon signal, and also its detection. Imperfect
detectors sometimes miss photons that could have been part of a bundle,
so one might be tempted to use wide filters so that they do not miss any
important jump. However, these wider detectors may catch photons from
many frequencies, and to purify the emission to only N-photon bundles as it
was done in Ref. [31] we have to focus on the actual LF peaks. Obtaining the
detailed power spectrum of the system through the use of Eqs. (2.50) and
(2.51) may become necessary to obtain the necessary intuition to be able to
carry out the simulations in the more complex systems that combine many
elements.



3
SPONTANEOUS PATTERN FORMAT ION IN
MICROCAV ITY POLAR ITONS

3.1 INTRODUCT ION AND MOT IVAT IONS

In the Introduction of this thesis we have spoken about microcavity po-
laritons and some of the peculiar phenomena that can be exhibited (and
exploited) when working with them. Basic elements that made the system
interesting are:

1. A characteristic double-well dispersion relation, separated in upper
and lower branches, created from the anticrossing of the two parabolic
ones from the cavity photon and exciton.

2. A nonlinear coupling akin to a four-wave mixing process inherited
from the excitonic Coulomb interaction.

3. Ease of access, manipulation and reading. Polaritons can be created
by either light or electric injection with pinpoint precision, and its
readout comes from the natural fluorescence of the cavity through
photon losses.

4. Small effective masses and lifetimes, allowing for macroscopic coher-
ence in a nonequilibrium system.

Many authors have focused on driving the lower polariton branch to
great effect, demonstrating huge amplification effects [54], parametric os-
cillation processes [55–57], and the buildup of spontaneous macroscopic
coherence [40]. With the correct choice of frequency and angle of pumping,
one can accurately create macroscopically occupied states that will coher-
ently scatter to other delta-like states. One celebrated example would be the
magic angle at the inflexion point of the LP branch to set up optical parametric
oscillations. Dynamical patterns generating from the interference of signal,
idler and pump states appear as a stripe-like pattern in real space. Another,
less straightforward but nonetheless interesting setup would pump at k = 0
using double [61, 62] or triple [63] cavity systems, mutually coupled through
the Bragg mirror in the center and with quantum wells embedded inside of
them. This system which would result in same frequency scattering from
the ground state of one of the cavities to pairs of opposing momenta in the
LP branch of other. The spatial patterns being generated are this time static
and would exhibit a hexagonal or triangular lattice form due to second and
third order scattering processes. A theoretical study of this kind of pattern
formation in Refs. [101–104] found these hexagonal patterns to be not only

69
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possible, but actually the most common instability, and it was experimentally
realised in [61].

In our work, we considered the introduction of two lasers instead of one,
with the intention of pumping simultaneously both LP and UP branches at
normal incidence. This was made to trigger parametric scattering between
the two pump states onto the lower branch, while preventing the chance of
processes involving just one of the pumps. This resonant pumping setup
does not to explicitly break the symmetries of the system, and having no
same-energy processes would mean no preferred directions or geometries are
expected, allowing for interesting configurations. Additionally, the presence
of the pump at frequency different than that of the patterns allow us to filter
them out spectrally.
This pumping setup was inspired by previous works that already sug-

gested similar configurations, for the generation of entangled multiple po-
lariton modes [105] or in the context of quantum exciton-polariton net-
works [106]. However these works assumed the feasibility of these setups.
The aim of our work was to study the patterns generated by this pumping
scheme, exploring their nature, their stability and the control over them in
terms of the system parameters. To do this we complemented the results of
a linear stability analysis with numerical simulations for finite size pump
profiles.

We show how diverse patterns can be classified as single-pump instabilities
where the same-energy scattering from [61] was recovered, and as two-pump
instabilities which were unique for this setting. These regimes exhibit sepa-
rate scattering processes and pattern geometries, with the renormalization
(BS) of the dispersion relation being a key element in switching between the
two. We establish the regions of instability for the pump-only solutions as a
function of the pump strength, with the values extracted from the numerical
simulations agreeing with the values found within the linear stability analy-
sis. Chequerboard, stripe and hexagonal patters are found at different pump
powers, and its competition can be observed through frequency filtering as
the system may undergoes different instabilities at different energies.

We also studied the phase freedom of two-pump instabilities, as this would
open the possibility of macroscopically coherent states. In introductory parts
of this thesis it was stated that microcavity polaritons inherit their phase
from the coherent laser drivings, but signal and idler states from OPO are
characterised by phase freedom resulting from the breaking of a U(1) phase
symmetry, and it was demonstrated in [102] that for the hexagonal same-
energy situation the symmetry broken was U(1) × U(1). We show that
the number of independent parametric phase constraints imposed by the
Hamiltonian are always less than the number of generated signal and idler
modes, no matter the pattern geometry, with a breaking of a U(1) symmetry
in the case of stripe patterns and a U(1)×U(1) in the case of chequerboard
ones.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the pumping configuration and main scat-
tering processes leading to two-pump (a) and single-pump (b) instabilities. a) Two
driving laser fields are tuned at zero momentum almost resonantly with the upper
polariton (UP) at ωp1 (green dot) and lower polariton (LP) at ωp2 (orange dot); UP

and LP energy-momentum dispersions are plotted as (grey) surfaces. Interactions
between the two pump states as well as in within each single pump state trigger
scattering ([black] arrows) from the pump states to signal S1,2 (cyan) and idler I1,2
(magenta) states. Panel b) describes the fixed-energy parametric scattering, which is
allowed when the interaction renormalisation of the dispersion admits LP states at
the pump energy ωp1 .

3.2 DR IV ING POLAR ITONS WITH TWO EXTERNAL LASERS

We consider here the case where a semiconductor microcavity is driven by
two external lasers shined at normal incidence (kp1 = 0 = kp2 ) and at two
different frequencies (ωp1 and ωp2 ),

−iωp1 t −iωp2 tF(r, t) = fp1(r)e + fp2(r)e , (3.1)

By making use of a mean-field approximation which neglects the effects of
quantum fluctuations, the dynamics of the microcavity polaritons will be de-
scribed by a Gross-Pitaevskii Equation (GPE) for coupled cavity (ψC(r, t)) and
exciton (ψX(r, t)) fields generalised to include decay and resonant pumping
[68, 69].

The use of the basis is irrelevant if no approximation is made, so it is our
choice to use the cavity photon and exciton basis instead of upper and lower
polariton ones. If we were only driving the LP branch, we could neglect
the UP one cutting to half the number of equations to solve, however as we
are pumping both branches that advantage disappears. In the photon and
exciton basis we are spared of computing the Hopfield coefficients for the
coupling constants (particularly in the larger Bogoliubov matrix), and would
relate directly the resulting photon density with equivalent experimental
photoluminiscence observations. The GP equation in matrix form is

ψX(r, t) 0 gX|ψX|2 0 ψX(r, t)i∂t = + Ĥ0 + , (3.2)
ψC(r, t) F 0 0 ψC(r, t)
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where the single polariton Hamiltonian is given by

ˆ ωX,−i∇ − iκX ΩR/2H0 = . (3.3)
ΩR/2 ωC,−i∇ − iκC

Here, we made the usual assumptions. The cavity dispersion is quadratic,
ωC,k = ωC,0 +

k2 , with mC = 10−5m0 (m0 is the bare electron mass), while
(2mC)

the exciton dispersion can be neglected, ωX,k = ωX,0, as the exciton mass is
much larger than the cavity photon mass, typically mX � 0.4m0. Energies
will be measured with respect to the exciton one, ωX,0, and we define the
photon-exciton detuning as δ = ωC,0 − ωX,0. Exciton and photon fields are
coupled through the Rabi splitting ΩR. The exciton-exciton interaction is
approximated as a contact interaction of strength gX. This approximation
follows from the fact that the typical range of exciton-exciton interaction is of
the order of the Bohr radius aB ∼nm, Note that the value of the interaction
strength gX does not influence the dynamics, as its dependence can be√ √
rescaled out from Eqs. (3.2) by defining ψ̃X,C = gXψX,C and f̃ p1,2 = gX fp1,2 .
Finally, γX andγC are the exciton and photon decay rates.

3.2.1 two-pump instabilities

We briefly describe in this section the main scattering processes that char-
acterise single- and two-pump parametric instabilities with the scope of
schematically illustrating which patterns are promoted by each processes.
The exciton-exciton interaction term inducing scattering in the generalised
GPE (3.2) can be derived from a many-body action written in terms of the
exciton field ψX(r, t):

Sint =
gX dt dr |ψX(r, t)|4 . (3.4)
2

This expression is local both in space r as well as in time t, which implies
that the only scattering processes allowed are those that simultaneously
conserve energy and momentum. We assume that, aside the pump states
resonantly injected by the external lasers (ωp1 ,kp1 = 0) and (ωp2 ,kp2 = 0),
the interaction allows the population of other states. These are indicated
as signal and idler states in the panel a) of Fig. 3.1. However here, in a
simplified formulation, we assume that only signal states with energy ωs

and different possible momenta k can be populated:

−iωpi t −iωst ∑ −ik·rψX(r, t) = ∑ PiXe + e Ske . (3.5)
i=1,2 k

Assuming that only the pump states are macroscopically occupied and
perturbatively expanding in the additional signal states leads, as explained
in Sec. 3.3, to the linear response theory. This approximation scheme allows
to ascertain the stability of the pump-only solutions. However, by keeping
in the expansion of the action Sint all the terms in Sk, we can describe
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Figure 3.2: Quadratic and quartic scattering processes are permitted for both two-
pump and single-pump ((a) and (b) in Fig. 3.1) instabilities, while cubic processes
are forbidden when pump and signal states are at different energies.

the scattering processes illustrated in panel c) of Fig. 3.1 which are those
responsible for the selection of specific patterns.

In particular, the second order term

S (2) Sk
∗S∗ ,2ωs , (3.6)int = gXP1XP2X ∑ −kδωp1+ωp2

k

describes the quadratic process which populates the signal energy ωs =

(ωp1 + ωp2)/2 and promotes the population of opposite momentum states,
i.e., stripe formation. This process is allowed for both cases where either two
pumps or a single pump is present, the difference in this last case is that
scattering is only allowed when the signal states are at the same energy as
the pump. Because of energy conservation, third order processes are allowed
only for single-pump instabilities, i.e. for

S (3) S∗ S∗ . (3.7)int = gXP1X ∑ Sk1 k2 k3
δk1,k2+k3δωp1 ,ωs

k1,k2,k3

Because of the system rotational symmetry, the signal momenta ki have all
to lie on the same circle, i.e., have the same moduli. For this reason, −k1, k2

and k3 in the expression above are arranged on a equilateral triangle and,
thus, third order processes promote hexagonal patterns. Finally, the fourth
order process,

(4) gXSint = ∑ Sk1
Sk2

Sk
∗
3
Sk
∗
4
δk1+k2,k3+k4 , (3.8)

2 k1,k2,k3,k4

populates pairs of opposite momenta states that, when arranged at 90◦,
generate chequerboard, and, for any other angle, produce rhombic patterns.
Note that this argument does not give any preference towards chequerboard
patterns with perpendicular orientation over rhombic-like structures. In
Sec. 1.3.2.2 in the introduction it was already said that the momentum
dependences of the exciton-exciton interaction could be ignored in the Bohr
approximation (Δk � 1 ). In the following, in our numerical simulationsaBX
we will only derive squared chequerboards.

If the two pumps frequencies ωp1 and ωp2 are tuned close to the upper (UP)
and lower polariton (LP) branches, respectively, then the system parameters
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case A) case B)

mC [m0] 10−5

ΩR [meV] 10

δ [meV] -5

ωp1 − ωX,0 [meV] 3.05

Δp1 [meV] -0.04

ωp2 − ωX,0 [meV] -9.0 -8.5

Δp2 [meV] -0.91 -0.41

γX = γC [meV] 0.3 0.4

Table 3.1: Choice of the system parameters.

can be chosen so as to have the signal energy ωs = (ωp1 + ωp2)/2 relative to
two-pump processes resonant with the LP branch at a specific momentum.
The absence of third order processes in two-pump parametric scattering
guarantees that other patterns than the hexagonal ones, such as stripe and
chequerboard, can be realised. Interestingly, there is an analogy between the
pattern formation mechanisms described for our typically non-equilibrium
system and the theory of weak crystallisation, which is an equilibrium
theory and thus follows the principle of energy minimization. This is briefly
discussed in the App. 3.5. In the next section, we describe the optimal choice
of parameters that leads to a large two-pump instability region.

3.2.2 choice of parameters

For the twice driven model we rescaled each overall pump strength differ-
ently, according to

fp1(r) = sin θ0Fp(r) fp2(r) = cos θ0Fp(r) . (3.9)

This condition approximatively guarantees that, for a fixed value of Fp, each
pump injects the same density of UPs at ωp1 and LPs at ωp2 . This condition
is only approximatively guaranteed because, as soon as the pump strength
is finite, UPs and LPs are affected by different blue-shifts and thus their
photon fraction is not determined by the Hopfield factors, which instead
refer to the bare LP and UP dispersions.
We fix the Rabi splitting to ΩR = 10 meV, a value available in GaAs-√

based structures. For this value, � = 1/ mCΩR � 0.58 μm. The other
microcavity parameters, such as δ and γX,C, as well as the pump frequencies

, were chosen so as to maximise the region of the two-pump instabilityωp1,2
(see panel a) of schematic Fig. 3.1). Clearly such a scattering is not allowed
at positive detunings, for which ωLP,0 + ωUP,0 > 2ωX,0. We thus chose a
negative value for the detuning, δ = −5 meV, which we will see in the next
section guarantees a large region of two-pump parametric instability.
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The pump frequencies ωp1,2 were chosen so as to eliminate the possibility
of bistable behaviour of each pump separately [53]. When both frequencies
are red-detuned just below the UP and LP dispersion, i.e. when the pump
detunings,

Δp1 = ωp1 − ωUP,0 Δp2 = ωp2 − ωLP,0 , (3.10)

are negative, the populations of these states grow monotonically as a function
of each pump intensity, a regime known as optical limiter.

In the following, we consider two specific choices parameters specified in
Tab. 3.1. As explained in the next section, by carrying on a linear response
approximation, we determined that these parameters are optimal in order to
observe two-pump instabilities. Note that the chosen values of the exciton
and photon decay are larger than those in currently available cavities, even
more so for the state-of-the-art high-Q microcavities which have been re-
cently grown [107]. Clearly, decreasing the quality of a cavity is not difficult
to achieve. As discussed in detail later on, we find that the chosen values of
the decays are optimal for having a large region of two-pump instabilities
and, at the same time, for guaranteeing a fast convergence of two-pump
patterns to a steady-state solution.

3.3 L INEAR RESPONSE THEORY

For homogeneous pumping, Fp(r) = Fp, we can evaluate the region of
instability of the pump-only solutions as we did in Sec. 2.1.2.3 by applying a
linear response approximation [60]. Here, the two-pump states, Piα (where
i = 1, 2 indicates the pump component and α = X,C indicates the excitonic
and photonic component) are macroscopically occupied, while signal (Siα)
and idler (Iiα) terms are treated perturbatively:

−iωp1 −iωp2ψα(r, t) =e tP1α + e tP2α

−iωp1 i(k·r−ωt) −i(k·r−ωt)+ e t ∑ I1α,ke + S1
∗
α,ke

k

−iωp2 i(k·r−ωt) −i(k·r−ωt)+ e t ∑ S2α,ke + I2
∗
α,ke . (3.11)

k

The notation is the same one of panel a) of Fig. 3.1: Pump 1 scatters at higher
energy ωp1 + ω into the idler state I1α and at lower energy ωp1 − ω into the
signal state S1α, while pump 2 scatters at higher energy ωp2 + ω into the
signal state S2α and at lower energy ωp2 − ω into the idler state I2α.

http:�,ke.(3.11
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Substituting this Ansatz into the equation of motion (3.2), one obtains,
at zero-th order, i.e., neglecting the signal and idler contributions, four
mean-field equations for the pump states [70]:

ΩR
ωX,0 − ωp1 − iγX + G12 P1X + P1C = 0

2
ΩR

ωC,0 − ωp1 − iγC P1C + P1X + fp1 = 0
2 (3.12)

ωX,0 − ωp2 − iγX + G21 P2X +
Ω
2
R P2C = 0

ωC,0 − ωp2 − iγC P2C +
Ω
2
R P2X + fp2 = 0 ,

where Gij = gX(|PiX|2 + 2|PjX|2). The same equations have been already
solved in Ref. [70] to demonstrate that two pumping lasers can lead to
tunable multistable hysteresis cycles with up to three stable pump-only
solutions. Here, in this work, we want to avoid multistable regimes as they
might compete with the two-pump instability described in panel a) of Fig. 3.1.
For this reason, we choose negative values for the pump-detunings (3.10),
a necessary condition to guarantee the optical limiter regime. In fact, as
later shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5, for our choice of
parameters A) and B) (see Tab. 3.1), the pump states Piα grow monotonously
as a function of the pump strength Fp. In particular, in these figures, we plot
the total exciton density in the pump states, ntot = |P1X|2 + |P2X|2.X

Expanding Eq. (3.2) to the first order in the signal and idler terms, we can
carry on a linear stability analysis of the pump only solutions of Eq. (3.12)
— the formalism is the same as the Erratum of Ref. [108]. In this expansion,
one only keeps the terms oscillating with frequencies ωpi ± ω, while terms
oscillating with frequencies 2ωpi − ωpj ± ω are neglected. As a result, one
obtains the eigenvalue equation LkWk = ωWk (diagonal in momentum
space) for the 8-component eigenvector

︸︸︸︷︷︸T = (I1X,k, I1C,k , I2X,k, I2C,k︷︷
p h p h

where we have explicitly indicated the particle-like (I1α,k and S2α,k) and
hole-like (S1α,k and I2α,k) components. The Bogoliubov matrix Lk,

Lk11 Lk12Lk = , (3.14)
Lk21 Lk22

can be decomposed in terms of the pump index block-diagonal terms

Wk ︸︸, S1X,k, S1C,k︷︷ ︸︸, S2X,k, S2C,k︷︷ ) , (3.13)

⎞⎛
=Lkii

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
EiX,k

Ω
2
R gXPi

2
X 0

Ω
2
R EiC,k 0 0

2 −ΩR−gXP∗ 0 −E∗
iX iX,k 2

−ΩR0 0 −E∗
2 iC,k

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,
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where

totEiX,k = ωX,k − ωpi + 2gXnX − iγX

EiC,k = ωC,k − ωpi − iγC ,

and ntotX = |P1X|2 + |P2X|2, and in terms of the off-diagonal terms:

PiXP∗ 0 PiXPjX 0jX

0 0 0 0

⎞⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠Lki=j = 2gX .
−Pi

∗
XP

∗ 0 −P∗ 0jX iXPjX
0 0 0 0

The eigenvalues of L give the 8 branches for the complex spectrum of
excitation, ωk

(n). The n = 1, . . . , 8 branches can be labelled by the pump
i = 1, 2 index, the excitonic and photonic index α = X,C, and the particle-
hole � = p, h index. In fact, in the k → ∞ limit, one recovers the rescaled
exciton and photon dispersions and thus one can associate to each of the 8
branches one specific value of these three indices according to:

(i,X,�) totlim ωk � σ� ωX,k + 2gXnX − ωs
k→∞ ⎤

2

(2gXntot
2 ωp1 − ωp2−σi X ) + ⎦− iγX ,

2

where ωs = (ωp1 + ωp2)/2 and

(i,C,�)lim ωk � σ� ωC,k − ωpi − iγC ,
k→∞

where the sign σ� = ± corresponds to the particle and hole branches � = p, h,
respectively and the sign σi = ± refers to the pump index i = 1, 2. These
expressions have been derived by neglecting the pairing terms between
the particle and hole degrees of freedom and thus are approximate and
only valid at low pump powers. Note, however, that each branch is in

∗(n) (n)general characterised the particle-hole symmetry ω−k = −ωk , which is a
consequence of the symmetry of L.

(i,α,�)The real part of the excitation spectrum (ωk ) gives information
about the renormalisation of the LP and UP bare dispersions induced by the
interaction between excitons. We plot the real part of the entire spectrum
with its 8 branches in the top panel of Fig. 3.3 (thin black lines) for two values
of the pump power — the system parameters for this figure correspond to the
case A described in Tab. 3.1. We can observe that the particle-hole symmetry
is satisfied. Further, one can observe that there are intervals in momenta for
which particle-like branches stick together with hole-like branches. This is due
to the anomalous terms in the Bogoliubov matrix characterising the coupling
between the particle and hole degrees of freedom which induce a non-trivial

(i,α,�)(i.e., different from −γX and −γC) imaginary part of the spectrum �(ωk )

(middle panel of Fig. 3.3).
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(i,α,�)Figure 3.3: Upper panels: The real part of the excitation spectrum (ωk ) (thin
[black] lines), where its 8 branches can be labelled by the pump i = 1, 2 index, the
excitonic and photonic index α = X,C, and the particle-hole � = p, h index (see text).
The real part of the simplified particle-like excitation spectrum, resulting from the
diagonalisation of Eq. (3.15), where we have neglected the particle-hole coupling
terms, have been plotted as thick (grey) lines. Middle panels: Imaginary part of

(i,α,�)the spectrum of excitations �(ωk ). Gray shaded regions indicate the unstable
(i,α,�)models for which �(ωk ) > 0. The (red) vertical dotted lines mark the momenta

of the most unstable modes. Bottom panels: the interaction renormalised LP and UP

dispersions (thick [grey] lines) show that, at finite values of the pump strength, the
interaction between the two-pump states in the particle-particle channel induces a
BS and a splitting of both the LP and the UP bare dispersions ([black] thin lines). The
dashed (cyan) line indicates the energy of the signal ωs = (ωp1 + ωp2)/2 expected
for the two-pump instability, while the dot-dashed (green) line indicates the pump
1 energy ωp1 at which one can have scattering at large enough values of Fp (right
panels). In all panels, the choice of parameters corresponds to the case A described√
in Tab. 3.1, while the pump strength has been fixed to gXFp = 2.79 meV3/2 (left√
panels) and to gXFp = 11.18 meV3/2 (right panels).
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While crucial for determining the imaginary part of the spectrum, as
discussed later, these anomalous terms can be safely neglected if one needs
a simplified yet approximated information about the interaction induced BS

of the LP and UP dispersions.

3.3.1 blue-shift and unstable regions

To show this, we consider a reduced version of the Bogoliubov matrix where
we neglect the coupling terms between the particle and hole degrees of
freedom and consider the particle-particle components only:⎞⎛

L̃k =

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
2gXP1XP∗

Ω
2
R E1C,k 0 0

E1X,k
Ω
2
R

2X 0

2gXP2XP∗ 0 ΩR
1X E2X,k 2

0 0 Ω
2
R E2C,k

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (3.15)

In the top panel of Fig. 3.3 we plot as thick (grey) lines the real part of
the 4 corresponding particle-like branches obtained by diagonalising L̃k.
Note that the imaginary part of the eigenvalues of L̃k consists solely of the
decay terms, i.e., either −γX or −γC, depending on the branch one refers
to. From these plots we can appreciate that, as soon as the external pumps
induce finite values of both pump fields, Piα, i.e., as soon as Fp = 0, the
interaction between the two-pump states in the particle-particle channel,
2gXP1XP∗

2X, induces a splitting of the LP and UP branches, resulting in a total
of four particle branches. In addition, each branch is blue-shifted because of
the 2gXntot term in the diagonal components Eiα,k of the Bogoliubov matrix.X
Note that, according to the definition (3.11), the frequency ω characterising
the excitation spectrum is the frequency measured with respect to either
pump frequency ωp1 or ωp2 . Thus, in order to characterise the splitting and
BS of the LP and UP bare dispersions (thin [black] lines in the bottom panels
of Fig. 3.3) induced by the interaction, we set to zero the terms in ωp1 and
ωp2 in the diagonal components Eiα,k of the simplified Bogoliubov matrix

(i,α)
L̃k (3.15) and plot the corresponding eigenvalues ω̃ in the bottom panelsk
of Fig. 3.3 as thick (grey) lines. Thus, we can quantify the splitting and BS of
the bare LP and UP modes. In addition, we can describe how both splitting
and BS grow when increasing the pump power Fp (from the left to the right
panel).

This estimate of the interaction renormalised dispersions allows to deduce
the approximate values of the expected momenta for both two-pump as well
as single-pump instabilities. To this end, in the bottom panels of Fig. 3.3
we plot as a dashed (cyan) line the value of the two-pump signal energy
ωs = (ωp1 + ωp2)/2. Because of the splitting of the LP mode, we obtain in
this way two values of the expected two-pump instability momenta. While at
low enough pump powers (as for the left panels of Fig. 3.3), the BS of the LP

is not large enough to get any LP state at the pump 1 energy, ωp1 (dot-dashed
[green] line), for big enough values of Fp (right panels) the BS of at least one
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split LP branch is large enough to allow single-pump parametric scattering.
As discussed next, the values obtained this way for both two-pump and
single pump instability momenta were close to those obtained evaluating
the imaginary part of the spectrum and the most unstable modes.
An additional and better estimate of the momenta at which we expect

two-pump and single-pump instabilities to occur can be obtained by evalu-
ating the most unstable modes. The pump-only solutions of the mean-field
Eqs. (3.12) are stable as far as the population of signal and idler modes in
Eq. (3.11) does not grow exponentially in time, and thus the spectrum of

(i,α,�)excitations satisfies �(ωk ) < 0. When this condition is not met and there
(i,α,�)are values of k for which �(ωk ) > 0 for at least one of the branches,

the pump-only solutions are dynamically unstable towards the exponential
growth of these modes. The imaginary part of the excitation spectrum is
plotted in the middle panels of Fig. 3.3 for two different values of the pump
strength. As observed previously, there is a trivial contribution to the imagi-
nary part of the spectrum coming from the decay terms: i.e., at large values

(i,α,�)of momenta, limk→∞ �(ωk ) = −γα (in the plot we have chosen γX = γC).
However, for smaller values of momentum, the anomalous terms in the
Bogoliubov matrix characterising the coupling between the particle and
hole degrees of freedom induce a non-trivial k-dependent contribution to

(i,α,�) (i,α,�)�(ωk ). The region in momentum for which �(ωk ) > 0 characterises
the region of instability of the pump-only solutions. In Figs. 3.4 and 3.5,
we plot the regions of instabilities as a function of momentum k and pump
strength Fp. Because of the interaction between the two-pump states and
thus the splitting of the LP and UP branches previously described, these
regions of instability are characterised by separate regions or branches. Note
that larger decay parameters γα imply smaller instability regions in within
the linear response analysis. Thus, even though it might seem desirable to
have small values of γα so as to obtain large regions of instability, numeri-
cally, convergence of both two-pump and single-pump patterns occurs more
quickly for larger values of γα. The choices reported in Tab. 3.1 as case A
and B are a compromise between these two tendencies.

(i,α,�)The most unstable modes, i.e., those modes for which �(ωk ) is maxi-
mum as a function of k, provide information about which mode is growing
faster and, thus, about the expected momentum of the instability pattern. In
the middle panels of Fig. 3.3 we indicate the most unstable modes as dotted
(red) lines. The evolution of the most unstable mode as a function of the
pump strength are plotted also as dotted (red) lines in the top panels of both
Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. There is a good agreement between these values of instabil-
ity momenta and those previously obtained by estimating the renormalised
LP and UP dispersions. Using the same style (and color) scheme of the bot-
tom panels of Fig. 3.3, we plot in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 as (cyan) dashed lines
the expected momenta for the two-pump instability at ωs = (ωp1 + ωp2)/2
and as (green) dot-dashed line those for the single-pump instability at ωp1 .
Note that, as a consequence of the assumed isotropy of the exciton-exciton
interaction, the spectrum of excitation is also isotropic in momentum, i.e.,
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Figure 3.4: Top panel: regions of instability of the pump-only solutions in the
momentum k and pump strength Fp space. The countourplot represents the region of

(i,α,�)dynamical linear instability, �(ωk ) > 0. The estimates of the expected momenta
for the two-pump instability at ωs = (ωp1 + ωp2)/2 ([cyan] dashed line) and for the
single-pump instability at ωp1 ([green] dot-dashed line) were obtained as described
in the bottom panels of Fig. 3.3. The dotted (red) lines indicate the most unstable
modes as in the middle panels of Fig. 3.3 — filled (red) dotted lines are those

(i,α,�)with the highest value of �(ωk ) > 0. Symbols are the results of numerical
simulations for finite size pump spots as described later in Sec. 3.4. Bottom panel:

totevolution of the total excitonic population nX of the pump states as a function of
the rescaled pump strength. For both panels parameters are fixed as in the case A
described in Tab. 3.1. In this case, there is an interval in pump strength for which
two- and single-pump instabilities compete against each other.
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Figure 3.5: Top and bottom panel are the same as in Fig. 3.4 but for the system
parameters fixed as in the case B described in Tab. 3.1. The parameters were
established so as to eliminate the region of instability corresponding to single-pump
parametric scattering at the pump 1 energy, ωp1 , which appeared at higher values
of k in Fig. 3.4. As discussed later, the absence of competition between two- and
single-pump instabilities leads to an easier convergence of stripe and chequerboard
patterns in the numerical simulations.
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(i,α,�)
ω only depends on k = |k|. Thus, the most unstable modes only givek
information about the ring in momentum at which the instability can occur,
but not about its direction. In other words one cannot differentiate between
stripe, chequerboard or any other pattern. In order to obtain this information
we have to carry on a full numerical analysis, as discussed in the next section.

Finally, we note that in Fig. 3.4 (parameter choice A) there is a region
in pump strength for which both two- and single-pump instabilities are
allowed and compete against each other. As discussed in the next section,
this competition between instabilities hinders the numerical convergence of
the dynamics to a steady-state. For this reason, the parameters of case B are
chosen so as to eliminate the regions of single-pump instability, as shown
in Fig. 3.5. The absence of competition between two- and single-pump
instabilities leads to an easier convergence of patterns in the numerical
simulations, which is what we are going to discuss in the next section.

3.4 F IN ITE S IZE NUMER ICS

As already mentioned in Sec. 3.2.1, the linear response analysis contains only
the quadratic scattering processes (see panel c) of Fig. 3.1). As such, it allows
to ascertain the stability of the pump-only solutions, and thus it provides
us with the information about the region of system parameters for which
we expect single- and two-pump instabilities to occur. However, a linear
response analysis does not permit to deduce the specific patterns associated
to each instability. For this reason, we carried on here a full numerical
analysis of the generalised GPE (3.2) for finite size pump spots (3.1). In
particular, in order not to break the original rotational symmetry when both
pumps are shined at normal incidence, we considered circularly symmetric
smoothed top-hat profiles with a FWHM σp � 34 μm and a strength Fp
(evaluated at the maximum value of the pump profile in real space). Note
that, as already done for the linear response theory, also in the numerical
simulations we rescaled the two pump strengths according to Eq. (3.9) and
thus we had a single pumping strength parameter Fp to be varied. In order to
be able to compare the numerical results with those obtained from the linear
response theory, we chose the same system parameters as in the Tab. 3.1,
to later on report results for both parameter choices of case A) and case
B). Eq. (3.2) is numerically solved on a 2D grid of N × N = 28 × 28 points
and a separation of 0.32 μm, in a L× L = 81 μm×81 μm box, by using a
5th-order adaptive-step Runge-Kutta algorithm. We checked all our results
were converged with respect to the temporal and spacial resolution.

3.4.1 steady-state patterns

We imposed white noise random initial conditions with zero mean, 〈ψα=X,C(r, t =
0)〉 = 0, and variance σ2

noise:

gX〈ψα
†(r, 0)ψα

†′(r′, 0)〉 = σ2 ′) . (3.16)noiseδα,α′δ(r − r
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Figure 3.6: Snapshots of the evolution of a chequerboard pattern, starting from the
first time step, for values σ2 = 0.01 meVμm2 in the top file and σ2 = 0.14noise noise
meVμm2 in the bottom one, both from 3.2. As can be seen, higher values of the
initial noise help to stabilise the patterns faster.

σ2
noise [meVμm2] 0.01 0.06 0.14 1.44 14.40

tsst [ns] 473.4 220.9 99.9 42.1 36.8

Table 3.2: Typical times required to reach a steady-state solution tsst as a function of
the white noise variance σ2

noise of the initial conditions (3.16). These data refer to the
system parameter choice B of Tab. 3.1 and corresponds to the chequerboard pattern
in Fig. 3.8.

This is a standard procedure done in order not to bias the steady-state solu-
tion selected by the dynamics. At the same time, random initial conditions
introduce a small explicit breaking of the translational and rotational sym-
metries. This helps the numerics evolving towards solutions for which both
symmetries are spontaneously broken, only when the system parameters
are such that the symmetric pump-only solution is unstable. We let the
dynamics evolve until a steady-state, if any, is reached and select only those
solutions that do reach a steady-state. We checked that none of our results
depended on the choice of the initial conditions. We found that the specific
value of the noise variance σ2

noise only affects the typical time tsst the system
needs to reach a steady-state. In particular, larger values of σ2

noise typically
lead to a faster convergence in time, as shown in the Tab. 3.2. This tendency
of faster convergence in time for a stronger noise in the initial conditions
is valid only for values of σ2

noise above a certain threshold. For a weaker
noise, σ2 2, we did not observe a monotonic behaviour ofnoise < 0.01 meVμm
tsst. Finally, note that the orientation of each pattern is randomly selected.
By fixing the system parameters and choosing a different realisation of
initial conditions, the system evolves exactly to the same pattern but with a
different orientation.

As previously observed in Sec. 3.3, larger values of the decay parameters
γα tends to stabilise pump-only solutions and reduce the region of instability
towards spontaneous pattern formation. However, from a numerical point
of view, choosing too small values of the decay parameters hinders the
stabilisation of a determinate pattern to a steady-state regime. A compromise
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between these two behaviours led us to the optimal values of γα reported in
Tab. 3.1.

Once the parameters were fixed as either in case A) or case B) of Tab. 3.1,
we scanned through different values of the pump strength Fp and let the
dynamics evolve until a steady-state was reached for t > tsst. As shown in
Figs. 3.4 and 3.5, at either very low or very high pump powers, the only
stable solutions were those where only the two pump states at energies
ωp1 and ωp2 were populated, and thus no pattern was generated. However,
at intermediate pump strengths, we observed that the pump only solu-
tions were unstable towards the formation of either stripe, chequerboard or
hexagonal patterns. By filtering the emission at different energies, we would
later be able to ascribe stripes and chequerboards to two-pump instabilities
at an energy ωs = (ωp1 + ωp2)/2, while hexagonal patterns to one-pump
instabilities only at an energy ωp1 .
Typical stable steady-state patterns for different values of the pump

strength are shown in Fig. 3.7, where we plot the full photon emission
|ψC(k, t)|2 in momentum space k at a fixed time t > tsst. Note that, plot-
ting the emission at a given time implies an integration in energy, i.e.,
ψC(k, t) = dωeiωtψC(k,ω), and thus it includes the emission from all pos-
sible energy states, including both pump states as well as signal and idler
states all emitting at different energies. In fact, we can appreciate that all
the patterns in Fig. 3.7 include emission around k = 0 due to both pump
states. Emission is broaden in momentum space because of the pumps be-
ing finite size — note that in some panels the broadening appears falsely
increased because of the countourplot chosen interval. In addition to the
emission at zero momentum, the emission at finite momentum characterises
different patterns. We can clearly distinguish in the patterns of Fig. 3.7 a
dominant stronger emission on a momentum ring of radius kprimary and, in
some of these panels, we can appreciate a secondary weaker emission on a
different momentum ring ksecondary. As analysed later, the origin of primary
and secondary patterns can be easily explained by filtering the full emission
emission at different energies.
For each pattern at a given pump strength Fp, we extracted the value of

the primary pattern momentum kprimary and we compared these numerical
results with the results obtained within the linear response theory in Figs. 3.4
and 3.5. Here, the results from the numerical analysis are plotted as symbols.
We can observe that stripe patterns occur at either low pump powers (as
the panels of Fig. 3.7 corresponding to F̃p = 2.79 meV3/2, F̃p = 8.61 meV3/2,
and F̃p = 6.71 meV3/2) or high pump powers (as for F̃p = 44.72 meV3/2).
Instead, chequerboard patterns occur only at low pump powers (as for
F̃p = 4.92 meV3/2 and F̃p = 6.70 meV3/2), including what we indicate
as broaden chequerboards at F̃p = 6.48 meV3/2 and F̃p = 5.37 meV3/2. It is
evident in both Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 that the primary pattern momentum kprimary

we extracted from the numerical simulations agrees extremely well with
the lowest momentum branch of the most unstable modes extracted from
the imaginary part of the excitation spectrum derived within the linear
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Figure 3.7: Photon emission |ψC(k, t)|2 in
reciprocal space k (μm−1 units) in the
steady-state regime, t > tsst. System pa-
rameters are those of case A of Tab. 3.1
for the left column and case B for the
right column, while the rescaled pump√
strength F̃p = gXFp (meV3/2 units) in-
creases from the top panels to the bottom
ones as indicated. As shown, the hexag-
onal patterns are only present in case A,
and only for sufficiently strong pumping
so that the blueshift enables single-pump
instabilities. The chequerboard patterns
are limited to a smaller region at a fairly
lower pump strength, although in case B
this domain is somewhat larger because
of the absence of competition with single-
pump instabilities. Some times, broaden che-
querboards occur, where a stripe pattern
displays a secondary, less focused pair of
signal states at an orthogonal orientation,
such as F̃p = 6.48 meV3/2 in the left col-
umn, or F̃p = 5.37 meV3/2 in the right one.
Either way, both cases feature stripes for
both high and low pumping.
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response theory. If no single-pump instability is allowed, as it happens for
the parameter choice B) of Fig. 3.5 and the right column of Fig. 3.7, the
primary pattern momentum kprimary decreases monotonously as a function
of the pump strength Fp. Here, there is not a clear transition from stripe
to chequerboard patterns, rather both instabilities alternate as the pump
strength increases. However, if single-pump instabilities are allowed as
for the parameter choice A) of Fig. 3.4 and the left column of Fig. 3.7,
at intermediate pump strengths, we observe the formation of hexagonal
patterns. By filtering the emission in energy we can show that hexagonal
patterns only occur at the energy ωp1 of the pump which is tuned closer to
the UP. Here, single- and two-pump instability compete against each other.

3.4.2 frequency filtered patterns

In order to show that different patterns could appear because of scattering
processes at different energies, in Figs. 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10 we filtered in
energy the emission of typical chequerboard, stripe and hexagonal patterns,
respectively. To do this, in all these three figures we plotted, in the top left
panel, the photon spectrum integrated over the momentum angle, I(k,ω) =

dϕ|ψC(k,ω)|2, where k = (k, ϕ), versus the rescaled energy ω − ωX,0 and
the absolute value of momentum k. On the right top panel we instead
plot the momentum integrated photon spectrum Iint(ω) = dk|ψC(k,ω)|2.
Here, we can observe that the emission in energy is delta-like peaked at
energies equally spaced by (ωp1 − ωp2)/2: aside the strong emission at
the two pump energies ωp1 and ωp2 , we can observe the emission at the
signal energy ωs = (ωp1 + ωp2)/2 which is the energy characteristic of
two-pump instabilities. In addition, we can appreciate a weak emission
at one idler energy ωi1 = (3ωp1 − ωp2)/2, above the pump 1. The other
idler energy, ωi2 = (3ωp2 − ωp1)/2, below pump 2, is extremely weakly
populated because far from being in resonance to both the LP and the UP

renormalised dispersions. This also happens to the additional satellite states
equally spaced at a distance (ωp1 − ωp2)/2.

In all three figures 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10, in the bottom four panels, we filter the
emission in energy at both the signal ωs as well the pump 1 energy ωp1 and
plot the filtered emission both in momentum (left panels |ψC(k,ωs)|2 and
|ψC(k,ωp1)|2) as well as in space (right panels |ψC(r,ωs)|2 and |ψC(r,ωp1)|2).
We observe that, for both cases of two-pump instabilities leading to chequer-
boards (Fig. 3.8) and stripes (Fig. 3.9), primary and secondary instabilities
correspond to the same pattern even if at different absolute values of mo-
menta and kprimary < ksecondary. However, for single-pump instabilities such
as the one in Fig. 3.10, we observe that primary and secondary patterns
are not only characterised by a different absolute value of momentum and
that kprimary > ksecondary, in addition they corresponds to different pattern.
The stronger emission in Fig. 3.10 is at the pump 1 energy and describe an
hexagonal pattern with kprimary. From the spectrum plotted in the top left
panel of Fig. 3.10, we can appreciate that kprimary is in very good agreement
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Figure 3.8: Top left panel: Photon spectrum integrated over the momentum angle,
I(k,ω) = dϕ|ψC(k, ϕ,ω)|2 ([grey] countourplot). The LP and UP dispersions
renormalised and split because of interaction effects are plotted as (green) solid lines:
These are obtained by diagonalising the simplified Bogoliubov matrix (3.15). Top
right panel: momentum integrated photon spectrum Iint(ω) = dk|ψC(k, ϕ,ω)|2.
The four bottom panel represent the photon emission momentum (left) and space
(right) profiles filtered at the energy of the signal ωs = (ωp1 + ωp2)/2 (top left
|ψC(k,ωs)|2 and top right |ψC(r,ωs)|2) and at the energy of the pump 1 ωp1 (bottom
left |ψC(k,ωp1)|2 and top right |ψC(r,ωp1)|2). System parameters are fixed to case
B) of Tab. 3.1 and the pump strength is F̃p = 4.92 meV3/2.
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Figure 3.9: Same as Fig. 3.8 for system parameters as case A) of Tab. 3.1 and for
a rescaled pump strength F̃p = 8.61 meV3/2. Here the photon density is not as
delta-like as it was in Fig. 3.8, however a clear spatial stripe pattern is displayed at
ωs, with two distinguished peaks S1 and S2 in momentum. At the pump frequency
ωp1 two signal states appear at a larger momentum than S1 and S2, although a
noisier, less defined profile appears here. In the competition between two-pump
and first-pump instabilities, the former is dominant.
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Figure 3.10: Same as Fig. 3.8 for system parameters as case A) of Tab. 3.1 and for
a rescaled pump strength F̃p = 16.77 meV3/2. In the uppermost right panel we
can see that the scattered population went mostly to ωp1 , and thus the dominating
pattern is an hexagonal one. The middle panels display here the frequency resolved
density at ωp1 while the lower ones show ωs, where a secondary, fainter ring can
be appreciated.
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with the estimate we get from the renormalised LP dispersion (green) solid
line. The emission at the signal energy ωs is instead weaker and the filtered
emission shows a distorted chequerboard with some weaker emission along
the entire momentum ring of radius ksecondary.

3.4.3 phase freedom

To conclude our study, we wanted to establish the phase freedom of two-
pump instabilities. To do this we first carried on an analytical study valid
for homogeneous pumping. Later, we compared our analytical results with
the numerical simulations for finite size pumps.

Let us start from stripe patterns. In this case, the expansion (3.11) in signal
(Siα) and idler (Iiα) terms is limited to two opposite momentum states ±k:

−iωp1 −iωp2ψα,stripe(r, t) =e tP1α + e tP2α

−iωst S∗ ik·r −ik·r+ e 1αe + S2αe

−ik·r −iωi2 ik·r+ e−iωi1 t I1αe + e t I2
∗
αe , (3.17)

where the signal energy is ωs = (ωp1 + ωp2)/2, while the two idler energies
are ωi1 = (3ωp1 − ωp2)/2 and ωi2 = (3ωp2 − ωp1)/2. By substituting the
expression for the stripe fields 3.17 into the equations of motion (3.2) and
expanding to all orders, we can infer the constraints that have to be satisfied
between the pump phases φp1,2 which are fixed externally and the signal φs1,2

and idler φi1,2 phases, where Piα = |Piα|eiφpi , Siα = |Siα|eiφsi and Iiα = |Iiα|eiφii .
Note that the α = X,C components have their phase locked to each other
because of the ΩR coupling in the equations of motion (3.2). We obtain that
the scattering term (3.4) imposes only three independent constraints:

φp1 + φp2 = φs1 + φs2

2φp1 = φs1 + φi1

2φp2 = φs2 + φi2 .

for the four phase terms φs1,2 and φi1,2 . In fact, the constraint for the idler
phases, φp1 + φp2 = φi1 + φi2 can be obtained by the above equations and it is
not therefore independent from them. Thus, out of the four signal and idler
phases, the system is free to spontaneously choose one relative phase only,
e.g., either the relative phase between the two signals, φs1 − φs2 , or the one
between the two idlers, φi1 − φi2 , and thus the stripe patterns is characterised
by the spontaneous breaking of a U(1) phase symmetry.
We can carry on a similar analysis for the chequerboard solution, where

we have now two pairs of opposite momenta states ±k1 and ±k2, resulting
into four signal states (S1,2,3,4α, (see notation of Fig. 3.8) and four idler states,

http:�e,(3.17
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two of which (I1,4α) at the energy ωi1 and the other two (I2,3α) at the energy
ωi2 :

−iωp1 −iωp2ψα,cheq(r, t) =e tP1α + e tP2α

−iωst S∗ ik1·r −ik1·r ik2·r −ik2·r+ e 1αe + S3αe + S2
∗
αe + S4αe

−iωi1 t −ik1·r ik2·r+ e I1αe + I4
∗
αe

−iωi2 t −ik2·r ik1·r+ e I2αe + I3
∗
αe . (3.18)

Substituting into the equations of motion (3.2) we now obtain the following
independent equations:

φp1 + φp2 = φs1 + φs3

φp1 + φp2 = φs2 + φs4

2φp1 = φs1 + φi1

2φp2 = φs3 + φi3

2φp2 = φs2 + φi2

2φp1 = φs4 + φi4 .

We get six constraints for eight phases. The system thus spontaneously
chooses two phases and is characterised by the spontaneous breaking of a
U(1)×U(1) symmetry.

The phase freedom of hexagonal patterns due to single-pump instabilities
was already derived in Ref. [62]. Here, one has a single pump field oscillating
at the energy ωp1 and with phase φp, and six signal states, at the same energy
as the pump, which we distinguish with an index hj, with j = 1, . . . , 6 (we
assume the six signal states are arranged clockwise, see notation of Fig. 3.10).
Now the constraints for the phases read as:

2φp = φhj + φhj+3

φp + φhj = φhj−1 + φhj+1 .

One can easily check that out of these 12 equations only 4 are indepen-
dent, thus again giving a U(1)×U(1) phase freedom, as in the case of the
chequerboard pattern.
In order to confirm the phase freedom derived analytically for homoge-

neous pumping, we extracted the signal phase profiles from the finite size
numerical results. We will refer in particular to the case of the chequerboard
pattern of Fig. 3.8, yet the same procedure can be applied to any pattern. We
filtered the emission at the signal energy in momentum space, evaluating
ψC(k,ωs). The amplitude of this field, for a chequerboard pattern, is peaked
at four momenta k1,2,3,4, all arranged on the same ring kprimary. The phase
profile φsi=1,...,4(r) associated to each of these four states can be extracted by
evaluating:

φsi (r) −i(k−ki)·r|ψC,i(r,ωs)|e = ∑ ψC(k,ωs)θ(kcut − |k − ki|)e , (3.19)
k

http:ki|)e,(3.19
http:�e.(3.18
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Figure 3.11: First two columns: Extracted signal phase profiles φs1,2,3,4(r) of the four
signal states for the same system parameters leading to the chequerboard pattern of
Fig. 3.8 and for two different noise realisations of the random initial conditions (3.16)
(labelled as run 1 and run 2). In particular, we plot the cut at x = 0 vs y ([red]
solid line) and the cut at y = 0 vs x ([blue] dotted line). Third column: We plot the
sums φs1(r) + φs3(r) and φs2(r) + φs4(r) for the two runs in order to demonstrate
the phase locking between them independently on the run.
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where we chose a momentum kcut � 0.7 mμ−1 for filtering the emission
in momentum around the four signal momenta ki=1,...,4. We plot the phase
profiles φsi=1,...,4(x, y = (x = 0, y) of the four signal states0) and φsi=1,...,4

in Fig. 3.11 for the same system parameters leading to the chequerboard
pattern of Fig. 3.8 and for two different noise realisations of the random
initial conditions (3.16) (run 1 and run 2). Even though we subtracted in
Eq. 3.19 the leading current ki to each phase profile, we can observe in all
the panels of the first two columns of this figure that singularly all four
phases φsi(r) display a residual finite current jsi(r) = −∇φsi(r) = 0 due to
the system being finite size. However, we find that these residual currents
are pair-wise equal and opposite, i.e., js1(r) + js3(r) � 0 � js2(r) + js4(r), so
that the phase sums φs1(r) + φs3(r) and φs2(r) + φs4(r) shown in the panels
of the last column are almost homogeneous in space. Further, we observe
that φs1(r) + φs3(r) � φs2(r) + φs4(r) within the same run, but also between
different runs, i.e. for different random initial conditions. The fact the sums
of these phases give the same value independently on the run we consider,
while the phase of each singular phase φsi(r) is different for different runs,
demonstrates the phase locking between opposite momentum states, as well
the spontaneous election of their phase difference, i.e., the pattern phase
freedom.
The specific value of the phase sums φs1(r) + φs3(r) = φs2(r) + φs4(r)

would be ideally zero, as they are equal to the sum of the two pump phases.
However, as the Fourier transform from time to frequency is evaluated
numerically over a finite interval of time once the system has evolved long
enough to reach a steady-state, the filtering process in energy produces a
fictitious numerical accumulated phase. This does not however influence our
main conclusion about phase locking and phase freedom.
Note that, as we did extract the signal state phases, we could similarly

had extracted the idler phases so as to numerically check the phase locking
between φs1 + φi1 , φs3 + φi3 , φs2 + φi2 , and φs4 + φi4 . However, the population
of the idler states, particularly the ones at an energy ωi2 = (3ωp2 − ωp1)/2
below the pump 2 energy and below the LP dispersion, was so low to render
the corresponding phases quite noisy and thus difficult to analyse.

Finally, we numerically extracted the phases of both stripe and hexagonal
pattern and reached a similar conclusion about phase locking and phase
freedom.

3.5 ANALOGY WITH WEAK CRYSTALL I SAT ION

It is interesting to note that there is some analogy between the spontaneous
appearance of a determined pattern in polariton parametric scattering and
the theory of weak localisation [109, 110]. The attempt to study the phase
transition from a liquid to a crystal is notoriously a hard problem to anal-
yse which goes back to Landau, as it implies the comparison between an
infinite set of possible crystalline and quasi-crystalline structures. However,
a Ginzburg-Landau expansion in the density modulation order parameter
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ψ(r) can be applied when the crystallisation transition is weakly first order,
greatly simplifying the problem. The resulting theory of weak crystallisation
assumes that the density modulations

N
ψ(r) = ∑ iqn·r)2 (ane (3.20)

n=1

are small and only select a single wave-vector |qn| = q0. The modulated
pattern, whether stripe (N = 1), chequerboard (N = 2), hexagonal (N = 3),
and so on, is found by minimising a Ginzburg-Landau type free energy
functional: { }

τ 2 μ λ2F[ψ] = dr ψ2 + γ (∇2 + q0)ψ − ψ3 + ψ4 .
2 6 24

In two dimensions, it is easy to show that in absence of the cubic term
μ = 0, there is a continuous transition from a liquid ψ = 0 phase for
τ > 0 to a stripe phase (N = 1, i.e., ψ(r) = 2|a1| cos(q1 · r + Φ1)) for
τ < 0 with |a1| = 2|τ|/λ, where both phase Φ1 and direction of q1 are
randomly selected. However, in presence of the cubic term μ = 0, which
contributes if at least three vectors are arranged in 120◦, q1 + q2 + q3 = 0,
the transition is to a 2D hexagonal crystal, N = 3, with |a1| = |a2| = |a3| =
|μ|[1+ 1− 10λ|τ|/μ2]/(5λ).
The free energy F[ψ] is never minimised by a chequerboard N = 2 modu-

lation. However, for two real order parameters

N M
ψ1(r) = ∑ 2 (aneiqn·r) ψ2(r) = ∑ 2 (bmeipn·r) , (3.21)

n=1 m=1

with modulations in different directions qn = pm but belonging to the same
shell with momentum q0, it can be shown that the free energy

2
F[ψ1,ψ2] = dr ∑ γi

22(∇2 + q0)ψi
i=1

τ
ψ2 λ

ψ2 2
+ 1 + ψ2 + 1 + ψ2 + γψ1

2ψ2 (3.22)2 2 22 4

undergoes a transition for τ < 0 from stripe N = 1, M = 0 when γ > λ/4
to chequerboard, N = 1 = M when −λ < γ < λ/4.
Note that in the formulation above we have chosen real order parame-

ters (3.20) and (3.21) rather than complex ones. This choice is dictated by the
phase constraints discussed in Sec. 3.4.3, where we have shown that the sum
of signal phases corresponding to opposite momenta is locked to the pump
phases. Note also that in its standard formulation with local interactions, the
theory of weak crystallisation selects randomly the directions qi of the mod-
ulated phases. Thus, similarly to the case of our local interaction term (3.4),
the weak crystallisation theory does not distinguish between a chequerboard
arranged in a square and the one arranged in a rhombus. However, this
possibility can be phenomenologically added by including the dependence
of the free energy on the angles between ordering wave vectors.

http:ane(3.20
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3.6 CONCLUS IONS AND PERSPECT IVES

In this chapter, we analyze the occurrence of Turing patterns in a polariton
microcavity which is resonantly driven by two external lasers simultaneously
pumping both lower and upper polariton branches. The pumps are shined
at normal incidence so as not to explicitly break the system translational
and rotational invariance. We show that, by increasing the intensity of both
pumps, can lead to parametric scattering instabilities to signal states at fi-
nite momentum, thus spontaneously breaking the system translational and
rotational symmetries. For two-pump instabilities, pumps and signals are
at different energies, and we show that stripe and checkerboard patterns
become the dominant steady-state solutions because cubic parametric scat-
tering processes are forbidden. This contrasts with the case of single-pump
instabilities, for which parametric scattering occurs at the same energy as one
of the two pumps. In this case, it was already shown that hexagonal patterns
are the most common instabilities [61, 101–104]. We demonstrate that our
setup allows two-pump instabilities to compete against single-pump instabil-
ities, and that the system can simultaneously undergo different instabilities
at different energies.
Our pumping setup has been previously suggested as a possible scheme

for the generation of entangled multiple polariton modes [105]. In that
work, it was assumed that parametric scattering would generate two signal
states arranged into a stripe configuration. Taking into account the spin-
polarization degrees of freedom, this would generate a total of four signal
states, i.e., a square-type cluster state, for which four-mode entanglement was
demonstrated. In our work, we analyze the nature and stability of different
patterns that can emerge from two-pump instabilities. Already without
taking into account the polarization degrees of freedom, we show that we
can tune the system parameters so as to realise both stripe and checkerboard
patterns. This would allow the realization of both four- and eight-mode
polariton entanglement if the polarization degrees of freedom would be
taken into account. Further, by using the pump power as a tuning parameter,
we have demonstrated that we can control the transition from stripe to
checkerboard patterns. While stripes are characterised by the spontaneous
breaking of a U(1) phase symmetry, in the case of checkerboard patterns, we
show that the phase symmetry spontaneously broken is in the U(1)×U(1)
class.
We can thus tune the system across the nonequilibrium phase transition

between these two states characterised by a different symmetry class. This
opens intriguing questions about the critical behavior of this nonequilibrium
two-dimensional system, and the nature of the transition from the normal
phase to the ordered phase where the phase symmetry is spontaneously
broken. It has been recently shown [52] that polaritons driven into the
OPO steady state regime undergo a transition from a normal to a superfluid
phase [50] that is of the Berezinskii- Kosterlitz-Thouless type. The OPO regime
is characterised by the spontaneous breaking of a U(1) phase symmetry.
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For this parametric scattering instability, it was shown that despite the
presence of a strong drive and dissipation, the transition from the normal
to the superfluid state is governed by the binding and unbinding of vortex-
antivortex pairs, sharing similarities to the equilibrium counterpart transition.
It is therefore natural to ask whether our stripe pattern undergoes the same
transition and to investigate the nature of the transition in the case of
checkerboard patterns. These would be the subject of future studies.

One thing to note is that by energy momentum conservation alone, square
chequerboard patterns are not preferred over any other two-plus-two scat-
tering configuration, which would give raise to rhombic patterns. However
one experiment [111] found scattering to perpendicular directions in a cav-
ity pumped by two CW lasers of the same energy and opposite in-plane
wavevectors. A strong signal correlated to the pump ones was consistently
found in orthogonal directions on a elastic circle in reciprocal space, which
seemed to contradict other similar setups [112], and the authors did not
find an explanation at the time. A theoretical explanation was given by
Ref. [113], stating that orthogonal scattering was found to be preferred if the
two pumps were collinearly polarised. This would relate to our case if the
system were to undergo a transitional stripe state before quartic processes
populate the second pair. Although our calculations in this chapter lack
the polarization degree of freedom that was suggested as a deciding factor
in [113], we could imply that this case is equivalent to a coparallel scattering.
One way or another, the inclusion of pseudospin in our mean field equations
seemed a likely step forward that we took in Ch. 4.
To conclude, we would like to observe that our results apply to the case

of clean microcavity heterostructures, where the effect of disorder both for
photons and excitons is negligible. In our case, the broadening of exciton
and photon lines is dominated by the homogeneous component, i.e., losses,
rather than the inhomogeneous one. Studying the implications of disorder in
pattern formation clearly goes beyond the scope of this work. Nevertheless,
we can anticipate that sample disorder can provide a weak breaking of
spatial homogeneity which might help stabilizing the orientation of stripe
and checkerboard patterns and thus help their experimental observation.



4
PATTERN FORMAT ION IN POLAR ITON
SP IN FLU IDS

4.1 INTRODUCT ION AND MOT IVAT IONS

In previous chapters when speaking about polaritons we neglected their
spin-polarization degrees of freedom by considering only spin polarised
cases, but in this chapter we are going to study effects related to the polariton
polarisation. Polariton spin properties are acquired from its light and matter
components. New phenomenology can occur related to these degrees of
freedom and to the polariton interaction properties in different spin channels,
as well as the possibility to consider Spin-Orbit Coupling (SOC) terms arising
either naturally or by artificially engineering them.
Adding the spin degree of polarisation can influence pattern forma-

tion [114–116], something that was directly addressed in the previous chapter
as a possible explanation for the preference of square chequerboard patterns
over rhomboid ones [113]. This motivated us to include the spin degree of
freedom in our model. In addition, there is also the interest of having dif-
ferent spin textures over controlled density patterns in space. We introduce
the polarisation degree of freedom in the GPE in Sec. 4.2 through a exciton-
exciton scattering that distinguishes parallel and antiparallel spins [116–
119].

Furthermore, both excitons and cavity photons exhibit a splitting between
their TE and TM components, resulting in a TE-TM spin-orbit effect [120–
122]. We detail the origin of the TE-TM splitting and its implementation in a
similar way as Refs. [123, 124] in Sec. 4.3. These interactions have also been
simulated in a tunable cavity filled by a nematic liquid crystal that allows for
a strong, tunable effective spin-orbit interaction [125]. This platform offers a
way to achieve strong spin effects in microcavity polaritons, and in Sec. 4.4
we will also use this platform to explore scattering and pattern formation in
presence of polarisation degrees of freedom.

4.2 SP IN -DEPENDENT SCATTER ING

In the introductory Sec. 1.3.1.2 we already formally introduced the spin-
polarization degrees of freedom for both excitons and photons. Strong
coupling between excitons and photons implies that also polaritons acquire
spin-polarization degrees of freedom. In addition, they inherit interaction
properties from their excitonic component. In this section, we explain the
physical origin of the excitonic scattering terms between different spin
components.

99
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Excitons inherit their spin degrees of freedom from the electron and hole
components. Similarly, exciton interaction properties come from electron-
electron, hole-hole, and electron-hole interaction terms. One can show [126]
that exciton in the same spin state repel each other, while exciton in opposite
spin state attract each other so that a biexciton bound state can form. At the
mean-field level, exciton and photon dynamics can be described by the GPE

(Sec. 2.1.2):

ψX
±(r, t) 0

i∂t =
ψC
±(r, t) f±(r, t)

ψ±gX|ψX
±|2 + g+−|ψX

∓|2 0 X (r, t)+ Ĥ0 + , (4.1)
0 0 ψC

±(r, t)

where we have introduced the label ± for the exciton spin ±1 and the
left/right polarization of the photon. The single polariton Hamiltonian is
given by

ˆ ωX,−i∇ − iκX Ω
2
R

H0 = . (4.2)
Ω
2
R ωC,−i∇ − iκC

We are approximating the exciton-exciton interaction as contact-like. As
mentioned, the sign of the interaction strength between excitons in the same
spin state gx is positive, while the one for opposite spins g+− is negative.
Even though the sign of these quantities is fixed, when excitons strongly
mix to light, the presence of a biexciton Feshbach resonance allows to tune
the polariton interaction strength in opposite spin states from attractive to
repulsive via changing the photon-exciton detuning, from below to above the
biexciton energy [127, 128]. In our simplified model, we are not introducing
this physics but we will phenomenologically include this possibility by
changing the sign of g+− by hand. Finally note that, the coupling constant
gX can be rescaled out of the GPE by rescaling the fields and driving strength√ √
according to ψ̃X,C = gXψX,C and f̃ p1,2 = gX fp1,2 , so that the only relevant
dimensionless interaction parameter is α = g+−/gX.
We now include the possibility of pumping the system at two different

frequencies each with a given polarisation degree:

−iωp1 t + f± −iωp2 tf±(r, t) = f±(r)e (r)e . (4.3)P1 P2

Here, both pumping terms have a top-hat profile.

|r|+ σp |r| − σpfP
±
i
(r) = Fp

± tanh − tanh , (4.4)
0.1σp 0.1σp

where σp determines the area profile. We consider σp � 34 μm and the only
varying parameter is the pumping strength Fp. The polarisation degree of
each pump (i = 1, 2) is defined as

f+(r)− f−(r)pi piPPi(r) = . (4.5)
fp+i (r) + fp−i (r)
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Similarly, the local polarisation degree of the emitted photon field at any
given time is defined as:

|ψC
+(r, t)|2 − |ψC

−(r, t)|2PC(r, t) = (4.6)|ψC
+(r, t)|2 + |ψC

−(r, t)|2 ,

while the full intensity includes both components:

IC(r, t) = |ψC
+(r, t)|2 + |ψC

−(r, t)|2. (4.7)

The photons leaking from the cavity carry the same polarisation as the
polaritons inside the cavity, so these quantities give us information about the
polariton state. The total polarisation degree of the emission could be zero,
while having finite values locally. In the cases where we need information
about the degree of polarisation of a specific frequency state, we will consider
a spectral filtering. In order to do this with our numerical data, we perform
a Fourier transform on the wavefunction and take only the values for the
chosen ω in frequency space ψC

±(r,ω). This way we only look at the emission
of a single frequency (as also explained in Sec. 3.4.2 from last chapter). From
the filtered wavefunction we calculate then the filtered intensity

IC(r,ω) = |ψC
+(r,ω)|2 + |ψC

−(r,ω)|2 (4.8)

and polarization degree

|ψC
+(r,ω)|2 − |ψC

−(r,ω)|2PC(r,ω) = (4.9)|ψC
+(r,ω)|2 + |ψC

−(r,ω)|2 .

4.2.1 locking of spatial spin patterns

In this section we to study the effect of the spin-dependent interaction
on two-pump instabilities. Note that for simple pump instabilities it has
been already found that the hexagonal spatial patterns generated in each
polarisation component depends on the sign of the parameter α [116].

In particular, for repulsive antiparallel interaction, it was found that the
two patterns in each polarisation are exactly locked to each other. On the
contrary, when α < 0, the two patterns suffer a perfect shift, so that an
intensity maximum in one polarisation corresponds to a minimum in the
other. Although both modes would result in a net zero total polarisation
due to the two patterns having roughly the same intensity, the locked one
also has null local polarisation PC(r, t) everywhere. On the other hand the
shifted one has nonzero polarisation degree locally. Due to the spatial shift
the two patterns interlock, with the maxima of each of them being placed at
the same position as the minima of the other.
Similarly, in the case of two-pump instabilities preliminary work [129]

already established that, for both stripe and chequerboard instabilities, dif-
ferent polarisations display either a locking of patterns for α > 0 or a perfect
shift which we call anti-locking for α < 0. Because we impose random initial
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conditions for each polarisation, the orientation of both patterns is different
for each run.
We here reproduced the same patterns found in Sec. 3.4 at roughly the

same pump strengths for different α values. In particular, we obtain chequer-
board and hexagonal patterns from Figs.3.8 and 3.10 at the same values of
the rescaled pump strength F̃p. A study of the effect of spin polarisation on
dynamical instabilities is carried out in Sec. 4.3.1 below.
In order to show the mechanism behind the locking and anti-locking of

patterns, we plot in the two first rows of panels in Fig. 4.1 the total emission
density in real space for each component (|ψC

+(r, t)|2 and |ψC
−(r, t)|2) and

the filtered intensity at the pattern frequency IC(r,ωs), for α = +0.2 and
α = −0.2. We also plot the local degree of polarisation, both for the full
emission PC(r, t) and the filtered emission at the signal frequency PC(r,ωs)

in the fourth and fifth columns.
The difference is clear, with the upper panels for α = +0.2 not showing

any kind of polarisation, besides some noise. Patterns in the two polariza-
tions are exactly phase-locked in space and as a consequence the degree of
polarization is zero everywhere. When filtering the signal the wavelength of
the pattern is halved. A visual aid is put in place to show the doubling of the
number of maxima. In contrast, for the plots with α = −0.2 in the second
row the patterns in the two polarizations are displaced from each other in
complete anti-phase, with the maxima of density of the first in the minima
of the second and vice versa, which ends up forming local polarisation in
the form of a chequerboard pattern. This also means that the periodicity of
the lattices is also halved with respect to the first plot. However, filtering the
emission in energy removes this effect completely, resulting in roughly the
same behavior as the filtered α = +0.2 case.
In the third row of Fig. 4.1 we also plotted the case for α = −0.2 in

the hexagonal pattern scenario, finding similar results as Ref. [116]. Here,
although we drive the system with two pumps, the parameters are chosen so
the spatial pattern is mainly produced in one of the two pump frequencies.
In this scenario, there is a shift present in both the full and filtered cases.
The only difference when filtering the spectra around the signal frequency
is to clear up the emission from the second pump as well as all possible

3ωp1−ωp2 3ωp2−ωp1satellite states at frequencies 2 , 2 , and any competing two-
ωp1+ωp2pump process at 2 . As explained next, the shift in space is due to the

of interference between the pump and signal states, and it disappears when
one removes the pump by filtering the signal states.
In order to understand the role played by the of interference between

pump and signal states in the locking and anti-locking mechanism of two-
pump instabilities, we consider the following simple model, restricting to
the case of stripe instabilities with (kp = 0) pump states and two signal
states with opposite momenta. We can choose the signal states as having also
opposite phases by fixing the pump phase to zero, as we have φ± = φ± + φ± .P S1 S2
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Figure 4.1: Lock (α > 0) and anti-lock (α < 0) of spatial patterns in different
polarisations. Top panel: Sketch of the position of the polariton states with and
without filters in the chequerboard case, explaining the change in orientation and
wavelength of the square lattice when filtering in frequency. First and second
row: chequerboard pattern for parameters fixed to case B) from Table 3.1, with
pump strength F̃p = 4.92 meV3/2, with α = ±0.2. Third row: hexagonal pattern
for parameters fixed to case A) from Table 3.1 at page 74, with pump strength
F̃p = 16.77 meV3/2 using α = −0.2. The patterns are obtained after running the
simulation for a sufficiently long time, when the system has reached a steady state
regime. The first two columns show the full photon density of each polarisation
|ψC

+(r, t)|2 (red) and |ψC
−(r, t)|2 (blue), and the third column shows the density of the

sum of both polarisations filtered at the signal frequency, IC(r,ωs) (4.8). The last two
rows does the same but for the polarisation degree for the full emission PC(r, t), and
at the signal frequency PC(r,ωs) respectively. A visual aid is superimposed with
the density maps, showing the two lattices (red and blue) locking or anti-locking.
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Thus, we write φ± = φ± and φ± = −φ± The X and C fields for a stripeS1 S2
pattern can then be written as

i(kr−ωst+φ±) i(−kr−ωst−φ±) t) t)Ψ±
C (r, t) = S1

±e + S2
±e + P1

±ei(−ωp1 + P2
±ei(−ωp2 ,

(4.10)
ωp1+ωp2where ωs = is the frequency of the signal states, S± their amplitudes,2

and P± the amplitudes of the two pumps. The amplitudes can be chosen asi
real, as their imaginary part is included in the phases φ±. We also assume
that the two spin components have different spontaneously chosen phases.
This phase shift is important to understand the locking on phase shift of the
two patterns, and as such we are only interested in the phase difference δ,
where φ+ = φ and φ− = φ + δ.

Here, we can assume that S± = S± = S±, as the scattering happens in1 2
pairs of equal amplitude. We have checked that this approximation holds
in our numerical results. At the same time, the assumption P± = P± = P±

1 2
is also justified, as the driving strength is rescaled precisely to inject an
equivalent number of polaritons into each branch (see section (3.9) from
last chapter). On the other hand, P± and S± have different values. However,
as it was previously seen in the integrated spectrum panels in Figs 3.8, 3.9
and 3.10, they are comparable in magnitude. Finally, because we drive the
system with linear polarisation, we can use P+ = P− = p and S+ = S− = s

We evaluated the photon intensity emission by using these simplifications,
and obtain periodical patterns for the two components, with the same spatial
periodicity being given by |k|−1.

2|Ψ+
C (r, t)|2 =2p 1+ cos ((ωp1 − ωp2)t)

ωp1 − ωp2+ 8ps cos t cos (kr + φ)
2

+ 4s2 1+ cos (2kr + 2φ) ,
2|Ψ−

C (r, t)|2 =2p 1+ cos ((ωp1 − ωp2)t)
ωp1 − ωp2+ 8ps cos t cos (kr + φ + δ)

2

+ 4s2 1+ cos (2kr + 2φ + 2δ) . (4.11)

As we can see in the full emission there would also be a time evolution due
to the interference between pump and signal states. The pump states by
themselves only oscillate in time while the signal states generate a stationary
pattern of periodicity 1

2 |k|−1. However the interference between signal and
pumps has both a time and a spatial component, with periodicity |k|−1. This
results in two spatial patterns, one stationary and one that oscillates over
time. For comparable pump and signal intensities, this second interference
pattern is twice as strong as the stationary one.

By filtering the emission of the signal frequency gives

|Ψ+
C (r,ω = ωs)|2 =4s2(1+ cos(2kr + 2φ)),

|ΨC
−(r,ω = ωs)|2 =4s2(1+ cos(2kr + 2φ + 2δ)). (4.12)

http:2�)).(4.12
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Any possible displacement between the up and down components is given
by the phase difference, with the value δ = 0 or π signifying an exact

π 3πcoincidence between the two patterns, and δ = 2 or 2 a shift in which
they are in anti-phase. However the scenario for single-pump instabilities,
where we only use one pump at ωp1 has the pattern appearing at this same
frequency ωs = ωp1 .

2|ΨC
+(r, t)|2 =2p + 4ps cos (kr + φ)

+ 4s2 1+ cos (2kr + 2φ) ,
2|ΨC

−(r, t)|2 =2p + 4ps cos (kr + φ + δ)

+ 4s2 1+ cos (2kr + 2φ + 2δ) . (4.13)

This makes it so it is not possible to remove the pump states when filtering
at the pattern frequency, and thus the secondary pattern coming from
interference between pump and signal.
Our figures for the full emission are snapshots taken at a given time

where spatial patterns had become stable, not an averaged emission over
time. Because of this, the time oscillations of the interference pattern with
periodicity |k|−1 appear in our figures. This is shown in Fig. 4.1, where
the far-field density and polarisation are shown, both for the total emission
(IC(r, t) and PC(r, t)), and the filtered one at the pattern frequency (IC(r,ωs),
PC(r,ωs)). The first row of panels correspond to α > 0 for a chequerboard
pattern, which shows a lock of the two spin components, evidenced by the
null polarisation everywhere. However, filtering does have an effect on the
density pattern, halving its periodicity. For the second row we used the
same parameters except for α < 0, showing an anti-lock between the two
components in the full emission. This can be observed not only in the local
polarisation, which has clear positive and negative values, but also in the
density profile whose features are worse defined. However, filtering cancels
this effects, with a sharper figure with higher contrast. For the final row
of panels in Fig. 4.1 we used different parameters so as to ensure that the
dominant scattering process comes from single-pump instabilities, hence the
hexagon. Matching Eq. (4.13), by filtering we keep the polarisation pattern
instead of erasing it. Even more, it appears sharper because by filtering we
removed satellite states that would interfere with the emission.

From this model we deduce that the filtered/averaged patterns (4.12) lock
in space at δ = nπ while the unfiltered one (4.11) only coincide at δ = 2nπ.
Because of this, the only possible phase shift that met the observations and
enable shift in one case and lock in the other must be δ = π, but it has not
yet been explained where this particular value comes from, and why the
effect of the spatial shift is only present in the case of α < 0.

4.3 TE -TM SPL ITT ING AND SP IN -ORB IT COUPL ING

In the previous section we introduced separate polarisation states and scat-
tering terms that couple them in the GPE. These terms are spin-conserving,
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yet excitons can change their polarisation via spin relaxation mechanisms.
While several electron and hole spin relaxation mechanisms affect excitons,
it has been shown that the dominant mechanism for 2D confined excitons is
the Bir–Aronov–Pikus mechanism [120]. The Bir-Aronov-Pikus mechanism
is composed of two parts, due to the short-range and long-range parts of
the Coulomb interaction. The short-range component couples light-hole and
heavy-hole excitons but, as previously stated, in QW light and heavy holes
have split bands (Fig. 1.5) and as such this term is suppressed. The long-
range component couples heavy hole states leading to a spin-flip interaction
(+1 ↔ −1). This effect produces a splitting between the exciton states with
dipole moments parallel and perpendicular to the wave vector, so that it is
zero at k = 0. This longitudinal-transverse splitting is also called Transverse
Electric-Transverse Magnetic splitting (TE-TM).
The mixing of excitonic spin components in 2D QW can be described

through an effective in-plane magnetic field [120, 122], also called Maialle
field. This field produces a precession of the exciton spin vector, which in
turn causes spin relaxation for excitons. This field depends on momentum,
being zero at k = 0 and increases as a function of k, with a square-root law
at large k [121]. The Maialle field resembles the field perceived by electron
spins in presence of a Rashba spin-orbit effect, and thus one refers to it as
the excitonic spin-orbit effect.
The TE-TM splitting for excitons is small, of the order of few μeV [121],

but this effect can be much stronger in microcavities. This happens because
2D microcavities also generate momentum dependent splitting between TE
and TM modes for the cavity photons [130]. Further, the mixing between
the excitons and cavity photons amplifies the splitting up to values around
0.1 meV [122, 131, 132]. Although both the excitonic and photonic TE-TM

splittings are a monotonous growing function of k, for polaritons this de-
pendence is non-monotonic because of the momentum dependence of the
Hopfield factors. Similarly, it is strongly dependent on the photon-exciton
detuning δ, and thus has different values for the upper and lower polari-
ton branches. As a result, spin dynamics has more noticeable effects for
polaritons than for bare excitons.

The polariton TE-TM splitting can be modelled as a spin-orbit interac-
tion [123, 124]. With this interpretation, the polariton spin interacts with an
effective magnetic Rashba-like field Ωe f f , leading to the effective Hamilto-
nian

h̄
Hk = Ek + HTE−TM,k = Ek + Ωe f f (k) · Sk , (4.14)

2

where Ek is the polariton dispersion obtained from Eqs. (4.1) and the vector
Sk is the vector of the polariton spin with wavevector k, in the Pauli matrix
basis (Sk = sxσx + syσy + szσz). For a coherent state spin vector lies on the
surface of the Poincaré sphere, and its direction represents the polarisation of
the state. Thus, if the vector points to the poles of the sphere, the polarisation
is circular. If, on the contrary, it points to the equator of the sphere, its
polarisation is linear.
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The polariton spin vector Sk rotates whenever it is not parallel to the
effective field, so that its equations of motion are given by:

dSk = Sk × Ωe f f (k). (4.15)
dt

Because the magnetic field is in-plane, produces a precession of the transver-
sal spin (i.e., the component Sz), the one associated with the right and left
circular polarisation. It can be shown that the in-plane components of the
effective field have the following momenta dependency [132]:

k2 − k2x y 2kxkyΩe f f ,x = BLP(k) , Ωe f f ,y = BLP(k) , (4.16)
k2 k2

where the amplitude BLP(k) only depends on the module of the wavevector
|k|. Introducing Eq. (4.16) in Eq. (4.14) we see that the splitting between the
two polarisations is precisely BLP(k). Equations (4.16) also show that the
dependence of the effective field on momentum k is anysotropic. In this
work, we want to study how this term affects parametric scattering and
pattern formation in two-pump instabilities.

It was already shown that the polariton SOC can give rise to interesting
phenomena related to the polariton real-space dynamics, such as the optical
analog of the Spin Hall effect [132, 133]. The Optical Spin Hall effect is
the generation of a polariton spin current because of the combined effects
of elastic scattering and the anysotropic dependence of the TE-TM splitting
of the scattered polaritons. Here, polaritons that are scattered at different
momenta, will acquire different polarisation. The sign of the spin currents
can be tuned via the polarisation of the exciting laser. Yet, the optical spin
Hall effect is a linear (low density) effect which becomes negligible when
polariton-polariton interactions become strong, and other scattering pro-
cesses dominate the polariton dynamics, such is the case of OPO.
The amplitude BLP(k) of the effective magnetic field acting on the polari-

ton spin can be decomposed in the exciton [120] and cavity photon [130]
components by means of the Hopfield coefficients (1.53):

BLP(k) = |Xk|2BX(k) + |Ck|2BC(k) ∼ |Ck|2BC(k). (4.17)

Here, we have used the approximation |BX(k)| � |BC(k)|. The momentum
dependence of the LP TE-TM splitting has been evaluated using transfer
matrix techniques (see Ref. [132] and Fig 4.2) demonstrating its maximal
value is 0.1 meV for k = 2.5 μm−1. Extracting these values and neglecting
the excitonic component, we can reconstruct the photonic coefficient BC(k)

BLP(k)as BC(k) ≈ which becomes a parabola for smaller k values. At large|Ck |2
1momenta, the Hopfield coefficient decays as |Ck|2 ∝ k4 . A BC(k) scaling as

k2 would be consistent with results like that of Fig. 4.2, since it would lead
to a BLP(k) curve that would be zero at k = 0, grows parabolically for small
k, and eventually become attenuated for larger k (left panel of Fig 4.2). We
can write then this field as BC(k) = β k2, where the parameter β quantifies
the strength of the SOC field.

http:�|Ck|2BC(k).(4.17
http:k).(4.15
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Figure 4.2: Momentum dependence of the TE-TM splitting for LP polaritons (left)
and cavity photons (right). For LP, the splitting is 0 at k = 0 and increases with
momentum, until it starts to decrease again for large k. The dotted points were
extracted from Fig. 3 in Ref. [132], for a Rabi splitting of ΩR = 8 meV, mC =
2.5× 10−5 m0, and an exciton-cavity photon detuning δ = −11 meV. For cavity

BLP(k)photons, the dependency of BC(k) ≈ is parabolic for smaller k until it decays|Ck |2
for larger values. Estimating this curve with the function β k2 (solid red line) gives
the best fitted value for the parameter β which is β = 0.025 meV μm2. Using
this value for the equivalent estimation for the LP splitting BLP(k) = β k2|Ck|2, we
recover the max value of BLP(k) = 0.1 meV at k = 2.5 μm−1.

Note that this is in agreement with other works introducing TE-TM splitting
terms in their models [123, 124, 134], which also had a quadratic depen-
dence of BC(k) with momentum. We obtain a value of β = 0.025 meV μm2

which reproduces a TE-TM splitting of around ≈ 0.1 meV at the adequate
momentum k = 2.5 μm−1, for the cavity parameters used in the experiment
( ΩR = 8 meV, δ = −11 meV and mC = 2.5× 10−5 m0). However, this is just
an estimation as the driving laser does blueshift the dispersion relation. Any
polariton density larger than zero will be equivalent to having an even more
negative δ, which is not taken into account in this estimation, given that the
results in Ref. [132] are in the low density limit.

In our description, we separate exciton and photon components, and thus
we introduce the TE-TM term in Eq. (4.14) as

HTE−TM,k = Ωe f f ,x · σx + Ωe f f ,y · σy, (4.18)

and its up and down spin components become

H± = β k2 − k2 ∓ 2ikxky , (4.19)TE−TM,k x y

for only the photonic modes. Now the GPE (4.20) including spin sensitive
scattering and SOC read as:

ΩRi∂tΨ+ Ψ+ |Ψ+ + α|Ψ− Ψ+= (ωX,k − iκX)Ψ+
X,k + C,k + gX X,k|2 X,k|2X,k X,k2

ΩRi∂tΨ− = Ψ− |Ψ− + α|Ψ+ Ψ−(ωX,k − iκX)Ψ−
C,k + gX X,k|2 X,k|2X,k X,k + X,k2

i∂tΨ+ = X,k + H+
C,k + F+C,k (ωC,k − iκC)Ψ+

C,k +
Ω
2
R Ψ+

TE−TM,kΨ−
p

Ψ− Ψ+i∂tΨ− = (ωC,k − iκC)Ψ−
C,k +

Ω
2
R

X,k + H−
C,k + Fp

−
C,k TE−TM,k

http:�y,(4.18
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(4.20)

4.3.1 effect of spin polarisation in dynamical instabilities

In this section, we analyse how the SOC term affects pattern formation in
two-pump instabilities. To start with, we carry on a linear instability analysis
as in Sec. (3.3) of Ch. 3. We use the same parameters as in cases A) and B)
from Table 3.1 and compare our results with those from Figs. 3.4 and 3.5.
We then contrast the linear instability analysis with numerical simulations,
where we scan over different values of the pumping strength Fp, selecting
steady state solutions. We drive the system with two lasers with linear
pump polarisation, we consider the case α = −0.2 and also use the values
of the parameter β = 0, β = 0.025 meV μm2 and β = 0.4 meV μm2. The
first one just includes spin sensitive scattering but no SOC, the second one
uses the realistic value extracted from experimental results in Ref. [132].
The last value has been chosen to explore the possible effects of a large
SOC. Other theoretical works [124, 134] have explored even larger values
(β = 0.5 meV μm2), even though these values have not yet been able to be
generated in experiments.
Fig. 4.3 shows the linear instability regions in the pump strength vs

kx momentum space as grey areas. The green and cyan lines show the
estimation of k corresponding to the LP branches at the frequencies ωp1 and

ωp1+ωp2ωs = 2 . Thus, the cyan line indicates two-pump instabilities while
the green line single-pump instabilities. Finally each marker represent a
numerical simulation for which a steady state has been reached. The different
shapes (and colours) of the markers indicate different spatial patterns (see
figure caption). Unique to the stronger TE-TM cases are patterns with an
elliptical symmetry in momentum space, instead of a circular one, as also
discussed in Fig. 4.4.
The first difference we observe compared with the spin polarised case

discussed in section 3.3 is the broadening of the instability regions. For the
spin polarised case, the LP branch was split in two, because of the two pump
spots at different energies (Fig. 3.3). Now, instead, each branch is also split
in the up and down spin polarisations, which has an effect on the instability
branches. However, for both β = 0 and β = 0.025 meV μm2 the changes
with respect to the spinless model in the formation of spatial patterns are
mostly negligible. The only possible difference is the appearance of more
chequerboard patterns for smaller F̃p with β = 0.025 meV μm2, which could
be related to the anisotropic nature of the SOC, as it now has axial symmetry
around the kx and ky axis.

For the estimated value of β [132] the SOC term is weaker than other terms
in the Hamiltonian. In fact, the maximal splitting is around 0.1 meV. When
instead using the larger β = 0.4 meV μm2 value (max splitting of ∼ 1.5 meV),
we observe qualitative differences with the spin polarised case. The splitting
between the LP branches becomes more noticeable, and a large unstable
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Figure 4.3: Regions of linear instability (grey areas) in the momentum kx (for ky = 0)
and pump strength Fp space for three different values of the SOC parameter β.
Left panels: parameters taken from case A) from Table 3.1. Right panels: case B)
from Table 3.1. The color solid lines are estimations of the expected momenta for
single (green) and two-pump (cyan) instabilities, obtained from the spectrum (see
analogous discussion in Sec. 3.3). The dotted red line marks the most unstable value
of F̃p for each kx. The markers are spatial patterns found in numerical simulations:
Cyan circles are stripe patterns, orange diamonds chequerboard patterns, green six-
point stars hexagonal patterns, and magenta squares broaden chequerboards. Yellow
stars in the large β case (bottom panels) represent elliptical geometry hexagonal
patterns, with the hexagon stretched in either the x- or the y-direction. For those
cases, the maximum x-direction of the ellipse are plotted, showing two separate
regions depending on the orientation of the stretching. The numerical solutions
with a circle in the bottom left panel, are discussed in Fig. 4.4.
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branch appears at large k and Fp, although we have not been able to find
patterns appearing in this parameter ranges.

One important property of the HTE−TM interaction is its anysotropic
nature (4.16), which appears to promote instabilities oriented in the vertical
and horizontal axis of reciprocal space, as shown in Fig. 4.4. Single-pump
instabilities were already known in the literature to produce hexagonal
patterns [61, 101–104] and as such our work was more focused in the two-
pump ones, but we wondered if the effective anisotropic field would distort
the hexagonal formations or on the contrary they would be reinforced, except
with a strongly defined orientation. As shown in Fig 4.4 the former was the
correct answer, where hexagons are present except this time following an
elliptical symmetry instead of a circular one. The instability regions becomes
more complex than that of the bare case, with more instability branches. We
did not find stable patterns for very large pump strengths. The anysotropic
interaction also appears to help in the formation of chequerboard patterns
in the smaller Fp regions of the instability map, but this should be subject of
further study.

These results demonstrate that the spin degrees of freedom provide control
over polariton pattern formation, as well as giving a more realistic picture
of the formation of spatial patterns in microcavities. It is also important to
note that these results were given with linear pump polarisation. Changing
the polarisation of the pump PP, would give an additional parameter to
optimise in the system.

Nevertheless, the expected values of TE-TM splitting are still too small to see
noticeable effects. We found that in order to observe important polarisation
effects, such as fixed pattern orientations rather than randomised ones, we
have considered values of TE-TM splitting (in the order of 1 meV or more)
larger than those available in current structures. Because of these limitations,
we turned our attention to other forms of engineering these terms in the
Hamiltonian.

4.4 ART I F IC IAL SP IN -ORB IT INTERACT ION

Recently an artificial Rashba-Dresselhaus (RD) spin-orbit interaction has
been realised in an optical cavity [125]. Here, a liquid crystal medium is
filling the cavity. By applying an external voltage, the refractive index of the
intracavity layer could be controlled through the orientation of the nematic
liquid crystal molecules, as shown in Fig. 4.5. The effect is that for particular
values of this potential, cavity modes with different polarisations become
coupled due to the optical anisotropy of the medium, resulting in a term
that is analogous to that of a Rashba-Dresselhaus spin-orbit interaction. This
can be written as:

ĤRD = −2βRD σ̂zky , (4.21)

where σ̂z is the Pauli matrix in the circular polarisation basis, and βRD is
used as the coupling strength of this interaction. Most interestingly, this
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Figure 4.4: Representation of the anisotropy in pattern formation when including a
strong SOC effect. Top panels: different patterns found at four separate pumping
strength values, which were highlighted in Fig 4.3. The colors of the panels corre-
spond to the type of pattern, with orange marking chequerboard, blue stripes, and
yellow stretched hexagons. Bottom plot: Value of the rescaled pump strength F̃p
that gives the maximum instability for each momenta, for the case of α = −0.2 and
β = 0.4 meV μm2 presented in the bottom left panel in Fig 4.3. It corresponds to the
red dotted line in that same plot, expanded in 2D for {kx, ky}. Over this map we plot
a series of points, corresponding to the top panels. There are several simulations for
each case, showing a preference for certain orientations instead of being completely
randomised. Each set of points comes from several repeated simulations with the
same parameters, displaying a bias for particular orientations. The anysotropy in
the TE-TM splitting affects the orientation and shapes of the spatial patterns, as the
system is no longer rotationally symmetric. Below F̃p = 1.859 meV3/2 no parametric
instability exists.
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Figure 4.5: Experimental setup where an artificial RD SOC has been realised. A
nematic liquid crystal is embedded between two DBRs. The elongated molecules
of the liquid crystal can be oriented using an external electrical potential. For
particular orientations of the molecules, the two light circularly polarised modes
become coupled with an interaction that is reminiscent of a RD spin-orbit coupling.
Figure adapted from [125].

parameter is tunable, with values up to βRD = 3.2 meV μm, which exceed
in orders of magnitude the splitting produced by the innate TE-TM splitting
of semiconductor QW. This motivated us to introduce this RD spin-orbit
interaction in our model.
This interaction implies displacing the cavity dispersion a rigid amount

±2βRD in opposite direction of the ky momentum depending on the po-
larisation component, as shown in Fig 4.6. This allows in a very simple
and straightforward way to explore novel anisotropic parametric scattering
processes. The GPE (4.1) now reads as:

ΩRi∂tXk
± = (ωX,k − iκX)Xk

± + Ck
± + gX |Xk

±|2 + α|Xk
∓|2 Xk

±
2 (4.22)

ΩRi∂tC± = ωC,k − iκC ∓ 2βRD ky Ck
± + Xk

± + fp
± .k 2

4.4.1 parametric scattering between polarisations

So far we have been discussing pattern formation in two-pump instabilities
as single-pump ones were already well known. In this section however, we
will explore single-pump instabilities. As we will see, novel phenomena can
already be realised for these cases.
Fig. 4.6 offers many possibilities for interesting parametric phenomena.

Estimations of the BS as were used in Sec. 3.3.1 from Ch. 3 are necessary,
since the scattering ratio depends on the intensity of the driving laser or
lasers. Both single- and double-pump instabilities are also available in this
configuration, in this case we focus on generating hexagonal patters in the
LP branch with a single pump. First we select a frequency ωp from the
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Figure 4.6: Polariton dispersion relation including the artificial Rashba-Dresselhaus
interaction. Both LP and UP dispersions separate into up (red) and down (blue)
circularly polarised by a rigid amount 4mCβRD in the ky direction, with mC being
the mass of the cavity photon. Panel a): kx = 0 cut of the 2D dispersion. Panel b):
Energy cut of the dispersion resolved in momentum. The separation between the
pump and the intersection of these two circles (whenever they intersect) is labelled
kH , and it is found to be independent of βRD but dependent on the chosen ωp cut
(4.25).

dispersion diagram and a particular pump strength that produces a given
pattern.

In Fig 4.6 a) we see that the two dispersions cross at a point near the
bottom of the LP and UP branches, which in the horizontal cut correspond to
two rings in momentum touching on one point. To prevent bistabilities, the
frequency of the laser should be well above this intersection point, and thus
any instability is due to parametric scattering. The intersection between the
two LP branches occurs at ky = 0, and thus it does not depend on the value
of βRD √

1ωinter = δ − δ2 + Ω2
R . (4.23)2

For the trivial case of βRD = 0 this corresponds to the frequency of the
ground state for the LP branch. When splitting the two LP branches, the
ground state now it rests in a double well at kx = 0 and ky = ±mCβRD√

ωGS 1
LP = 2 δ −mCβ2

RD − (mCβ2
RD − δ)2 + Ω2

R . (4.24)

Also, for a given frequency ω, the two rings for the separate spin polari-
sations intersect at the same momenta regardless of βRD, at ky = 0 and kx
equal to

Ω2
kH(ω) = ± mc 2ω − 2δ − R . (4.25)

2ω

We use the nomenclature kH because this wavevector defines the size of the
spatial hexagonal patterns that form in the system, as seen in Fig. 4.8.
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Figure 4.7: Wavevector of the intersection point between the two polarisations kH as
a function of the pumping frequency ωp, both analytically from Eq. (4.25) (solid
line) and from numerical simulations (points). Above −0.9 meV and below −5 meV
it was not possible to find stable patterns with signal states clearly located on the
kx-axis. The points are given for smaller values of βRD (0.32 or 0.64 meV μm) as
larger values fail to produce a stable pattern for the frequencies in the left and
rightmost sides of the graph.

We perform again a set of finite size simulations, using different values
for the splitting βRD and pumping with one laser with linear polarisation
at ωp = −3 meV and kp = 0. This frequency was is far enough of the
intersection of the two branches (4.23) so as to restrict our instabilities√
to parametric ones. We used a rescaled pump strength F̃p = gXFp =

11.18 meV3/2 which was found to produce a visible hexagonal pattern
in space. The chosen Rabi splitting is ΩR = 10 meV, the photon-exciton
detuning δ = −10 meV, the cavity and exciton decay γX = γC = 0.25 meV,
and the dimensionless parameter quantifying the anti-parallel scattering
here is α = −0.2.
Two results are presented in Fig. 4.9, for βRD = 0.32 meV μm and βRD =

0.64 meV μm. In the top panels of the figures we plot the total integrated
emission, displaying three distinguishable frequency peaks. The central one
corresponds to the pump ωp, while the other two (ω+ and ω−) appear
to be split symmetrically from the pump (Δω+ = ω+ − ωp and Δω− =

ω− − ωp), with the case βRD = 0.64 meV μm showing a larger splitting.
The bottom panels show the filtered polarised emission in reciprocal space
at these three frequencies, separated between up (red) and down (blue)
polarisations. At the pump frequency we observe two signal states at ky = 0
with linear polarisation, with both spin components present, while the other
two frequencies present clearly separate states for each spin. The combination
of the three frequencies form two hexagonal patterns in momentum, one for
each polarisation.
The explanation for these states at ω+ and ω− come from second-order

parametric scatterings, as described in the previous chapter in Fig. 3.2. At
first, the linearly polarised laser creates polaritons at the pump state. For
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Figure 4.8: Sketch of the scattering processes in the single-pump scenario. Panel a):
First, second and third order parametric scattering processes with a SOC splitting.
Polaritons in the pump state at ωp first scatter at the same energy in a pair of
signal states, with a preference for the intersection between the two polarisation
rings at momenta kH . Afterwards, second order scattering between the pump
and signal states form an hexagon at the same momenta. Third order scattering
between opposite momentum signal states reinforces the hexagonal geometry. As
there are not available resonant states at kH and ωp that maintain both energy
and momentum, polaritons scatter to higher and lower frequencies ω+ and ω− to
conserve the parametric relations, as shown in Panel b). There we show second
order parametric scattering to a higher and lower frequency, while maintaining the
same momentum kH in the collision. Horizontal cuts (in kx and ky) and vertical cuts
(in ω and ky) show that the shift of the dispersion relations for each component
allows for these kind of processes near the inflection point of the curve. While first
order scattering from the pump is shared by the two polarisations, second order
scattering is separated in spin.
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Figure 4.9: Calculation of the spectrum and filtered emission for βRD = 0.32 meV μm
(left) and βRD = 0.64 meV μm (right). We pump with a single laser of linear
polarisation at ωP = −3 meV. The top panels show the photon spectrum integrated
over the momentum angle, I(k,ω) = dϕ|ψC(k,ω)|2, where k = (k, ϕ) and the
momentum integrated photon spectrum Iint(ω) = dk|ψC(k,ω)|2, where the
three frequency peaks are visible. The lower panels show the filtered emission in
momentum space of the two circular polarisations (up in red, down in blue) at
the frequencies ω+, ωp and ω−. The one in the middle is the pump state, with
linear polarisation, which also includes a pair of signal states also linearly polarised.
However, at ω+ and ω− we see the action of second order scattering processes in
the form of an hexagonal geometry.
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a high enough pump strength (and pump state density) polaritons scatter
to a pair of signal states with opposing momenta, creating a stripe pattern
in space. While in the previous chapter the orientation of any pattern was
completely randomised due to the symmetry of the dispersion relation,
when applying a βRD = 0 this symmetry is lost, and all simulations end up
having the same orientation. When pumping at k = 0, the only pairs of states
that are exactly resonant for both polarisations are located at the intersection
between the two rings, at kx = ±kH (4.25). For a driving laser with circular
polarisation, there is a bias towards that orientation, and first order scattering
of the form P±P± → S±S± takes place. However, because we are using
linearly polarised laser, P±P∓ → S±S∓ scatterings are also allowed, which
produces an even stronger amplification at that same momenta.

Once these two signal states are macroscopically populated, second-order
scattering between them and the pump state polaritons also arises, with
processes P±S± → S±S±. As explained in the last chapter, second order scat-
terings produces a stable hexagonal pattern, whose edge in reciprocal space
is kH. Afterwards third order scattering terms (S±S± → S±S±) reinforces
and stabilises the hexagon. Because of the shift in momenta of the dispersion
relations the hexagonal geometry in k is not exact at the energy ωp, but due
to the shape of the LP dispersion relation, the system is able to find states at
a different energy that still fulfill the energy-momentum conservation rules
of the parametric scattering.

A sketch of the parametric processes in this single-pump scenario is given
in Fig. 4.8. The pump and signal states are presented in both vertical (ky
and ω) and horizontal (kx and ky) cuts. The momentum kH is decided from
the first order scattering at ωp, and from that kH the system chooses the
frequencies ω± at the two LP branches.

The split between the two energies ω+ and ω− can be estimated from the
dispersion relation, calculating kH(ωp) and then the separation between the
two branches at the other points of the hexagon. Their difference depends on
both the RD splitting and the driving frequency. While it grows with stronger
βRD, the dependence with ωp is non trivial due to the blueshift. In general it
tends to decrease when approaching the intersection point at (4.23), where
they reach a minima.
In Fig. 4.10 we plot the frequency separation between the two separated

peaks Δω = ω+ − ω− in the integrated spectrum from Fig. 4.9, for various
βRD values. We use two different driving frequencies: ωp = −3 meV is the
same value as in Fig. 4.9, and ωp = −4.5 meV was chosen because it is
closer to the intersection point, while it is still far enough from its resonance.
In addition to the points obtained numerically, two dashed lines show the
analytically calculated separation between the two LP branches at the k
corresponding to the states in the hexagon (module kH and angle π

3 ), and as
a function of βRD and with a linear estimation for the blueshift (see Sec. 3.3.1
in the last chapter). The numerical points roughly follow this trend until
βRD becomes too large, where there is a sudden change in the tendency.
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Figure 4.10: Left panel: Frequency shift between the upper/lower cuts for the single-
pump hexagonal geometries as a function of the spin-orbit parameter βRD. Green
points are for one set of simulations at ω = −3 meV, whereas orange ones are for a
second set at ω = −4.5 meV, which is closer to the intersection point. The dashed
lines of respective colors follows the analytic expression for the Δω value, calculated
with an estimation of the blue-shifted spectrum. Right panels: Photon emission
polarised density in momentum space (as defined in Eq. (4.26)) for the selected
values of βRD highlighted in the left panel. It can be seen that the dots roughly
follow the analytical expression before an abrupt change in behaviour where they
take on a different trend. This jump coincides with the breaking of the hexagonal
geometry.

To understand this change, we also plot the full emission dωIC(k,ω)

for some highlighted cases. In those figures the density of both polarisations
are shown at the same time, with:

PC(k,ω)IC(k,ω) = |ψC
+(k,ω)|2 − |ψC

−(k,ω)|2. (4.26)

We use this quantity as opposed to just the polarisation degree PC(k,ω)

so as to differentiate the brighter signal states from the weaker satellite
ones, equivalent to combining all of the plots in Fig. 4.9. Negative values
(in blue) would represent down polarisation, while positive values (in red)
would show up polarisation. It can be seen that the off-trend points break
the hexagonal geometry, which means that the scattering processes are no
longer the second-order ones detailed in Fig. 4.8.

4.5 CONCLUS IONS

In this chapter we have studied the role of spin polarisation in the formation
of spatial patterns in polariton fluids, in an extension of the previous work
from Ch. 3. The two main effects we have focused on are spin-dependent
scattering and SOC.

The case of spin-dependent scattering has been already studied for single-
pump instabilities [115, 116], and we extended this work for two-pump
instabilities. We observed a spatial lock or anti-lock between the patterns in
the two polarisations, which depends on the sign of the scattering between
signal and pump states of antiparallel spins α = g+−/gX. With a simplified
model based on interference between polariton states, we concluded that
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this lock and anti-lock between polarisations is tied to the relative phase
δ = φ+ − φ− between them. In accordance with this model, this phase shift
δ = π but it is not yet understood where this particular value comes from.
Further work will be needed to explain this behavior.

On the other hand, SOC is also known to have an impact on the dynamics
of polariton fluids, showing interesting phenomena such as the Optical
Spin Hall effect [132, 133]. These effects were found using the innate TE-TM

splitting present in microcavity polaritons, and thus we included these
terms in our GPE. However, the optical spin Hall effect is only found at low
polariton densities, and breaks down when nonlinear effects start to play
a dominant role in the dynamics, such as with the OPO that is the root of
pattern formation. At the same time, we found that the innate TE-TM splitting
found in typical microcavity polaritons is small at the momenta where
pattern formation appears (with splittings around 0.1 meV at 1− 3 μm−1)
and thus pattern formation is unaffected. Even though there seems to lack a
concrete evidence for strong SOC through this TE-TM splitting, we decided to
explore not only these realistic values, but also a far larger one close to 1 meV.
For these cases, patterns started to be affected by the coupling, appearing in
preferred orientations instead of randomised ones. This is a product of the
anysotropic nature of the TE-TM splitting. Thus, stronger values than those
found naturally in typical semiconductor cavities were needed.

Then we turned to an artificial RD spin-orbit interaction that was realised
in an optical cavity with a liquid crystal medium [125]. The effect of this
coupling has been found to be far larger than any TE-TM interaction, of the
orders of meV, and is also tunable. Introducing this RD coupling in our model
allowed us to create stable single-pump hexagonal patterns with different
polarisations at different momenta and frequency states. This is a much
more interesting phenomena and it is directly described with parametric
scatterings. We plan to continue this work with two-pump instabilities,
looking for the same effects in other pattern configurations.



5
DETECT ION OF MULT IPHOTON
EMISS ION

5.1 INTRODUCT ION AND MOT IVAT IONS

In previous parts of this thesis it was pointed out that its content consisted of
two separate branches in terms of areas of interest and methods, although the
theoretical roots and the systems fromwhich they sprang are common. In this
chapter we take a different route compared to the previous chapters 3 and 4.
While these two focused on a large number of excitations and collective
mean-field phenomena that neglected the individual quantum character of
the excitons and photons, in this chapter we are determined to give due
consideration to individual quantum elements.
In systems involving a single quantum emitter with just a few electronic

levels every photon counts, and photon counting is indeed what we are
going to do. Through the quantum jump method presented in 2.2.5 we
may simulate diverse devices introducing coherent and incoherent elements
and interactions, modelling real photoemission experiments. From this data
one may study the photon statistics of the light produced by quantum
sources, playing with the different parameters of microcavities, quantum
dots and filters to design a system and optimise a desired result. In our case,
multi-photon emission and detection.
The results in this chapter are the first part of the study of multiphoton

states that is carried out in this thesis, focusing on the mechanism of detection
instead of emission. The development of a multi-photon source will be left
for the next Ch. 6. While it may be seen as just a support for the second
part, designing effective ways to detect and filter photons spectrally without
losses is still an interesting study in its own right.

Detectors have a finite time window for the detection, and as such they also
exhibit a finite frequency bandwith. Because of this, frequency filtering is a
non-optional feature of any realistic detector. This can prove to be a challenge
already for single-photon (SP) emission, as not only the bandwith of detectors
may overlap if they are set at different (but close) frequencies, but it also alters
the statistics of the received light and therefore quantum correlations [135,
136].These problems only scale in magnitude as the number of involved
photon increases. Before resuming to the production of heralded bundles
of photons in Ch. 6, we delve into the problems and methods to be used
for effective filtering in systems simpler than that for producing heralded
bundles. The ones we present in this thesis are spontaneous emission for N-
photon states (SE) and resonance fluorescence at the leapfrog frequency (RF),
with and without a resonant cavity. These are systems where the emission
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The unit of time, Δt, has to be
smaller than 1/ΩL, as the

fastest dynamics of the system
are due to the laser driving,
hence the timestep has to be
able to resolve it or else the
MC will dismiss the correct

evolution of the wavefunction.

detection of multiphoton emission

in itself is fully understood [30, 86, 90, 93] and therefore the difficulty is in
its detection.

The main problem we are focusing in here is the failure of detecting some
or all of the photons from a bundle. Missing all of the photons is usually
referred to as dark counts. Even with a perfect N-photon source, imperfect
detection at the SP level means there is a chance that the collected photons
arrive in smaller groups, and this chance of failure of course increases with
bundle size. These events reduce the purity of the multiphoton outcome, the
percentage of the emission which comes in the form of N-photon states, and
are referred to as broken bundles.
Most of the results presented in this chapter have been obtained, as we

have already anticipated, using the Monte Carlo wave function method
outlined in Sec. 2.2.5. Namely, the wavefunction of the system Ψ is evolved
unitarily with an effective Hamiltonian Heff in successive time steps Δt
until a quantum jump occurs as decided stochastically. This jump collapses
the wavefunction through some decay operator Ĉ |Ψ 〉/〈Ψ| ˆ C |Ψ 〉 with aC† ˆ

probability ΔtγĈ〈Ψ| ˆ C |Ψ 〉, with γĈ the decay rate of the associate decayC† ˆ

channel. These events (or clicks) are recorded as SP emission at a given time
for each of the decay channels we want to observe. In this formalism, the
detectors are modeled as cavity modes coupled to the sources via cascaded
coupling, as was detailed in the methodology chapter in Sec. 2.2.5.3. At the
same time, this type of coupling also model losses due to imperfect detectors,
which is an important aspect of this problematic.

5.2 F I LTER ING THE EMIS S ION OF A BUNDLE OF PHO-
TONS

To give the most general description possible on the multiphoton detection,
we compute the probability p(n, T; t) of detecting n-photons in the time
window between t and t+ T, from which one can derive the simpler and also
more popular Glauber correlation functions g(n), either in their theoretical
form or as measured in experiments (with finite time resolution). For a single-
mode source with bosonic annihilation operator â and emission rate γa, this
is given by Mandel’s formula [98].

1
P(n, T; t) =

n!
: Ω̂ne−Ω̂ : (5.1)

with :: denoting normal ordering and Ω̂ the time-integrated intensity opera-
tor

t+T
Ω̂ ≡ ξγa â† â (τ)dτ . (5.2)

t

The parameter ξ quantifies the efficiency of the detector, in here we always
set ξ to one, corresponding to perfect detectors. Introducing Eq. (5.2) in the
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right hand side of (5.1) results in a large expression, which can be directly
related to Glauber coherence functions

G(m)(t1, ..., tm) =θ(t1 < t2 < ... < tm) â†(t1)...â†(tm)â(tm)...â(t1)

+ (other time ordering). (5.3)

We can easily compute the quantum-average for any power of Ω̂ by splitting
its time-dynamics from the operator â† â in a scalar function T. We can also
take t = 0 without loss of generality, and we write

Ω̂(0, T) = T(T)â†(0)â(0) . (5.4)

5.2.1 filtering spontaneous emission

The most fundamental and first case to consider is that of a group of
N photons, in a Fock state |N 〉, emitted spontaneously by a source. For
instance, a cavity of resonant frequency ωa is in the state ρ(0) = |N 〉〈N|
at t = 0 and freely radiates its photons without any type of stimulation or
other dynamical factor, with rate γa. At this point we are not concerned
with how the |N 〉 state was formed at the emitter in the first place, only that
it exists and that it is emitted. This is a single closed process of emission,
filtering and detection. Later in the chapter, in sections 5.2.2.2 and 5.2.2
we introduce a way for these events to be produced, in the resonance
fluorescence system and the bundler cavity. In these dynamical systems the
emitter is driven by a CW laser, and thus photons are emitted randomly in
a continuous stream of light. The important difference with the SE case is
that we do not have a full control of the emission, which actually consists of
many SP events mixed with some two-photon ones. Furthermore, separate
emissions may be correlated. Therefore we start with the simpler case of
spontaneous emission where we record the events individually.
This gives rises to a photon-bundle emission [30], whose temporal struc-

ture and dynamics with or without filtering we fully characterise below.
Under these conditions, the state evolves according to the Lindblad master
equation:

ρ̇ = −i ωa[â† â, ρ] +
γa

[2âρâ† − â† âρ − ρâ† â]ρ, (5.5)
2

which can be easily integrated to yield the mth order diagonal correlators as

N!〈â†mâm〉(t) = e−mγat (5.6)
(N −m)!

Now, with the condition that the different detections are uncorrelated, such
is the case of spontaneous emission, the Glauber coherence functions can be
factorised. For SE Eq. (5.2) takes the form

T
Ω̂(0, T) = γa e−γatdt â†(0)â(0) , (5.7)

0
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Obtaining T(t) in a more
complicated problem than SE
can be a tedious process. It is

further detailed in the
supplementary material

of [138]

and thus, from Eq. (5.4) we get the scalar function T that encompasses the
time dynamics of the system in a very intuitive way:

−γaTT(T) = 1− e . (5.8)

Now that time and quantum-averages are separated, it is straightforward to
compute for all 1 ≤ k ≤ N:

†k ˆ −γaT
k N!〈: Ω̂k :〉 = Tk〈â ak〉(0) = 1− e (5.9)
(N − k)!

which, when substituted in the expanded form of Mandel’s formula (5.1)

∑∞ (−1)n+k〈: Ω̂k :〉
P(n, T;N) = k=n (5.10)

n!(k− n)!

which simplifies to the straightforward expression for the probability of
detecting n photons from an initial N in a time T

N N−nP(n,N, T) = ξ T(t)n 1− T(t) , (5.11)
n

which has the form of a binomial distribution arising from independent
Bernoulli trials for the detection of a single photon in the time T, with
individual probability kernel T(t).
Variations of this result have actually been known for a long time [137]

and, with hindsight, Eq. (5.11) could have been derived based on physical
arguments. In retrospect, Eq. (5.8) is indeed the probability to detect a single
photon in SE in the time window [0, T]. It may seem a bit disappointing that
a phenomenon that we consider as essentially quantum as the joint detection
of multiple photons can be described by an expression similar to that of
classical combinatorics, but is in this T(t) where the bulk of the quantum
physics are embedded. To obtain the kernel T(t) in a more general case one
has to first get the Glauber correlators, for instance from the master equation,
and use them to calculate Ω̂. Afterwards, comparing Eqs. (5.1) and (5.11)
gives the SP probability. Thus, for the trivial case of unfiltered spontaneous
emission we have

−γaTTSE(T) = 1− e . (5.12)

This is of course a very simple example, but it is quite intuitive and helps to
understand more complex situations. In particular, it allows us to extend to
the case of filtered emission.
In this scheme a source of light is passed through an effective filter F

defined such that |F (ω)|2 is the probability that a photon at energy ω is
transmitted and thus detected by the detector which is assumed to be perfect
(that is, detects all the transmitted photons). This is equivalent to combining
the filter and perfect detector to model an imperfect detector. Whenever we
filter the light we can define both the regular annihilation operator â and
the filtered-field operator

∞
ς̂(t) ≡ F (t− τ)â(τ)dτ , (5.13)

−∞
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that describes the effect of the filter F on the source operator â. For SE, the
time dynamics can also be separated from the quantum operator ς̂(t) =

Ξ(t)â(0) that now combines both the dynamics of filtering and spontaneous
emission in the scalar prefactors Ξ. Therefore, the filtered time-integrated
intensity operator from [0, T], which is needed for Mandel’s formula, reads
in this case

T
Ω̂Γ(T) = γa ς̂†ς̂(t) dt = TΓ(T)(â† â)(0) (5.14)

0

which provides the SP-detection probability for a filtered-field:

T
TΓ(T) = γa ΞF (t)∗ ΞF (t) dt . (5.15)

0

The most basic type of interference filter is the Lorentzian one F (t) =
Γ
2 e

−(Γ/2+i ωa)t θ(t), which has width Γ and is centered at ωa. Using this type
of filter and again restricting ourselves to SE we find that

Γ −(γa/2+i ωa)t − e−(Γ/2+i ω1)tΞ(t) = e θ(t) , (5.16)
Γ − γa

and thus we can follow the same route as before in Eq. (5.12) to get a more
complicated expression for the filtered SP detection probability

4Γ2γae−(Γ+γa)T/2Γ Γ2 e−γaT + Γγa e−ΓT
TΓ(T) = − + . (5.17)

Γ + γa (Γ − γa)2 (Γ − γa)2(Γ + γa)

Which is a three-slope exponential decay with γa, Γ and their average Γ+γa
2

as rates. For T → ∞ this expression becomes Γ+
Γ
γa
, which is always less than

1 except for an infinitely wide filter, for which we recover the unfiltered case.
So it is in accordance to our interpretation of the filters, giving the fraction of
photons that is eventually detected. We can use Eq. (5.11) with various TΓ(t),
for instance using different and more complicated filters, or a combination
of several Lorentzian ones. The only condition that has been imposed to
obtain the expression is the independence between counts, which we know
is assured for SE but may not be for other processes.

5.2.1.1 Cascading mechanism and SE

While we have developed a robust theory to study the effect of filtering on
multiphoton states, we are still limited to individual events and we need
additional tools to work with dynamical emissions in CW systems, such
is the case of a driven 2LS. This is where we turn our attention to Monte
Carlo wave function simulations and in particular the cascading mechanism
introduced in last chapter in 2.2.5.3. First we test our analytical expressions
with this method, and then we can proceed to extend to more interesting
physical systems. For SE the process consists on producing a single bundle
and observing whether the detector registers it in its entirety, or whether it
has lost any photons in the process. Only a source and a target is present in
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the Hamiltonian, which is just the basic cascaded coupling from 2.5. A filter
is used as a target as done previously, while one does not pay attention to the
nature and dynamics of the source. Because we want to explore individual
events of spontaneous emission, we have zero coherent driving in the emitter
and instead perform the simulation with a Fock state |N 〉 present at the
source and let it evolve for a sufficiently long time. The effective Hamiltonian
(2.78) of this system becomes

γa Γ
H̃ = ωa â† â+ ωab̂†b̂− i â† â+ b̂†b̂+ γaΓâb̂† , (5.18)

2 2

with b̂ the operator of the target cavity, in this case a filter, and we set the
filter at the same frequency of the 2LS. The collapse operators are:√ √

Ĉab = (1− χ1)γa â+ (1− χ2)Γb̂, (5.19)
√

Ĉa = χ1γa â, (5.20)

Ĉb = χ2Γb̂, (5.21)

Whenever a quantum jump is recorded with any of these operators, we
can identify it as a photon being emitted and being recorded by a perfect
detector. This way, a count at Ĉa would mean that a photon from the initial
state was emitted independently from the source but did not reach the filter.
Similarly a count at Ĉb would correspond to a photon arriving at the filter
and being successfully detected. Finally, the mixed emission Ĉab corresponds
to a photon reaching the target but is not filtered by it. Thus, the photons that
are filtered are the ones we remove from the initial light, while the mixed
emission corresponds to the ones that pass through the filter, so we assign
Ĉb to the perfect detector D, and Ĉab to the mixed detector M, or bucket, where
the missed photons arrive. The purpose of this notation is to maintain clarity
when in the future we have more than one D detector or more than one M
bucket, so we can label them accordingly. One assumption we are going to
make is that all of the light from the emitter is successfully transmitted to
the filter, which is implemented by fixing χ1 = 0. This way the rate of the
process Ĉa is zero and the full signal is split between the detector and the
bucket.

One advantage of this method is that not only does it provide the informa-
tion that a quantum jump has occurred, but also the time when it happened.
Generally one would not have this information for the missed photons, but
here we could have them as clicks in the bucket. For a multi-photon state
this process applies to each and everyone of them independently, meaning
some photons from the bundle could arrive at the detector and some at the
bucket, each one at their respective time.
To relate the results from the MC simulations to the analytical results

we repeat the process of initiating the Fock state and letting it decay a
statistically large number of times. We also tested different values of the
filter width Γ and the parameter χ2 = χ, as those two quantities completely
characterise the effect of the filter.
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Figure 5.1: Effect of filtering on SE of a Fock state. A sketch of the cascading scheme
is plotted in a), similar to the basic one in Fig. 2.5, but having the state of the source
being initiated in the Fock state |N 〉 instead of being continuously excited by a laser.
The system is left to evolve and the arrival of the photons to either the detector D or
M is recorded. This process is then repeated for a large number of times. The two
plots in b) and d) present the detection probabilities for different photon numbers.
The figures include both the MC data (coloured markers) and the analytical binomial
probabilities obtained through Eq. (5.11) for T → ∞ (black lines), with a perfect
match. For the MC data, we plot the photons in the detector D as a function of the

1filter decay Γ for initial |4 〉 and |2 〉 states respectively, using χ = 2 . Both b) and
d) share the horizontal axis. The figure in c) plots the detection probability as a
function of the χ parameter for Γ = 100γa instead.
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In Fig. 5.1 we plot the probabilities of photons arriving to the detector D,
initializing the system with |2 〉 or |4 〉 states. We can see that the statistical
probabilities obtained with the MC simulations match perfectly the ones from

1Eq. (5.11) for all Γ when using T → ∞ and χ = 2 . We also run simulations
for different values of χ. It is found to produce the largest probability of
detecting the two-photon bundle at χ = 1/2, while being null at χ = 0 and
χ = 1. We deduce that χ might be related to the efficiency of the detector ξ

1and χ = 2 corresponds to the previous assumption ξ = 1 so we will from
now on use this value, fully characterizing the efficiency of the filter only
with only its width Γ.

We now define some concepts. The first one is a broken bundle, which would
be a bundle that has lost some of their photons but nevertheless arrive at
the detector. These can become an important source of error specially in CW

setups. Another important concept is the purity of the multiphoton emission,
the ratio of N-photon detections in the total received signal. Relating this to
our analytics

NP(N,N)
πN = . (5.22)

∑N−1
k=1 kP(k,N)

Notably, it does not include the vacuum, that is, P(0,N). The cases where a
bundle has lost all of its photons reduces the overall signal at the detector,
without affecting the actual purity. The preliminary conclusion we arrive
is that for a wide enough filter one could recover every photon from the
bundles and have πN = 1. However we must remember this is a simplistic
scenario that only considers a single frequency to detect. In the presence
of other emission frequencies, arbitrarily wide filters will be contaminated
from frequencies other than ωa.

5.2.1.2 Temporal structure of bundles in SE

As already described, an important advantage of using the quantum jump
method is the availability of the times of photon detections. This allows us to
have a picture of the temporal shape of the bundle, which in the unfiltered
spontaneous emission case is very straightforward but it becomes more
nuanced when introducing filters.
In Fig. 5.1 we plotted the probabilities of detecting a given number of

photons, that is, P(n,N, T) (5.11) for a long enough T so that it can be
considered T → ∞. However, now we want to have the time distribution of
the separate photons arriving at the detectors. To do this we need to define
the probability density of detecting the n-th photon in an N-photon bundle.
Numerically this is not a difficult task, as it is information we have already
available from the MC simulations, but analytically it is more complicated.
In order to calculate the Probability Density Function (PDF) of the kth

photon from a bundle of size N arriving at time tk, one first needs to define
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the joint PDF of the whole bundle, which is related to the probability in
Eq. (5.11) as

t1 tN
P(t1, . . . , tN) = · · · φ(τ1, . . . , τN) dτ1 · · · dτN , (5.23)

0 0

which is the probability to have detected N photons, at the respective times ti.
The PDF for the filtered case becomes:

2N N
φΓ
(N)

(t1, . . . , tN) = N!γa
N Γ

∏(e−Γti/2− e−γati/2)21[ti−1,ti+1[(ti) (5.24)
Γ− i=1

where 1T(t) is the indicator function, which is 1 if t ∈ T and 0 otherwise. It
is a time-domain restriction which forces each kth photon to only be emitted
after all the previous k− 1 photons have. Because filtering possibly removes
some of the photons, the probability to detect all the N photons from a
filtered N-photon bundle emission is not one. It is, instead, given by the
integral of Eq. (5.24) which is

∞
N ≡ · · · φΓ(t1, . . . , tN)dt1 · · · dtN = P(N,N), (5.25)

0

measuring the fraction of fully detected N-photon bundles. From Eq. (5.24),
one can compute the marginal distributions for the emission φk(tk) for
the kth photon to be emitted at time tk,

∞
(N) (N)

φ (tk) ≡ · · · φ (τ1, . . . , τN) dτ1 · · · dτk−1dτk+1 · · · dτN . (5.26)k Γ
0

These marginal PDF are also not normalised to one but to

∞
(N)

φk (τ) dτ = P(N,N). (5.27)
0

The reason is that these marginals provide the probability distributions
when considering all the N photons from a given photon bundle, that is,
φk
(N)

(t) is the probability to detect the kth photon from a N-photon bundle
which has been detected in its entirety. To take into account that filtering
occasionally removes some of the photons (any number, from none to all),

(N)we introduce another probability distribution function ϕk , which is the
probability density to detect the kth photon from a N-photon bundle of
which any number from k to N photons have been detected. The general
relationship is obtained from the law of total probability

N
(N) P(k,N) (k)

ϕ (tn) = φ (tn) . (5.28)n ∑ Γ,n
k=n P(k, k)

(N)These ϕn are directly normalised to the fraction of n-photon-bundles
detected in the SE of N photons:

N
N (n,N) ≡ ∑ P(k,N), (5.29)

k=n

The derivation of Eq. (5.24) is
detailed in the supplementary
material of [138], and takes
into account the arrival order
of the photons.

http:N),(5.29
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Figure 5.2: Probability densities for the five photon SE case starting with a |5 〉 state.
(N)The vertical plots depict ϕk for k = 1 to 5, for different filter values. The last two

sets of curves at Γ = γa include the MC data overlapping the analytical expressions,
(N) (N)both for ϕ and φ . In all of the cases the curves are renormalised to 1. Becausek k

(N)
φk includes only the cases where the detector received a full 5-photon bundle, the

(N)noise in the distribution of all of the photons is of the same order. However, ϕk
counts all events, and because of this the MC records a higher signal for smaller
bundle sizes, as many photons are missed due to small filter widths. Both MC cases
include 105 trajectories, the reduction of signal is due to the loss of photons through
narrow filtering. In the floor of the figure we trace lines for the average times of

(N)these distributions, with solid lines depicting the averages of ϕk and dashed lines
(N)for φk , showing the tendency of the distributions to expand with smaller Γ. The

average times are also shown in Fig 5.3 for more clarity. As it can be seen, when
considering photon losses the curves cluster together instead of expanding in a
rigid way.
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Figure 5.3: Average times of detection of a filtered 5-photon bundle, with the first
one in red and the last one in blue, calculated in two ways. Dashed lines only take

(5)into account processes where a full 5-photon bundle arrives at the detector (φk )
and as such represent the actual dilation of the bundle with filter width, rigid for all
photons. Solid lines take into account photon losses and as such the average times

(5)are different (ϕk ), except for k = 5. Both reach the same limit of (HN − HN−1)/γa
for large Γ. Theses same curves appear in the floor of Fig. 5.2 in conjunction with
(5)

ϕ .k

generalizing Eq. (5.25) that was the particular case N (N,N). Of course, for
(N) (N)the case of all N, these two PDF coincide φN = ϕN . The result is also clear

on physical grounds as it states that any bundle which has been detected
with exactly n photons contributes to all fractions with at least n photons.
These are the expressions we compare with the MC data, as it corresponds
to realistic detections.

(N)We represented these ϕk (tk) distributions for N = 5 in Fig. 5.2 as a
function of time and filter width Γ, together with the distributions obtained
statistically through MC simulations data, finding precise agreement. Also
with the MC data we have to take into account the difference between the
time distribution of all photons whether some are lost along the way or not.
Qualitatively, the result is summarised as follows: photons which are not
removed by filtering are delayed and spread with a greater impact on the
earlier photons. The case restricted to full-bundle detections (φ instead of ϕ)
is shown in the upper part for Γ = γa where one can see how incomplete
bundles result in further spreading out the photons and piling them up
towards the later times. Note that the 5th photon distribution is the same in
both cases since these are detected only when the bundle remains unbroken
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This is assuming H0 ≡ 0,
which is technically not a

harmonic number, but it is
required for the case k = N

detection of multiphoton emission

Also from the marginal probabilities we can calculate other statistical
quantities regarding photon emission, such as the emission time averages

∞
(N)〈tk〉 = τkφk (τk)dτk. (5.30)

0

which for unfiltered photons reduces to

(N) 1〈t∞,k 〉 = (HN − HN−k) (5.31)
γa

Where Hk is the kth harmonic number. We also plot the average times of
(5) (5)arrival for both φk (tk) and ϕk (tk) as a function of the filter width in Fig. 5.3

and the floor of Fig. 5.2 as a reference. As it can be seen, for the full-bundles
time averages (presented as dashed lines) the time delay is homogeneous in
all of the photons, but this behavior is not preserved for the total detection
(solid lines), which we already saw in Fig. 5.2 resulted in the stacking of the
later photons at longer times.
Finally, from the average times one can calculate the expected size of a

bundle of photons as

1〈τ∞〉N = 〈tN〉 − 〈t1〉 = HN−1 (5.32)
γa

1in accordance the already observed photon-bundle time length of γa
HN−1 in

Refs. [30, 139] for a radiative cascade in a driven cavity (a bundler cavity).

5.2.2 filtering the emission of a cw system

While the N-photon spontaneous emission captures the main physics of
multiphoton detection, we are also interested on the analysis of CW multi-
photon sources. We study the emission of the bundler, a system combination
of the driven 2LS with a cavity whose emission is in the form of bundles [30].
We also consider the leapfrog transition in the driven 2LS itself, without a
cavity. Instead of preparing a Fock state to be filtered repeatedly, we have
dynamic detections in time, with the system randomly choosing to produce
the bundles at a given frequency. Furthermore, in these systems the power
spectrum displays more transitions that only the multiphoton one, so there is
the chance of SP emissions being captured by the filter. The analytical theory
present in the previous section could be extended to include CW cases, but
this is beyond the scope of this thesis and thus we will be using exclusively
photon-counting numerical simulations to study these systems.

For SE we have defined the purity of multiphoton detection as the fraction
of the number of multiphoton cases over the total signal of the emission.
This is easy to calculate from the MC counts in individual SE trajectories,
but in a CW experiment the purity of the multi-photon emission is not a
quantity that can be defined in such a straightforward way, because instead
of a number of separate and controlled events, we have an emission over
time that mixes different types of processes. In order to do this, we have to
use methods that provide a precise value for the purity from a stream of
N-photon emissions combined with SP ones.

http:HN�1(5.32
http:�k)d�k.(5.30
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5.2.2.1 Measure of purity in a CW emission

To use the same definition of the purity as before, that is, the fraction of
events which retain the full bundle structure, we would need to be able to
recognise a bundle in a stream of photons to count the ratio of multiphoton
emissions in the total. In order to do this we can define a window of time in
which a bundle is expected to be emitted, which is smaller than the average
time of emission between single photons. This process is statistical and will
always have some amount of error. For a SE experiment this time window
can be estimated to be around the size of the bundle described in Eq. (5.32),
but this is not the case for any emission that is not correctly understood.
The first procedure to calculate the purity that we will introduce makes

use of the Waiting Time Distribution (WTD), which is the distribution of the
time separation between successive photons. In a simple description of a
CW multiphoton source, these separations follow two trends, one for the
separations inside of a bundle, and other for the separations between bundles,
giving a characteristic shape with two distinct behaviours. The separations
between photons in of a bundle are smaller, appearing as a narrow peak for
small times, while the separation between different emissions are larger in
average, functioning as a background for the multiphoton peak. The ratio
between the areas of the two parts of the WTD is related to the purity of the
emission. Thus, a zero purity source WTD consists on just the background,
and a 100% purity source has a ratio of N−1 between peak and background.N
As an illustrative case, we present a toy model of a Continuous Wave

Spontaneous Emission (CWSE), in which we replace each event from an
underlying stream of photons by a case of a filtered SE of a Fock state. This
stream provides the background, which can be chosen to be completely
randomised (uncorrelated) or to have correlations between their emissions.
For our toy model, we chose an uncorrelated coherent source of population
λ. We restrict ourselves to 2-photon emission, which means that for the case
|2 〉, each photon from the coherent stream is replaced by 2, 1 or 0 photons,
as the photons from the bundle can be detected or not due to the filtering,
as sketched in panel (a) of Fig. 5.4. In the ideal case of degenerate bundles
(i.e., the two photons are emitted at the exact same time) the WTD of this toy
model is:

π2 λ
w(τ) = δ(t) + exp(−λt) . (5.33)

1+ π2 1+ π2

Interestingly, we see that by observing the tail alone one can extract all the
required information, so we can focus on it alone. For any bundle in which
the photons are not emitted jointly but with a fixed delay τ between them,
the peak is described by the distribution w2(τ), which is obtained from the
two-photon marginal as

∞
Γ+γa (2)w2(θ) ≡ ( Γ )2 φΓ (t1, θ + t1) dt1 . (5.34)

0

This extended size of the bundles also have an effect on the distribution of
times in the background. For a 100% purity, each time difference t previously
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Figure 5.4: Waiting time distribution of the CWSE toy model, in which the events of
a coherent stream are replaced by an instance of a SE of a |2 〉 Fock state. Panel (a)
sketches this process, with some events being replaced by 2, 1 or even 0 photons.
Panel (b) shows two WTD cases, one for high purity with wide filters in red, and
one for lower purity with narrow filtering in purple. White dashed lines fit the
background of the figures, which appear as straight lines for long τ times in log
scale, reflecting a power law λe−λτ . In panel (c) we plot the purities obtained
through various techniques. Solid line: obtained through analytical expressions.
Blue diamonds: obtained through fitting the background wtail(τ), as in Eq. (5.36).
Orange diamonds: obtained through the rates of one- and two-photon Poisson
processes, as in Eq. (5.41). The two methods shows very good agreement with the
analytical formula, with the second one giving a smaller purity on average. The two
cases from panel (b) are highlighted.
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present in the original stream is now replaced by a t− 〈τ〉 time difference,
where 〈τ〉 is the average time of the bundles. For any other value of the
purity, this 〈τ〉 is weighted by the purity, so we find that the slope of the
wtd for the stationary spontaneous emission of two-photon bundles is given
in term of these quantities as:

exp (−λπ2〈τ〉)wtail(τ) = λ exp(−λt) . (5.35)
1+ π2

From Eq. (5.35), one can easily extract π2 by fitting the tail (only), and from
its slope, first obtain λ, and then from its intercept wtail(0) with the y axis,
obtain:

eλ〈τ〉λ2〈τ〉W wtail(0)π2 = − 1 (5.36)
λ〈τ〉

where W is the Lambert function (product logarithm), i.e., the functional
inverse of z → zez. For the CWSE the solution only depends on λ and wtail(0)
since we know the average bundle emission. Should the bundle structure
be different than that given by SE (or even, be unknown), there are ways to
extract this information from the bundle peak itself, but in a good approxi-
mation, one can either estimate 〈τ〉 from the average over the bundle peak
or, even more drastically, but still remaining a good approximation, assume
that 〈τ〉 is small enough as to be neglected, and thus obtain a close upper
bound for the purity, which is simply:

λ
π2 ≈ − 1 . (5.37)

wtail(0)

In that approximation, the purity is maximum when the slope is twice the
intercept, and it is zero when they are equal. For the CWSE the purity is
completely determined by the parameters γa and Γ from the SE, so we can
use it to test the purity extracting methods.
The second method we are going to use here was employed in Ref. [30],

and consists on treating the full emission as two Poissonian processes with
rates λ1 and λN , where the first models SP spontaneous emissions and the
second emits the photons in groups of N. The purity then is calculated as:

λN
πN = . (5.38)

λ1 + λN

In order to do this, we treat the clicks from the system as a sample of a
random variable which is a combination of other two random variables. First
one must model the SP processes, whose probability of emitting n photons
in a given time window Δt would be

e−λ1Δt (λ1Δt)n
P1(n,Δt) = , (5.39)

n!
which is a conventional Poissonian process with rate λ1. The multiphoton
emission part of the dynamics is given by the second random variable, which
follows the probability distribution

e−λNΔt (λNΔt)n/N
PN(n,Δt) = , (5.40)

(n/N)!
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which again is a Poissonian process except it emits in units of N, so their
value is zero for all of the possible n that are not a multiple of N. Its rate is
λN , which is different from that of the SP one. The combined distribution
thus model the competition between a pure multiphoton process and a SP

one spoiling the purity of the emission:

n/N (λ1Δt)n−kN k(λNΔt)−(λ1+λN)ΔtPN(n,Δt) = e ∑ . (5.41)
k=0 k!(n− kN)!

This expression is a Poissonian distribution with peaks at the even values,
reflecting two-photon emissions and giving the distribution a characteristic
saw shape. The process to obtain the purity from it then goes as follows.
First time is discretised in boxes of length Δt and the clicks are allocated
in the different boxes. This gives a distribution that can be fitted by means
of formula (5.38) to obtain the rates λ1 and λN and the subsequent purity
πN . Since one does not know a priori what would be the best possible Δt
we perform this analysis over the stream of clicks for various time window
values. There is the chance of a Δt to be smaller than the separation of
photons in a bundle, and at the same time values that are too large will
lose any statistical sense. To prevent this, the time windows could be fully
determined by the emission rate of the system, obtained in an empirical way
as the number of clicks per the total time of the stream.
We show in Fig. 5.4 the purity as a function of filtering for a stationary

multiphoton emission obtained with these two methods. Firstly from fitting
the slope of the WTD of a stream generated by substituting an uncorrelated
stream with filtered MC emission of two-photon bundles, along with the
known purity. Secondly from treating the emission as a combination of a
SP and a two-photon Poisson processes. The perfect agreement, again, only
limited by the method’s noise, shows that the methods are reliable, at least for
an uncorrelated background. If only, the second procedure underestimates
the purity slightly. Given that the two methods are very different in nature,
it is a good sign that both work properly. If individual emissions are strongly
correlated, which is the case in many dynamical systems, Eq. (5.35) is not
enough to describe the tail of the system and Eq. (5.36) stops being a precise
measure of the purity but the second method still gives the correct result.
As we have seen that these two methods work for the emission of a CW

system, we will now use them for the actual output of a complex and realistic
multiphoton emitter: the bundler.

5.2.2.2 Filtering the emission of a bundler cavity

A system that is of great importance for this thesis is the bundler, whose prin-
ciple and implementation is described in Ref. [30]. The bundler is produced
by coupling a well-tuned cavity to a driven 2LS at a particular frequency
to enhance many-photon emissions. Its emission allows, with the adequate
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between the bundler and the CWSE toy model. The bundler
parameters are γa = 0.1g, γσ = 0.1g and ΩL = 50g. In panel (a) we plot the WTD

of both systems, for two different Γ and π2 values. Panel (b) shows the average
time of the multiphoton peak, after removing the background of the WTD. Blue
disks correspond to the bundler and purple diamonds to the CWSE. Additionally,
black dashed lines shot the theoretical bundler sizes 〈τ〉N from Eq. (5.32), whose
asymptotic value for large Γ goes with the harmonic number HN−1/γa. Red lines
present the average separation between individual photons in a bundle. Both the
bundler and the CWSE follow the curve for N = 2. Panel (c) is the purity of the
two systems, again disks for bundler and diamonds for CWSE. The purities for the
bundler were calculated with the two methods detailed above, giving an almost
exact coincidence between them, but a discrepancy with an SE case of the same
γSE = γa. A dashed line shows that the bundler purity fits better with an SE of

γaγSE = 2 . While the filtered bundler emission rate coincides to that of an SE of the
same γa of the cavity, its purity is higher, suggesting that the bundles are more
protected from filtering.
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parameters, to produce photon bundles with a high purity. The equation that
governs the dynamics of such a system is the master equation in Eq. (2.60)

γσ γa
∂tρ = −i [Hσ + Ha, ρ] + Lσρ + Laρ, (5.42)

2 2

that includes the dissipation terms for the 2LS and the cavity, with respective
decay rates γσ and γa, and the coherent dynamics given by the Hamiltonian

Hσ = −Δσσ̂†σ̂ + ΩL σ̂† + σ̂ ,

Ha = Δa â† â+ g σ̂† â+ â†σ̂ . (5.43)

The bundler emission is thought to behave accordingly to the SE of collapsed
Fock states that are built inside of the cavity through the coherent coupling
to the 2LS [140]. We want to verify this statement comparing the WTD of a
filtered two-photon bundler, with the cavity placed at the leapfrog frequency
Δa =

Ω
2
+ , to the toy model of the filtered CWSE.

For the most part, we find that the multiphoton emission from the bundler
behaves accordingly to the SE of collapsed Fock states. Their WTD has a simi-
lar shape to that of the randomly triggered SE of |2 〉 Fock states. Furthermore,
the multiphoton peak in particular behaves similarly under filtering. This is
shown in Fig. 5.5 (b), where we calculate the average time of the multiphoton
peak by first removing the background wtail(τ) we had previously fitted. We
find that both the CWSE and the bundler follow the same theoretical 〈τ〉2 for
the same filtering.

However, we also find notable differences. Most importantly, the bundles
appear more robust to filtering, as seen in Fig. 5.5 (c) where their purity
corresponds to that of an SE win a smaller effective decay rate (γSE ≈ γa/2)
so that for the same filter width, bundles originating from the driven system
(bundler) are significantly more likely to be fully detected than if they were
emitted by SE. The purities for the bundler are calculated with both methods
detailed in the previous section, which give almost the same exact result.
This dynamical enhancement depends on various parameters such as the
statistics of the bundles themselves, which warrants a study on its own. This
suggests, however, that the prospects of improving multiphoton emission by
frequency filtering are even better than has been anticipated [31].
Note that for the chosen parameters, the bundler has naturally a high

purity of two-photon emission without the need of filtering. This process
however allows to eliminate from the picture the Mollow peaks that, albeit
very small as compared to the emission of the cavity, still spoils the multi-
photon emission with SP counts. This happens for large Γ values, where the
wide filters can receive photons from the central and side peaks. Increasing
the splitting between the peaks Ω+ arbitrarily reduces this effect for the
two-photon bundler, although this is not the case for bundle sizes [31] larger
than N = 2. Narrower filters however, appear to reduce the purity, by virtue
of randomly losing photons and thus thermalizing the multiphoton signal.

http:La�,(5.42
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5.2.2.3 Filtering the leapfrog transition in the driven 2LS

Another CW system of interest is the emission of just the coherently driven
2LS, without a coupled cavity. In the RF limit, the power spectrum of this
system splits in three SP peaks, known as the Mollow triplet (see Sec. 1.1.3).
This system is known to also produce two-photon emission at the leapfrog
frequency ω = Ω

2
+ between the central and side peaks [93], although its

signal is very small compared to that of the bundler, as there is no Purcell
enhancement cavity at that frequency. Furthermore, the absence of a cavity
makes it so there is no indication that this system should emit as the SE of a
Fock state.

In the simulations we work with the two-photon leapfrog at Ω+ and collect2
a large number of clicks, with different rates depending on the parameters
ΩL and Γ. The population, calculated as the number of clicks divided by
the time in units of the lifetime, is very small as compared to the bundler,
and as such the collection rate is slower. First we look at the WTD of the
system, shown in Fig. 5.6 (b) to (e) for ΩL = 50γσ and various filter widths.
For the wider filters the WTD displays oscillations in τ, which distances it
from the behaviour of the CWSE. The frequency of these oscillations is 2ΩL,
which suggest that their origin comes from interference between photons
coming from the central and rightmost Mollow peaks. For narrow filtering
the SE-like behaviour is recovered, although this could be a product of
thermalization of the emission. We calculate the purity for three samples
of ΩL = 5, 10 and 50γσ, shown in panel (f). The purity for this case does
not exceed 10% in any case, decaying for both small and large values of Γ
alike. The advantage of very large Γ values previously observed in SE and
in the bundler is lost for the leapfrog emission. At some point, the filters
start capturing photons from the Mollow peaks and the enhancement in
the bundle detection becomes irrelevant compared to the large amount of
spoiling SP emission. Increasing the splitting between the Mollow peaks
increases slightly the purity for wider filters, as the contamination due to
SP emissions is delayed. This reduction of purity with large Γ however was
not present in the bundler described above, even for the case with the same
splitting ΩL = 50γσ (note that the bundler case used γσ = γa). The reason
for this is that the bundler cavity with the chosen parameters has a large
purity on its own even without filtering [30, 31], so most of its emission is
in the form of photon bundles. Mollow peaks are still present, but unlike
this case, their intensity is minuscule compared to that of the emission at
the resonant frequency of the cavity, so they don’t spoil the multiphoton
emission nearly as much.

Finally, we extract the average time of the multiphoton peak, after remov-
ing the background from the WTD in panel (g). In this case, a clear deviation
from SE is present for all but the smaller Γ values, where both emissions ap-
pear to thermalise in the same way. While the discrepancy for wider filters is
influenced by the strong oscillations (the width of the peak is reduced to the
width of the first maxima, which is in the order of ΩL = 50γσ), intermediate
values of the filter which actually provide the highest values of π2 are also
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Figure 5.6: Emission of the leapfrog transition in the coherently driven 2LS. (a) is
an sketch of the Mollow triplet power spectrum in log scale (in grey) with the
addition of the spectral shape of various Lorentzians of FWHM Γ = 1, 10, 50 and
100γσ, as a visual aid to model the shape of filters of the same width. The wider
ones will inevitably overlap with the Mollow SP peaks and collect part of their
emission. From (b) to (e) we plot the WTD at small times for the 2-photon leapfrog
transition in the Mollow triplet with splitting ΩL = 50γσ, at frequency

Ω+ . We also2
plot the best guess for a toy-model CWSE function from Eq. (5.35) as red lines. The
two upper figures (b) and (c) with Γ = 50 and 100γa display clear oscillations in
time with a frequency consistent with the driving strength ΩL = 50γσ. The two
lower figures (d) and (e) reproduce better the SE behaviour at small times, with
a multiphoton peak and a background that follow Eq. (5.35). In (f) we plot the
2-photon purity as a function of Gamma/γσ for three values of ΩL, and in (g) the
average time of the multiphoton peak extracted from the WTD for the ΩL = 50γσ

case. For large Γ/γσ this quantity is unreliable as the WTD themselves do not follow
the expected shape, but overall there is a mismatch with the SE analytical bundle
sizes. It matches better a SE case with a very high decay rate, represented as a
dashed blue line (γSE = 100γσ). Only for narrow filter the behavior is recovered,
due to thermalization.
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Figure 5.7: Purity of the 2-photon emission in the naked 2LS emission, as a function
of the filter width in the right plot and of the filter frequency in the left one. The
first figure, which uses the same Ω = 10γσ as the curve seen in the right panel for
comparison, sees a succession of bell-like curves centered around the frequency of
the leapfrog at ω = Ω

2
+ . In the right panel we also include the maximum values of

each of the scanning curves, showing that they follow a similar trend (as they are
calculated in separated simulation at different Γ values), although the maxima do
not appear exactly at ω = Ω

2
+ but slightly to the left. This is more noticeable in the

curves with larger Γ, probably because the system starts to detect photons from the
central Mollow peak due to their larger filter width.

separated from the theoretical values. These points match the 〈τ〉 of the SE

of a Fock state with a very high decay rate, represented as a dashed blue line
(γSE = 100γσ or larger). Another interesting result that can be explored with
this method is a measure of the spectrum of the N-photon emission of the
Mollow system, for which we do not have an analytical expression. The SP

power spectrum of this system is of course the well known Mollow triplet, it
does not give information about the leapfrog processes which are present
between the larger SP peaks. We scan over these middle frequencies with the
filter, calculating the purity for N photons. In the right plot of Fig. 5.7 we
calculate this around the two photon leapfrog for a driving of ΩL = 10γσ

and various Γ values, finding a clear peak centered in ω = Ω+ whose height2
and width depends on the width of the filter.
This proves that the picture of SE of Fock states is insufficient to describe

the multiphoton emission of the driven 2LS, which clearly has more structure,
and will require further work to be characterised. For the time being, we
will keep using numerical methods to study this system, but an analytical
theory for the system will also be sought.

5.3 IMPROVEMENT THROUGH MULT IPLE F I LTERS

In this section we have shown different cascade configurations for different
systems, studying how various parameters and setups affected the detection
of many-photon states, however we have always used one single detector
with a single Lorentzian filter. The tools at our disposal enable us to go one
step further, extending both the analytics and the MC simulations to include
more than one filter. In the case of the theory, it may only be used for SE
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Figure 5.8: Scheme of the study: how an effective filter affects the probability to
detect k photons in a time T. A series of successive simple (i.e. Lorentzian) filters can
be described as an effective, more complex one. The light from the source (â) reaches
the 1st filter, where the photons have some probability of being separated from the
rest of the signal and getting counted by the perfect detector. This part is described
by the filtered-field operator ς̂ defined in Eq. (5.13). The rest of the light that is
rejected by the filter is described the complementary field in (5.44), and then the
process is repeated with the complementary field, resulting in a combined detection
that provides more information about the incoming light. Each successive detection
provides a decreasingly small improvement. When using Lorentzian filters, even
though they are all of the same spectral width, the FWHM of the detected light in
each iteration increases.

but the cascading mechanism can be applied to any other system of study,
from the basic RF to more complicated setups. The key idea that allows us
to introduce this multiple-filtering mechanism is the splitting of the source
light between the filtered-field (5.13) and a complementary field. Because of
conservation of energy, the part of the signal rejected by the filtered-field
operator has to be accounted for, and as such we define this complementary
field as

ς̂(t) ≡ â(t)− ς̂(t). (5.44)

And with our previous definition, in SE we can use the scalar prefactors to
separate the dynamics from the operators

ς̂(t) = ΞF (t)â(0), (5.45)

(note the overline) and from here we could obtain the SP probability for this
field, which is trivially 1− TΓ(T). Then, we can define the twice-filtered field

http:a�(0),(5.45
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applying the same procedure for the source field over this complementary
one.

∞
ς̂(2)(t) ≡ F (t− τ)ς̂(τ)dτ . (5.46)

−∞

From here we want to again encode the time dynamics of the twice-filtered
field in a second-order prefactor

∞
ς̂(2)(t) = F (t− τ)ΞF (τ) dτ â(0) = Ξ(2)

(t)â(0), (5.47)F−∞

and from there follow the same procedure as before to obtain the SP proba-
bility kernel as in Eq. (5.15), and iterate the same process to include more
and more filters. However the algebra becomes overwhelming quickly and
in order to do that we have to take some approximations. One alternative
approach is to take infinite detection times and use Fourier transforms. This
procedure is detailed in the supplementary material of Ref. [141], but we out-
line it here. We start by defining the Fourier transform of the time evolution
prefactors as

∞ ∞ ˜1 1 F (ω)
ΞF (t) = Ξ̃F (ω)e−iωt dt = e−iωt dt , (5.48)γa2π −∞ 2π −∞ 2 − i(ω − ωa)

where F̃ (ω) is the Fourier transform of the filter response. Then the SP

probability kernel in the limit of infinite times becomes

∞ξγa |F̃ (ω)|2
lim TΓ(T) = dω . (5.49)
T→∞ 2π −∞ (γ

2
a )2 + (ω − ωa)2

We can write the time evolution of the complementary field similarly as

1− F̃ (ω)
Ξ̃F (ω) = , (5.50)γa

2 − i(ω − ωa)

and then the second-order prefactor can be defined in Fourier space as the
multiplication of the complementary one and the filter response

F (ω) 1−F (ω)
Ξ̃(2)

(ω) = F̃ (ω) Ξ̃F (ω) =
˜ ˜

(5.51)F γa − i(ω − ωa)2

which allows us to introduce the effective second-order filter response
F̃ (2)(ω) ≡ F̃ (ω)(1− F̃ (ω)). If we repeat this process of filtering the kth-
order complementary emission up to m times, the mth-order filter’s response
function is given by

F̃ (m)(ω) ≡ F̃ (ω)[1− F̃ (ω)]m−1 . (5.52)

Introducing this result into Eq. (5.49), we get the one-photon-detection
probability through an mth order filter, for infinite times of detection, as:

(m) ξγa ∞ |F̃ (ω)|2|1− F̃ (ω)|2(m−1)
T = dω , (5.53)Γ (γa2π −∞ 2 )

2 + (ω − ωa)2
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This value can then be used in Eq. (5.11) as usual to calculate the detection
probabilities for the m-th filter. Since each detector records its signal indepen-
dently, the probability for the photon to be detected by any of the successive
filters is simply the sum of the individual probabilities:

m
(m) (k)

T = T . (5.54)J ∑ Γ
k=1

Which is always greater than the probability from using just one. This result
is general for any filter response F , but we will still use Lorentzian ones for
one important reason. The Lorentzian is the natural lineshape of a cavity,
and those are the basic element in our MC model, and in the following we
are going to adapt Carmichael’s cascading mechanism for the Monte Carlo
wave function method. The reason for this is that, as already indicated, the
algebra becomes increasingly complex for any case beyond SE, and as a
result we will favor numerical approaches for more complex setups, such is
the case of CW dynamical emission. In the case of concatenating Lorentzian
filters, we get:

m
(ω − ω1)

2
|L(m)(ω)|2 ≡ 1− . (5.55)

Γ2
+ (ω − ω1)24

In the limit n → ∞, this gives

lim |L(n)(ω)|2 = 1 (5.56)
n→∞

for all ω, which means that if one tries to detect a photon over and over
again, albeit with a detector of finite bandwidth Γ, it will eventually detect
it with full certainty regardless of its frequency. This recovers the case of
no-filtering, which is also that of filtering all the frequencies. Some examples
of explicit results for TΓ

(m) derived using Lorentzian filters are:

(2) 1 γaΓ
T =Γ 2 (Γ + γa)2

,

(3) 1 γaΓ(Γ + 3γa)
T = ,Γ 8 (Γ + γa)3

(4) 1 γaΓ(Γ2 + 4γaΓ + 5γ2
a)TΓ = . (5.57)

16 (Γ + γa)4

Rather than cascading filters one after the other, one can view the above
results as using a filter of spectral shape given by Eq. (5.55). To compare the
efficiency of various filters meaningfully, they must have the same effective
width, e.g., the FWHM, that is, for Eq. (5.55):

Γ
ΓFWHM ≡ √ (5.58)

2 n
1 − 1

√
which is ≈ Γ n/ (2 ln(2)). This means that one must concatenate n filters
each of width 1/ΓFWHM so that their combined effect results in a filter of
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Figure 5.9: Cascading scheme
for MC multiphoton detec-
tion where detectors Dk are
stacked to implement numer-
ically the scheme in Fig. 5.8.
ξk are the corresponding
MC jump operators and we
take χ1 = 0 (so all the
light coming from the source
reaches the filters) and all
other χ = 1/2 to describe
perfect detectors. Photons un-
detected in each step are cas-
caded to the next filter, until
the ones that miss all filters
can be collected in a bucket
detector at the end of the pro-
cess.

FWHM equal to Γ. As a result it is not possible to ignore the compromise be-
tween effective and precise detection. Using a large number of narrow filters
around a target frequency to obtain an almost perfect but still narrow detec-
tor is not feasible in practice, because they will increase the effective spectral
width and eventually start collecting photons from undesired frequencies.
Now we come back to our MC wave function simulations, extending it to
include more than one filter. Not only it is of interest to our objective of
improving the purity of the detection, but this will be required nevertheless
in the next chapter when detecting photons of multiple frequencies at the
same time. We detail three different cascading setups with multiple filters in
the Appendix A in page in page 187. They represent separate options that
may be useful for various problems, but we will only be using the second
one A.2 for the remainder of this chapter whenever we couple more than
one filter to the same source.
The setup described in A.2 couples the filters in a serial cascading way,

each one receiving the signal that was missed from the first one. This setup
will be used later in Sec. 6.3.2.1 in the next chapter, as it is necessary to
correctly detect several different frequencies in the same simulation, without
losing signal or purity of the bundles. However, in this chapter we also
use it to implement the scheme of multiple stacked filters to increase the
probability of multiphoton detection, as sketched in Fig. 5.9.

First of all we repeat the calculations of the N-photon SE probability
from Fig. 5.1 for an initial |3 〉 photon state, both for the basic case of a
single detector, a situation of two combined detectors (each one of width√
ΓFWHM = √21/2 − 1Γ ≈ 0.643Γ), and a situation of four combined detectors
(ΓFWHM = 21/4 − 1Γ ≈ 0.435Γ). The result is that for the same effective
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Figure 5.10: Probabilities for the 3-photon SE with effective filters comprised of
one (solid), two (dashed) and four (dotted) Lorentzian filters stacked at the same
frequency. Colored lines are obtained with MC data using the adapted cascading
mechanism, while black lines use the analytical expressions using the SP probability
expressions in Eq. (5.57). We add an snippet to the right magnifying a region where
we can see the progressive increase when stacking more filters.

width there is a consistent (albeit small) improvement of the 3-photon
detection for any Γ > γσ. We compare the numerical result with the same
obtained through using the SP probability kernels in Eq. (5.57), with a fairly
good agreement between the two methods.

Note that the difficulty of including more filters in the cascading formalism
becomes exponential as each one will not only increase considerably the
Hilbert space of the whole system, but the number of cascading interactions.
As shown in the Appendix in A.2, each cavity is asymmetrically coupled
to all of the previous ones, not just the one immediately before it. In a real
experiment, this would also prove to be challenging. Thankfully, Fig. 5.1
shows that for a small number of additional filters one can increase up to
10% the probability of detection in the range Γ = 1− 10γa, also boosting the
purity of the emission. On the other hand, it seems that this enhancement
diminishes quickly. Even if we were able to use an arbitrarily large number
of filters and detectors it would still not be possible to obtain an arbitrarily
high detection chance.
As a final exercise, we can also use the serial cascading method for the

dynamical case of the CW driven 2LS introduced in Sec. 5.2.2, with the aim
of improving the purity from the plots in the Fig. 5.6. Due to the intrinsic
uncertainty of the method by which we obtain the purity, a sufficiently large
increase of the purity is needed. Otherwise, this improvement could be
below the precision of the method. We used four filters, and present the
results in Fig. 5.11 comparing them to the single-filter case of Fig. 5.6. We
found a noticeable increase in the purity for the 2-photon leapfrog in this
quadruple filter as compared to the single one. As it was the case with SE,
this increase was not constant for all of the Γ values, being higher in the
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Figure 5.11: Purity obtained in the N = 2 photon leapfrog of the Mollow triplet,
also including the effect of a quadruple filter (dashed lines) as well as the individual
ones (solid lines). There is a non negligible increase of the purity (around 20− 30%
for the best cases) for π2. However for very small or very large filter widths this
enhancement disappears or becomes too small to be useful. The quadruple filter has
the same overall width than the single ones, and is made of four individual narrower√
filters, that share the same frequency ω = Ω+ and width γ̃F = 21/4 − 1Γ ≈ 0.435Γ.2

regions that already had the better purity. Similarly to Fig. 5.10, it is around
Γ = 1− 10γσ where we can see increases in the order of 20− 30% of the
purity.

5.4 CONCLUS IONS AND PERSPECT IVES

Filtering is non-optional in any physical detector, and we have seen that even
for the simplest situation in an spontaneous emission model there are details
to explore in photon counting beyond simple combinatorics. As is also the
case in the search for multiple photon sources, difficulties at the single
particle level escalate rapidly as we increase the number of participants.
Furthermore, this filtering process inherent to the detection has also been
found to affect quantum correlations and can therefore be a subject of study
in its own right. This has been established recently for the simpler case of
SP emissions [135, 136], so it can be an even bigger problem for the case of
bundle detection.
We have provided a thorough account of filtering multiphoton emission,

including a comprehensive, exact and analytical description of the case of
SE of Fock states under various types of filtering. We have studied also CW

systems with dynamical emissions such as the bundler and the leapfrog
emission in a coherently driven 2LS, and shown that although a bundler
behaves in all respect as SE of collapsed Fock states, dynamical features exist
that protect bundles, making them significantly more resilient to filtering
than if they were generated by SE. We have also highlighted that the emission
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at the leapfrog transition does depart from this SE picture. This calls for
further studies to understand, characterise and exploit such dynamical
advantages.

We expanded Carmichael’s cascading mechanism to include an arbitrary
number of detectors, which have allowed us to generalise investigations to all
cases, from what would practically be thought experiments that investigate
the detection process itself, to complex optical circuits that could be used
to realise many-photon sources. Note that some of the setups we propose
would be challenging to implement experimentally. For detection in the
SE model, it served more as a confirmation that the analytical calculations
were reliable than to provide new results. However, in the case of dynamic
detection of a CW driven emitter, the MC wave function method is the only
tool available at the moment.

It became clear that although wide filters directly increase the probability
of detecting the bundles photons in its entirety, the presence of any 2LS signal
will complicate the problem and reduce the overall purity of the multiphoton
detection. To be able to produce a reliable multiphoton source one needs
previous knowledge of the quantum structure of the systems under study,
which is the focus of the next chapter. There, we will use the same tool of
MC quantum jump method in a system that is also dynamical and with more
complicated spectrum, although it is designed to have both high purity and
high signal of multiphoton emission.



6
HERALDED BUNDLES OF PHOTONS

6.1 INTRODUCT ION AND MOT IVAT IONS

Previously, in Sec. 1.1.3.1 we have already advanced that multiphoton states
are a much sought-after quantum resource, and there is a lot of active re-
search on it trying to reach reliable sources of this kind of states to be used
in several photonic technologies [17, 18]. Although there is considerable
progress for this end through the use of single-photon sources [23–25], the
problem of scalability present in all quantum technologies means that any
slight imperfection at the one-photon level will inevitably be propagated
to insurmountable values for the N-photon states that we need. In par-
ticular, quantum supremacy by boson sampling currently targets N = 50
photons [21, 22], which is still far away from today’s sources. As it was
mentioned in sections 1.1.3.1 and 2.2.4, we are looking at a new paradigm of
direct N-photon emission, one that would not require to entangle photons by
post manipulation of photons produced by spontaneous parametric down
conversion [23–25], nor quantum engineering schemes [29].
For our layout we will only require a Jaynes-Cummings type of system

consisting in a coherently driven 2LS coupled to a cavity. Such a system
can exhibit super-Rabi oscillations between a cavity vacuum |0e 〉 and N
cavity photons |Ng 〉, which will periodically produce emissions of N-photon
bundles, as described in Ref. [30]. In order to increase the rate of emission
one may use higher pumping values, until one reaches the strong driving
regime. At this level, the dynamics of the system are better described as
a cavity Purcell-enhancing of a Mollow system instead of a driven JC one,
and the N-photon bundles are easily understood as the emission due to LF

transitions (as seen in 2.2.4.1).
The next step is to spectrally filter the emission from these transitions.

This allows to extract and purify the bundles, separating them from the
single photons being produced by the Mollow triplet or any other process
in the system. In Ref. [31] it was explored how by filtering in frequency
and carefully tuning the system parameters one may obtain almost perfect
purity of multiphoton emission.In order to obtain these results one requires
cavities with a quality (high coupling rates and low dissipation) that will be
available in the near future. As exciting and promising these results, they
can be improved further.

A disadvantage of the method in Ref. [31] is due to the spontaneity of the
process. The bundles will be emitted randomly, with no control possible,
which definitely makes it difficult to use them in photonic or quantum
information applications. One way to tackle this problem would be to use a
low-pump regime to prepare the N-photon state in the cavity that will most
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likely be emitted as a bundle, creating something more like a bundle gun
than a bundle laser. The other solution, which is the one we develop in this
thesis, uses high pumping and uses the same trick used to synchronise single
photons: using a herald. Rather than a bi-photon state that is broken into
an heralding/herald pair, we thus propose to break a bundle emission so
that a single photon with a given frequency heralds the remaining N-photon
bundle with another frequency.

As studied previously in Ch. 5, the physical process of detecting photons
is more complicated than just counting. Any realistic model for detection
will need to include spectral filtering, meaning that the received light is just
a selection from that of the produced one. This is of course advantageous in
frequency as we could thus isolate photons from the particular frequencies
we are interested in. In our case, the announcer and the bundler mode.
However, this also has a trade-of in the temporal statistics of light. A very
narrow filter will have a large time window of detection, and as such small
temporal structure such as bunching or antibunching is lost as the light is
thermalised. At the same time a very wide filter will have a smaller time
resolution. While this helps to correctly preserve the statistics of light, the
wider frequency window may detect photons from sources different than
the ones we are interested in. This compromise between frequency and time
resolution will be present in this whole chapter and the next one.

Furthermore, if we want to develop a setup capable of producing N-photon
states, we must inevitably use multiple detectors to be able to separate
announcers and bundles by frequency. As seen in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 the
spectrum can have an abundance of lines which should first be identified,
and this will complicate for heralded bundle systems. This issue will be
explored in Secs. 6.2.2 and 6.3.2 and ties in with the work from the previous
chapter on using multiple filters (Sec. 5.3).

As it was the case in the previous chapter, the bulk of our results were ob-
tained through the use of the MC wave function method, using Carmichael’s
cascading mechanism as described in Sec. 2.2.5. We back these MC sim-
ulations with solid theory, calculating the power spectrum through the
techniques outlined in Sec. 2.2.2. Although the individual character of the
photons is not being considered in the power spectrum, there is still a great
amount of essential information to be obtained from it before performing
any photon counting study.

6.1.1 spectra of bundler modes in a cavity

In sections 2.2.4.1 (from the Methodology chapter) and 5.2.2.2 (from last
chapter) we spoke about the leapfrog transitions (LF) in the Mollow triplet,
jumps between levels in the Mollow ladder that allowed for many-photon
emission. We turn again to the work in Refs. [30] and [31] for the bundler,
the combination of a driven 2LS and a coupled cavity that is capable of
jump-start the bundle production as a significant percentage of the total
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Figure 6.1: Left: Sa(ω) as a function of the cavity frequency, in a log scale. The
visible features are the three Mollow peaks, the bright diagonal at ω = ωa, and three
weaker anti-diagonals corresponding to LF transitions stimulated by the cavity. Top
right: Sa(ω) at Δa = − 1

2Ω+, which is a cut from the 2D figure at the dashed white
line frequency. Bottom right: Sumation of Sa(ω) over all the scanned frequencies
Δa, the two 2-photon resonances resonances at Δa = ± 1

2Ω+ appear clearly, and a
weaker signal at Δa = ± 3

1Ω+.

signal. We again introduce the master equation for such a system as it will
be relevant for this chapter

γσ γC
∂tρ = −i [Hσ + Ha, ρ] + Lσρ + Laρ, (6.1)

2 2

with its coherent dynamics given by the Hamiltonian

Hσ = −Δσσ̂†σ̂ + ΩL σ̂† + σ̂ ,

Ha = Δa â† â+ g σ̂† â+ â†σ̂ . (6.2)

Although our main results will require the use of two cavity modes coupled
to the emitter, we want first to explore the power spectrum as a function of
the just one cavity mode, to obtain some insight before we add the second
one. As a figure of merit, we calculate the spectrum for each frequency of
the cavity Δa in a sort of scan, using the QRT (2.50) and the same parameters
as were chosen for Fig. 2.3. The widths of the emitter and cavity respectively
are γσ = 0.01g and γC = 1.3g, except this time we fix the driving strength
at ΩL = 10g while scanning in the cavity frequency. In this way the cavity
does the work of a filter detector, however this is not the same as the sensor
analysis (detailed in Sec. 2.2.3.1) because the coupling is non-vanishing and
the cavity will alter the density of states.

In Fig. 6.1 we can clearly see the diagonal Purcell enhancing peak moving
with Δa in the cavity spectrum Sa(ω). There are three vertical lines that are The actual split between the

Mollow sidebands Ω+ is
dependent on both the
amplitude of the classical field
ΩL and the 2LS decay γσ, but
in the limit Ω  γσ the
approximation Ω+ = 2ΩL is
valid.
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As as a mnemonic rule, Δa
stands for the herald photon,
or announcer, while Δb is

the frequency of the heralded
bundle.

heralded bundles of photons

independent of the cavity, separated by a distance 2ΩL, which are the three
Lorentzians from the bare Mollow triplet. To simplify the notation we will
refer to this Mollow separation as Ω+ = 2ΩL. There are also some other an-
tidiagonal peaks perceptible in Fig. 6.1, that are at the very least algebraically
related to Δa. Furthermore, because we are plotting in a logarithmic scale we
can see additional weaker lines with a different slope, that shine a resonance
this time at one third of the sideband frequency. These very dim secondary
features are identified as the LF transitions, as the sum of their frequencies
to that of the cavity peak will complete a total jump of 2ΩL.
One special feature of LF transitions which turns this simple idea into a

possible and robust physical process, is that the transitions may only exist
together, involving a whole jump between levels. This means they are not
individually bound by the quantization of energy, but their transition must
collectively satisfy

N

∑ Δi = kΩ+ , k ∈ {−1, 0, 1} (6.3)
i=1

with the emission taking place over a continuum, rather than a discrete
spectrum, of Δi = ωi − ωσ. The three values of k correspond to the two
|±〉 → |∓〉 transitions for k = ±1, respectively, and to the two quasi-
degenerate |±〉 → |±〉 transitions for k = 0. Such transitions are sketched in
Fig. 6.2, which consists on the level structure and the power spectrum from
the upper right box from Fig. 6.1. Here, the orange arrows label the LF jumps,
the first one starting at |−〉 in the upper rung but finishing inbetween
the two levels from the rung immediately below. A second photon will
be needed to complete the transition, going either to |+ 〉 or |−〉 in the
lower rung, having skipped the intermediate one. The bundling emission
consists in the degenerate case Δi = kΩ+/N, which is easily realised by
placing a cavity resonant with this frequency, thus opening a real-channel of
emission for this transition, that becomes as a consequence extremely strong,
and even, for good-enough parameters, the dominant if not the exclusive
channel of decay [30, 31]. This is realised in Fig. 6.1 at Δa = ± 1

2Ω+ where
the two-photon LF became degenerate, and so did the three-photon LF at
Δa = ± 3

1Ω+. One must pay attention to some other features present in these
Figures that may catch our attention. As we can see in the dashed orange
line at Fig. 6.2, when placing a cavity resonant with Δa = − 1Ω+ there would2
be an enhancement of not only its own mode, but of the ones completing
the LF (Δa + Ω+ = 1 also satisfies Eq. (6.3)). In this case, we would be2Ω+

speaking of a heralded LF transition [91], with the herald or announcer being
the cavity mode that leads the way for its leap photon.

6.1.1.1 Adding a second cavity mode

Another option appears if instead of enhancing a degenerate LF transition the
cavity mode was set in a non-degenerate, not resonant position with the level
structure. This will produce separate peaks for each Δi with only one cavity,
and with careful choice of the selected modes, enabling the heralding of
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Figure 6.2: Left: level structure, same as the Mollow ladder but with the addition
of a cavity-mediated LF. Right: spectrum of the cavity, with Δa = − 2

1Ω+, same as
in Fig. 6.1. These transitions are promoted because the cavity creates a real energy
level, which also will enhance additional LF jumps besides the resonant one. The
secondary peak at Δa = + 2

1Ω+ = Δa + Ω+ can be explained as the LF partner of
the cavity mode, that completes the transition.

N photons in a collective {1+ N} emission. We found these non-degenerate
heralded bundles to generally appear very small if we are only enhancing
directly the announcer mode. Thus we decided to place not one, but two
cavity modes at the frequencies Δa and Δb.

γσ γC γC
∂tρ = −i [Hσ + Ha + Hb, ρ] + Lσρ + La + Lbρ

2 2 2
Hb = Δbb̂†b̂+ g σ̂†b̂+ b̂†σ̂ , (6.4)

The second cavity mode will have its own Liouvillian dissipation term.
Although we have chosen for the two modes to have the same coupling and
decay, in realistic cases these quantities would be different, having ga = gb
and γA = γB but we simplified the model this way. The frequencies Δa

and Δb will then satisfy

Δa + NΔb = kΩ+ (6.5)

still with k ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. In this way, one can open another real channel of
de-excitation, but this time with a single photon in mode â jointly with N
photons in b̂ (the bundling mode). Photons from different frequencies, can
thus be conveniently sorted apart for their respective roles with the detection
of the single photon at Δa heralding N−photon emission at Δb. Moreover,
there is considerable freedom in the choice of how to break the bundle. Say
that one specific application require m photons to herald n, then Eq. (6.5)
can be turned into the corresponding variation mΔa + nΔb = kΩ+. In this
text, we will focus on the simplest and possibly most useful case of a single
photon heralding all the others.

One thing to note is that, because the announcer would in theory be
emitted at the same time of the bundle, some times it would actually be
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registered before and some of the times afterwards, or even in the middle.
Simply, a loop in the optical path to increase the flight time for the arrival
of the bundle with respect to that of the announcer will be enough to make
sure the former does its work as a messenger of the incoming bundle of
photons, that may then be captured or redirected to some device through
precise use of electronics.

6.2 HERALDED BUNDLES OF PHOTONS

From previous chapter we have a good grasp of the effect of filtering in
multiphoton emission, so we can focus in optimizing the heralded-bundler
system to be able to produce high purity N-photon states. Looking at
Eq. (6.5) the question is whether there is a particular configuration {Δa,Δb}
that optimises the process for some given system parameters. This can be
answered by means of exact numerical solutions to explore the optimal
choice of cavity frequencies that yields the best {1+ N} emission. That is to
say, one can change the frequency of the bundling mode Δb while keeping
the second one at the preferred heralding ratio for a {1 : N} photon LF

Δa = kΩ+ − NΔb, and identify which choice of k ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and which
value of Δb optimises the process, in terms of brightness and/or efficiency of
the heralding.
Here, efficiency is defined as the percentage of successfully heralded

photon bundles. This is the defining quantity for the effectiveness of our
method, not the ratio of N-photon emission in the overall or filtered signal,
which was previously referred to as purity and was the benchmark for
efficiency of the method. In our proposed experiment, the actual purity at
the bundler mode is less consequential as one only needs to observe the
photons at the announcer frequency Δa, and given a perfect 100% heralding
efficiency every click from the herald will signal a N-photon event at Δb.
Emission in mode B alone can be disregarded as one can assume signal only
in the presence of its herald. Emission in mode A with any other scenario,
ranging from no emission to any number but N, must be considered as noise
to the signal.

Besides residual noise and detection losses, the main reason for failures is
due to interferences from other channels of de-excitation, as there are plenty
of ways the system can emit any number of photons in any distributions
of their frequencies through leapfrogging. The task is thus to locate which
region of the phase space is the most protected from spurious processes to
emit predominantly in the channel of interest. This is detailed in Sec. 6.2.2.
As can be expected, heralding many photons becomes a more fragile task
than heralding only one.
In the same way as for CW bundle emission [30, 142], the best way to

characterise the N-photon emission is to recourse to quantum MC quantum
jump trajectories and from simulations of the photon emission, to extract
the purity of the bundles by counting which percentage of the emission
corresponds to the desired output. We will do the same, except in our case
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a successful event is one photon in mode A coincident with exactly N in
mode B. While we will shortly turn to such MC simulations for an accurate
treatment in Sec. 6.3, it is handy to rely on much more accessible indirect
indications of successful N-photon heralding to explore the parameter space.
A good, clear and intuitive signature is the ratio of the emitted intensities,
since in the regime where every heralded photon in one mode triggers
exactly N in the other, one naturally expects the average intensities to be in
a ratio of {1 : N}.

6.2.1 herald-bundler ratios

Larger photon bundles have smaller intensities, as seen by the diminishing
brightness for the N = 3 resonance in Fig. 6.1 as compared to N = 2.
However, having not one but two cavities we would like to explore their
optimal frequencies for each of them, in the pursuit of maximizing the
emission of both the heralding and heralded photons. Of course there might
be a number of other transitions that could overlap with each other, which
we should be careful to look into.

†H = Hσ + Δa â† â+ Δbb̂†b̂+ g σ̂† â+ b̂ + σ̂(â + b̂†) , (6.6)

where â and b̂ are the annihilation operators of the two cavities, b̂ for the
N−photon bundle and â for the herald, and g quantifies the strength of their
coupling rates to the 2LS. The master equation would then include terms for
the decay of both cavity modes, which again are set to be equal.. In a more
thorough analysis applying different quality factors for each mode could be
considered an additional parameter of study.

γσ γC γC
∂tρ = −i [ρ,H] + Lσρ + Laρ + Lbρ.

2 2 2

For the multiphoton emission to be noticeable we want to be working in the
strong coupling regime, which is done by having our g stronger than the
decay rates of the system γσ,c. This strong interaction will be responsible to
produce the states with a high enough number of photons in the cavities
before a cascade occurs.
The photoluminescence spectrum sa(ω) = 1R ∞〈â†(t)â(t+ τ)〉eiωτdτπ 0

can be readily obtained following any of the standard procedures [85]. We
compute it from

ρSS †sa(ω) = − 1R ∑ (M+ iωI)−1
kmamlaji, (6.7)

π ij,kli,j,k,l,m

with M a n2 × n2 supermatrix that embeds the Liouvillian part of the master
dequation dtρij = ∑k,l Mij,klρkl with aij = 〈 i| â |j 〉 and ρij = 〈 i| ρ |j 〉 in the

Fock basis, from which one gets the steady state ρSS. The same steady state,
computed once, allows to obtain all spectra for all cavities (sb is similarly
obtained with the substitution â → b̂). In our calculations, we have truncated
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Because of the time needed to
build the N−photon state in
the cavity, the bundles
themselves will be
antibunched in time.
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Figure 6.3: Left: ratios between the heralded and heralding signals, as a function of
the heralding frequency (while keeping the second one at the preferred heralding
ratio for a one-to-N photon LF Δa = kΩ+ − NΔb), calculated from the integrated
peaks in the spectrum. Cyan, blue, red and orange corresponding to the schemes
for N = 1, 2, 3 and 4 heralded photon bundles, with dotted lines as a guide for the
desired ratios. Right: sketch of the different LF schemes, with green for the herald
photon kickstarting the jump. At some values of the frequencies the cavities will
be resonant with other transitions, masking the emission of heralded bundles as
pronounced deeps in the curves. For higher N, the efficient window of frequency
for our detectors diminishes.

the cavities at four photons for the 2-photon bundle case and to to five and
six for the 3- and 4-photon bundling cases respectively, i.e. at N+ 2, to reach
convergence. From the spectra, one can integrate the emission from the peaks
corresponding to the heralding emission Sa at frequency Δa and to the bundle
emission Sb at frequency Δb. The expected {1 : N} ratio is indeed present
in the form of extended plateaus when scanning the cavity modes over the
spectral range of the Mollow triplet in such a way as to satisfy Eq. (6.5). The
result is shown in Fig. 6.3(b) for k = 1 with N ranging from 1 (cyan) to N = 4
(orange). These features are wider and more steady the lower the N, and are
a strong indication of a successful mechanism. Sharp resonances that disrupt
this balance can be explained from the heralded-leapfrog scenario Fig. 6.3(a),
Eq. (6.5) being perturbed by another condition, such as involving a real-state
transition or a degenerate LF. These are clear at Δb = Ω+ with m = 3, 4, 5m
etc. In particular, it is noteworthy that such resonances can sometimes be
seen to involve several plateaus simultaneously. These are the strongest form
of disruption from the already mentioned other channels of de-excitation,
that can also become resonant. One should therefore remain far from such
detrimental resonances. Even in the plateaus, however, there is the need to
ensure of the quality of the heralding not on average but for each individual
event.
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Figure 6.4: Sketch of transitions from
the 2-photon heralded bundler scenario
(Fig. 6.5). Thicker green and blue arrows
are, respectively, the resonant frequencies
of the announcer and bundler cavities. The
rest of the lines are SP transitions that
complete leapfrogs labelled by the triad
(m, n, k). Thinner green (blue) lines are
used to distinguish whether the LF has
been produced by a photon from cavity
mode A (or B), so they would appear in
the respective individual spectrum. On the
other hand, the magenta lines indicate that
the LF completes a transition involving at
least one photon from both cavities, so it
is exclusive to the case where we couple
both to the 2LS.

6.2.2 identifying all the possible transitions

As we have seen in Fig. 6.1 and 6.3, when we couple a single cavity mode to
the 2LS its resonant frequency becomes apparent in the power spectrum of
the entire system. However, due to the level structure of Mollow’s ladder, the
inclusion of the cavity will also promote other single photon (SP) transitions
in the form of leapfrogs. In the interest of isolating the relevant line (or lines)
from contamination from the rest, we need to keep track all of the possible
transitions. For the case of a cavity with a single resonant mode, this is not
a difficult task. Starting from Eq. (6.3), if a single photon is emitted in the
cavity mode, then be the total number of SP lines that would be generated in
response to complete that particular transition may be labelled as

Δi = kΩ+ − Δa. (6.8)

However, we may picture a situation where the cavity has generated a two-
photon bundle of Δa frequency, but without completing a transition by itself,
in which case a third photon will be needed to complete a three-photon LF.
This could happen in principle for any number of photons, in which case
the SP transitions Δi will be given by the following expression

Δi = kΩ+ − nΔa. (6.9)

for n = 1, 2, 3... giving a {n+ 1}-photon bundle in total and there will be
3n of them (3(n+ 1) if we consider the bare Mollow triplet for n = 0), the
previous trio for n = 1, another one for n = 2, n = 3 and so on. Furthermore,
because in our system have two cavity modes, at the frequencies ωa and ωb
respectively, the possibilities for SP transitions that complete a LF grow

Δi = kΩ+ − nΔa −mΔb. (6.10)

Now we could have n photons in the first mode and m in the second, for a
total bundle of n+m+ 1-photons. Our settings are made to create N-photon

http:m�b.(6.10
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Figure 6.5: Left: power spectrum of the 2-photon heralded bundler scenario
as a function of the bundler resonant frequency. Both cavities move along the
green (announcer) and blue (bundler) highlighted lines while keeping the ratio
Δa = −Ω+ − 2Δb, which will produce single-photon emissions at Δa and 2-photon
bundles at Δb. The value k = −1 was chosen as to get the better brightness out of
the three possibilities. Right: plot of the lines from Eq. (6.10) for this case labelling
the lines with the triad (m, n, k), up to a truncation of (n+m) = 4. Top: spectrum at
the linear and logarithmic scales, for Δb = −0.3Ω+, at the frequency of the dashed
line in the plots below. The cavities resonant frequencies are highlighted in both
plots, with the logarithmic one allowing to see the additional LF transitions. The
three large peaks that are unmarked form the bare Mollow triplet. Although their
frequencies remain constant in the figures, the effect of the cavity may shift the
brightness of their peaks, so their transitions are affected.
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bundles, in which all the photons are either Δa or Δb, i.e. all of them are
stimulated by the cavities since the setup was designed with that objective
in mind. This peak is going to be brighter than any other transition in the
system by orders of magnitude, with the exception of the Mollow triplet.
That means that any other transition that includes more than N photons
will be negligible, and therefore we can safely treat only the transitions Δi
with (n+ m) ≤ N. By considering the combinations in the two numbers
(including n = m = 0 for the Mollow triplet as the cavity-less features), the
number of lines in total will be 3N(N + 1)/2, even though some of them
may be very dim to be noticed even in the logarithmic scale. When plotting
the zoo of SP lines, it could be useful to label them by the triad Δi(m, n, k),
denoting the number of photons in each mode that produced them with
m and n, and the parity of the transition as given by k. This labelling was
used in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5. As expected, Fig. 6.5 exhibits a far larger number
of visible lines in comparison to Fig. 6.1, and it will only become more
complicated when placing the cavities in ratios enabling higher N scenarios,
as lines with larger (m, n) numbers will become brighter.

There we can distinguish three different kinds of lines, depending on their
generating cavity mode. Those Δi for which m = 0 can be described by the
effect of the announcer, while those with n = 0 require only the bundler.
Both will appear in the respective individual spectra that we would obtain
if we had only coupled one or the other mode to the 2LS. On the other
hand, those for which both (m, n) = 0 will not appear in either of those two
spectra, and are exclusive to the case of two cavity modes. In Fig. 6.4, Fig. 6.5
and successive representations, we will use similar color-coding.

6.3 MONTE CARLO WAVE FUNCT ION S IMULAT IONS

The main results from the previous Ch. 5 were obtained using the Monte
Carlo wave function method, and here we do the same for the more compli-
cated situation of heralded bundles of photons. To get an accurate correspon-
dence of theMC result with the integrated spectra above, we further simulate
clicks from photons which are spectrally filtered, which is achieved through
the frequency-resolved Monte Carlo [95] variation. Spectral filtering was
used to optimise the purity of the bundle emission [31] by focusing on the
frequency of the bundler mode. Here the aim is to select both the announcer
and bundler peaks, with the actual purity of the bundler mode being less
relevant. In the ideal case where the bundler mode would be exclusively
populated by multiphoton emission, the ratio would be exactly {1 : N}. This
condition is roughly fulfilled in Fig. 6.3 in regions shown as plateaus, and it
is around these regions that we will want to run our MC simulations
Because we have two separate cavity modes, the announcer â and the

bundler b̂, the filters here are modelled as additional cavity modes α̂ and
β̂ respectively coupled to the genuine active ones. Note however that here
we do not consider photon losses between the cavities and the detectors,
meaning that every photon emitted by the cavity is sent to its respective
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Figure 6.6: Sketch of the cascaded coupling for our heralding simulated experiments.
The 2LS is coherently driven by a laser, and is also coherently coupled to the two
active cavities A and B, the announcer and bundler. In order to filter the particular
frequencies we want to analyze, we include two additional cavities which will be
fed through the asymmetric cascaded coupling. We can count the jumps in the
individual detectors DS,A,B, and the mixed emissions in the detectors MA,B, which
would model missed events in a photon counting experiment. In particular, DB is
our output channel, which reroutes the collected bundles to any desired quantum
device.

Despite the fact that we have detector, which, in turn, may fail to detect it. Calling α̂ and β̂ the annihilation
two filters, in this case it is Bosonic operators for the two detectors, the effective MC Hamiltonian reads
not yet necessary to use the
methods in Appendix A, as γσ γCHeff =H + Δaα̂

†α̂ + Δb β̂† β̂ − i σ̂†σ̂ − i â† â+ b̂†b̂each of the filters is coupled to 2 2√a single source. − i
Γ

α̂†α̂ + β̂† β̂ − i (1− χ)γCΓ α̂† â+ β̂†b̂ . (6.11)
2

Note that we placed the filters in resonance with the cavities. Their decay
rate Γ corresponds to their spectral filtering bandwidth. The last term of
the Hamiltonian introduces the asymmetrical cascading coupling from the
cavities to the detectors. The parameter χ may go from 0 to 1 and describes
the fraction of the signal that would go either to the individual or the mixed

1signal. We chose the value χ = 2 which has the highest probability of
detection, as shown in Ch. 5. A value of χ = 0 would mean no photons will
go through the individual decay channel, while a value of χ = 1 turns off
the asymmetric cascaded coupling (the last term in Eq. (6.11)). The detection
probability is still not perfect and crucially depends on the width of the filter
Γ. When considering the optimum width Γ for the detectors, we need to
balance between the need of rejecting other peaks (narrow filters) and the
high probability of detecting all photons from a bundle (large filters), so a
careful optimization for Γ is necessary. This was already explored in Ch. 5,
with maximum values of the 2-photon purity obtained at finite values of the
filter width in Fig. 5.6.
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In total we have seven decay channels, one for the 2LS, two for the cavities,
another two for the detectors, and a final two for the mixed emission whereby
the photon origin cannot distinguished. However, in practice, the two cavity
decay channels do have zero rate as its signal is transferred in its entirety to
the filters. Note that the 2LS is coupled coherently to the two active cavities,
and because of this it may have an independent emission on its own.

√
DS = γσσ̂,

DA = χΓα̂,

DB = χΓβ̂,
√ √

MA = γCâ+ (1− χ)Γα̂,√
ˆMB =

√
γCb+ (1− χ)Γβ̂. (6.12)

The output of the Monte Carlo wave function simulations consist of a list
of timestamps of the jumps, or clicks, for each decay channel. Because the
cavities cascade all of their emission to the detectors, we do not receive any
clicks from their decay channels. We do not care also about the mixed decay
channels as they are to be treated as the photons the filters discard. Our
object of study are the clicks from the two detectors.

Determining whether a number of photons are contained in a single bun-
dle emission from their timestamp is not an exact task. While the evolution
of the system between jumps is described through a known Hamiltonian,
the times of emission are stochastic. However, we can decide that two or
more photons share a bundle state if they are contained in a probabilistic
time window. Since such a bundle is the result of the spontaneous emission
of a Fock state in the cavity, one can expect all photons to be released within
an average time of τ = HN . Since the bundles themselves are typically an-γC
tibunched, and to correct for fluctuations, we can safely assume a slightly
larger window. This is justified as this interval is far smaller than the average
time between singular photon emissions.However, care must be taken not to
take it too far or we could include individual photons as part of the bundles.
This is an advantage over the method used in Sec. 5.2.2 as there we did not
have the same previous knowledge of the time window.
As the photons will also have to transverse the filters after being emitted

from the cavities one would expect this additional process to further separate
the clicks in time. Because of this, an extra τf =

H
nΓ
N (with Γ the width of the

filters) should be added to this time window. A consequence of this is that a
narrow filter will thermalise the photon statistics separating them in time,
while a wider one will keep the dynamics faithful. The same can be said
when we are looking at the coincidences between the two detectors, testing
them as a larger {N + 1}-bundler. A successful heralding event corresponds
to the simultaneous detection (within small fluctuations, see Fig. 6.7(b))
of one click in mode â and exactly N in mode b̂. Because the amount of
photons in each of the two channels does not need to be exactly the same,
the conditional probabilities P (A1 → B2) and P (B2 → A1) will in general
be non equal.

The transition is produced as
a quick succession of jumps
through manifolds, with the
system staying at each one for

1an estimated time τ = nγC
, a

N−photon bundle would take
HNan average time τ = γC

,
where HN is the Nth
harmonic number [30]
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To illustrate the main points, we focus on the simplest nontrivial heralding
scheme, i.e., of one photon heralding a two-photon bundle, with the ratio
{1 : 2}. This is realised by harvesting three-photon LF transitions with the
condition Δa + 2Δb = −Ω+ from Eq. (6.5). We will be working with k = −1
as we found it to exhibit the largest signal for the herald and bundler peaks.

6.3.1 maximizing heralding probabilities

In order to reach the highest heralding probabilities, we may want to optimise
the various parameters of the system.

1. The laser field amplitude ΩL: Stronger splitting results in more sep-
arated peaks, which works in our favor. Particularly between the
sidebands, as this prevents single-photon emissions from the Mol-
low Lorentzians from contaminating the detections in our detectors. It
will also leave more spectral space for wider filters. However, it was
found in Ref. [31] that for N > 2 this Ω cannot be chosen arbitrarily
large as there is a finite optimal value.

2. The 2LS decay rate γσ: Smaller decay rates will narrow the Lorentzians
from the Mollow peaks, but will reduce the overall signal.

3. The cavities decay rate γC: Strong couplings in g > γC, γσ make the
peaks brighter although narrower. Ref. [31] also found finite optimal
values for γC/g as well as ΩL so we will use them as an starting point
for our calculations.

4. The filter widths Γ: Directly related to the probability of detection, it
should be enlarged as much as each setting (Δa, Δb) allows without
contaminating the signal with other peaks.

The effect of a large Ω results in more separated peaks, which works in
our favor. Strong couplings in g > γC, γσ also makes the peaks brighter
although narrower. However, from Ref. [31] we know that the purity of
bundlers with sizes larger than N = 2 have finite optimal values for Ω and
γC/g so we decided to use Ω = 20g and γC = 0.08g as parameters, with
γσ = 0.025g for the cases of N = 1, 2.
We perform a series ofMC simulations for N = 2 bundles, for decreasing

values of γσ, expecting an improvement in the heralding efficiency at the
cost of signal. From our previous study of the rations between the integrated
peaks (Fig. 6.3) we chose Δb = −0.197Ω+, as it laid in a very flat plateau
around S

S
b
a
= 2, but not exactly Δb = −0.2Ω+ as it would be resonant with

a 5-photon degenerate LF (an unlikely process to happen nevertheless). In
this situation the central Mollow peak is the largest source of noise, and
reducing the decay rate of the 2LS should narrow it.

As shown in Fig. 6.7, reducing γσ increases the probability P (1|2) substan-
tially, but at the same time the intensity of the emission received through the
detectors also falls down. However, it is not a dramatic loss in signal, with
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Figure 6.7: Top panel: Conditional probabilities for seeing a bundle of N = 2 at Δb
after observing a single click at Δa as a function of γσ (in blue) and vice versa in
green. In grey is also plotted the combined intensity of both detectors, in units of
ΩL, which plateaus for very small γσ to the limit finite value I0. The dots come from
the same MC simulations as the results from the probability while the dotted line
was obtained by integrating the peaks in the power spectrum. The two vertical axis
match the color of the curves they represent, note the intensity is represented in a
logarithmic scale, which makes the plateau more evident. Bottom panel: example
of a photo detection list, which helps to describe the conditional probabilities
P(A1 → B2) and P(B2 → A1). Photon clicks are represented as points in time, with
bundles being highlighted as larger circles (they are too close to be appreciated as
separate in this scale). The colored arrows point at coincidences in each direction,
with black X as a missed event.

only an order of magnitude between γσ = 0.01 and the limit case γσ = 0.g
This is also a remarkable fact, having a finite Purcell enhancement over
virtually zero emission in the 2LS. This could be interpreted as the photons
from the laser going directly to the cavity through the light-matter coupling.
In Fig. 6.7 this appears as the intensity slowly damping and reaching a
plateau even in logarithmic scale. The intensity here is calculated as just
the number of clicks by the total accumulated time, so it is given in units
of ΩL. The limit value for I0 = 0.00488ΩL is obtained through integration
of the spectrum. We chose Γ = 20γC for the simulations, as it proved to
be in the sweet-spot of wide enough but still restricted only to the peaks
we were interested in. Both cavities and detectors have been truncated to 4
photons, which already gives a large enough Hilbert space. We otherwise
kept γC = 0.1g and Ω = 20g.
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Fig. 6.7 also includes an snippet of a stream of clicks in time, which
gives a visual representation of the heralding process. In general one of the
two cavities will have a larger signal as compared to the other. Ideally this
number would be the ratio {1 : N} of the N-photon heralding we want to
obtain, but as seen in Fig. 6.3 this is rarely the case. In the bottom panel of
Fig. 6.7 we see the individual photons at Δa and Δb as green and blue dots
respectively, with the blue ones being far more frequent. Larger circles are
set for the cases where two photons arrived in the probabilistic time window
chosen (which is too small to be seen at this scale). In this selected case, only
two of the four clicks at A correspond to a herald of a 2-photon bundle, and
only two of the three present bundles at B are found to be heralded. The
important quantity for us is P(A1 → B2) which is the actual efficiency of the
heralding, which we want to perfect. A low P(B2 → A1) would mean a loss
of effective bundle output signal which is detrimental but not essential. In
an ideal heralding scenario, no matter how crowded the signal at Δb is with
single-photon emissions, the clicks at Δa will point exactly to the arrival of a
bundle, allowing to purify the emission in a very efficient way.
As an additional figure of merit, we show the same situation as in the

lower panel of Fig. 6.7 but for the four photon bundler in Fig. 6.8. This case
displays a higher photon count in general for the bundler peak, but even
in the multitude of individual photons, one can see how the heralds are
properly announcing the bundles, allowing for a successful collection of
four-photon states. This case is however very optimised in their parameters,
although it is still not perfect, with one case of a green event not correlated to
a bundle, close to t = 1160. This encourages us to seek some other techniques
to further increase the efficiency, hopefully discarding photons such as the
one we see in Fig. 6.8 that is not pointing at a bundle as we expect. The insets
at the bottom of the figure zoom to show that, first, both the four photons
in a bundle and their associated herald are emitted in a much shorter time
than the average emission of individual events. Second, we can see that the
herald, despite the name we are using to describe it, can be emitted as both
before and after, as well as in the middle of the bundle. It is therefore more
appropriate to think of it as a member of a larger {1+ 4}-photon bundle,
just at a different frequency, arriving at a separate detector. As discussed
above, a loop in the fibre optic to slightly lengthen the arrival time of the
bundles allows these announcers to do their job of anticipating the arrival of
a multiple photon emission.

6.3.2 detection schemes for heralded bundles

We have shown the illustrative case of the heralded 2-photon bundle, which
offers a good picture of the physical mechanisms behind heralding and the
many other spurious transitions that appear as lines the power spectrum.
However, since the results obtained in this case were more than satisfactory,
we decided to try with a greater number of photons. In theory one could
reach an arbitrarily high efficiency by filtering the emission [31], but in our
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Figure 6.8: Fragment of the photon time arrivals for both the herald and bundler
modes, for the {1 : 4} scenario. In orange, Δb clicks which are shown to have a higher
count rate than those in green at Δb. Larger circles show 4-photon bundles, and two
insets zoom in on coincidences. The dashed brackets in these boxes represent the
chosen time windows to determine the statistical size of 4 and 5-photon bundles.
These are Δt(N) = 2HN γ

1
C
+ Γ

1 , with HN the N-th harmonic number.

case we encountered an additional problem. Precisely because we use not
one but two cavities at different frequencies, there are correlations between
the two peaks that matter to us (the announcer and the bundler) and other
emissions in the spectrum. While this was not a major problem in the case
of N = 2, it starts to become noticeable for N = 3.
Because the quantity we are the most interested in is the heralding from

SP at Δa to 3-photon bundles in Δb, the largest loss of efficiency lies in
noise at Δa. After tuning every other parameter in Sec. 6.3.1, there is still
the possibility of other LF transitions that include some photon of Δa and
another from any frequency other than Δb. If the intensity of such transitions
is not negligible, part of the Δa signal will no longer be composed of heralds
to the bundler, spoiling our perfect setting.
However, there is a simple solution to this problem. Since all lines of the

spectrum must be associated with a known Δi(n,m, k) transition, we can look
for those associated with the announcer mode and corresponding detectors
at those frequencies. This allows us to perform a sort of post-processing
of our signal, accepting only the Δa photons when none of the additional
detectors show a click. In Figures 6.9 and 6.10 we can see this process in
action. In Fig 6.9 we plot the emission lineshape for a given (Δa,Δb) setting
(the black horizontal line in the left plot of Fig 6.10) always keeping the
appropriate ratio for 3-photon heralding. This lineshape is both in linear
and logarithmic scale. Unlike in Fig. 6.5, now it is possible to distinguish
emission peaks on other frequencies other than the Mollow triplet and the
two cavities even at the linear scale. We have highlighted the more relevant
peaks visible with red, green or magenta lines, either solid or dashed, and
labelled them with the triads (n,m, k). This ties with Fig 6.10, that makes
sense of the intricate zoo of intertwined lines. Green lines are shown for
processes only related to the A mode, that is Δi(n, 0, k). Red lines are the
same but for only the B mode, so Δi(0,m, k). Magenta lines then highlight the
rest of the processes, involving both cavities at the same time Δi(n,m, k) with
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Figure 6.9: Power spectrum both in logarithmic (upper) and linear scale (lower) for
Δb = −0.12Ω+ and Δa = −0.64Ω+, which maintain Δa + 3Δb = −Ω+. The peaks
are highlighted and labelled as in Fig. 6.10.

(n,m) > 0. Furthermore, solid lines correspond to SP transitions over just
one photon from the cavities so, a two photon in a LF, one-to-one. Dashed
lines mark SP emission after a two photon bundle in the cavities, dot-dashed
marks SP emission after a three photon bundle, and dotted lines would be
for SP after four photons. These LF jumps are sketched in the right side of the
picture. Also, magenta lines never appear as solid lines, as they are defined
as SP after at least one photon from each Δa and Δb. As it can be seen in
Fig. 6.9, solid lines are dominant, dashed lines are barely noticeable in the
linear scale, and anything beyond is very dim.
The discarding process then goes as shown in Fig. 6.9. In this case, four

detectors are placed, the main ones over the two cavity peaks to detect
heralds in A and bundles in B, and the discarding ones at D1 and D2

targeting green and magenta lines. That is, the main detectors A and B allow
us to get the direct probability of the heralding (P(A1 → B3) in this case),
while D1 and D2 give the probability to have a photon at the announcer
mode Δa actually announcing a transition other than the {1 : 3} heralding
we want. Any click that get detected by these additional detectors will serve
to reduce the signal of the A peak to just the herald photons. Thus we can
speak of an improved probability P(A1

∗ → B3), where A∗ would be clicks
left in the announcer mode after we remove the ones coinciding with other
frequencies:

A∗ = A1 1− ∑ P(A1 → Di) . (6.13)1
i

Although there are a lot of red peaks being produced by the mode B, we
do not care about them as the selection of the signal in B is realised by the
herald in A. In other words, any click at A that is not coincident with clicks
at either D1 or D2, should coincide one on one with a 3-photon bundle at B.
Of course this is not the case as there are many other green and magenta
lines, but in this way we have discarded the brighter ones, ideally improving
the heralding very close to a 100% of the times.
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Figure 6.10: Spontaneously emitted SP transitions visible as a function of the
placement of the cavity mode B at frequency ωb, with ωa keeping the ratio
ωa + 3ωb = −Ω+. A large number of lines appear, being labelled with a color
and line criteria: Green lines are (n, 0, k), only related to A. Red lines are (0,m, k),
only related to B. Magenta lines are (n,m, k) with n,m > 0 and are related to both.
Solid, dashed, dash-dotted and dotted lines mark these SP as the ending link of a
chain of two, three, four and five-photon leapfrogs.

We may proceed similarly for 4-photon and larger bundle setups, first
identifying the transitions that are related to the herald, and then selecting
the brightest ones from the spectrum in the plateau region from Fig. 6.3.
For the 4-photon case, the largest we calculate in this thesis, we find that
the effective window for Δb is very constrained as compared to the ones
for N = 2 or N = 3, only accepting values between Δb = −0.1Ω+ and the
central peak. Due to the proximity of the laser, there will be an abundance
of single-photon emission which, although in principle can be overcome by
heralding, brings the added problem of many transitions being too close
together in frequency, as it can be seen in the Figs. 6.5 and 6.10 for N = 2 or
N = 3 respectively. This will make it difficult to observe exclusively one or
other peak and will impose restrictions to the width of the filters.

6.3.2.1 Cascading to multiple filters

While the cascaded coupling works as a model for the spectral detection
of photons, up to now we have only filtered one frequency at a time. The
discarding procedure detailed in Fig 6.9 would need to have several filters
at different frequencies instead of only one. One may just run separate
MC simulations, each one with the detector at the desired frequency, and
compare not the signal but the intensities of the different detectors. In the
example of Fig 6.9, this would amount to have several simulations in parallel.
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1. The bare simulation, with the two cavity modes present, plus the
detector in A and the detector in B. This allows to measure direct
heralding probabilities P(A1 → B2) and P(B2 → A1).

2. A number of discarding simulations, again with the tho active modes,
plus the detector for the announcer in A, but instead of the bundling
mode, we add the discarding detector Di to measure P(A1 → Di)

This method could perform photon counting at different frequencies
correctly, and give information about the correlations between the peaks that
are included in each simulation, but it fails to provide correlations between
separate experiments. Even more, if the different filters we are using were to
overlap and share an spectral window, there will be double counting in the
final result which could spoil quantities such as the heralding probabilities.
In a real experiment (or a full simulation) this overlap between peaks would
not be an issue as the photons may only collapse in one detector channel at
a time.
A second way would involve to expand the cascading procedure so we

have several filters coupled asymmetrically to the announcer mode, and this
can be done in several ways, with different results. This is further studied
in the appendix A, where we detail some different options to include more
than one cascading routes.
For instance, the first setup A.1 would involve one source cascading to

several targets in parallel, each one receiving a percentage of the total signal
corresponding to the χ parameters. In practice this would work similarly to
a beam-splitter, distributing the jumps from the source randomly to each
of the targets. However, for this particular problem it is ineffective. It not
only reduces the overall signal reaching each filter but also would have a
highly detrimental effect on the detection of our bundles, as any N-photon
state being emitted from the source would be subject to the chance of their
components being separated to different targets.

For this the best option would be the second setup A.2, which consists in
coupling each successive filter to the mixed emission of the previous one.
That is, to cascade in series or in a chain, with each filter attempting to detect
whatever photons haven’t been detected yet. The effective Hamiltonian now
has additional terms as compared to (A.3) as it also includes two discarding
filters coupled to the announcer cavity (with operators α̂1 and α̂2) and
cascading couplings between the serial filters

Heff =H + Δaα̂
†α̂ + ΔD1α̂1

†α̂1 + ΔD2α̂2
†α̂2 + Δb β̂† β̂ − i

γσ
σ̂†σ̂

2
γC Γ− i â† â+ b̂†b̂ − i α̂†α̂ + α̂1

†α̂1 + α̂2
†α̂2 + β̂† β̂

2 2√ √
− i (1− χ)γCΓ α̂† â+ α̂1

† â+ α̂2
† â − i (1− χ)γCΓβ̂†b̂√ √

− i (1− χ)2Γ2 α̂1
†α̂ + α̂†

2α̂ − i (1− χ)2Γ2α̂2
†α̂1 . (6.14)
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Figure 6.11: Improved setup for the heralding simulated experiments. It retains the
same form as in Fig. 6.6, except we include the two additional discarding detectors
DD1,D2 corresponding to the peaks in Fig. 6.9. These two detectors are placed in
different frequencies than the one at DA, but may still overlap with it if the peaks
are too close. The discarding procedure would be as follows here: if a photon is
detected in DA but there is also a detection in either DD1 or DD1, the detection is
ignored. On the other side, if the photon is detected in DA without clicks in DD1
and DD1, then it is recorded and DB will receive an N-photon bundle with very
high probability, which is then rerouted as the output.

And here the mixed operator MA at the end of the chain has a contribution
from the filters it passes through, combining the emission of all of them:

DA1 = χΓα̂1 , DA2 = χΓα̂2,√ √ √√
MA = γCâ+ (1− χ)Γα̂ + (1− χ)Γα̂1 + (1− χ)Γα̂2 . (6.15)

If we were to include a larger number of filters, then we would have addi-
tional asymmetric couplings relating all of the filters in the chain

√ k √ k
HcascA = −i (1− χ)γσΓ ∑ α̂i

† â− i (1− χ)2Γ2 ∑ α̂i
†α̂j. (6.16)

i i>j

This way of modelling the filters introduces a notion of causality, as the
receiving signal of each filter is the one rejected from the previous one so
their order is not trivial. If a photon jump were to be recorded by the first
detector, it will not be present in the signal in the next ones. This provides
a consistent photo detection scheme, as no photon may be double counted.
However, these filters may or may not coincide in their associated frequency,
and if they share an spectral window, one must be aware of this. If they are
separated enough such that there is no overlap, the filters will commute.

In our case we need to count with the best precision available the number
of photons of a given frequency, in order to see the coincidences between
separate peaks. Filters over peaks that are too close together will inevitably
detect photons from the adjacent peak, so their spectral width has to be
optimised carefully.

In Sec. 5.3 we introduced the idea of stacking filters at the same frequency
to increase the probability of detecting multiphoton emission. While this

http:��j.(6.16
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improvement would be useful for our scheme, enhancing the purity of the
detected bundles, the size of the Hilbert space is an impediment for the
MC simulations and each addition to the system has to be justified. This is
the same reason as to why only looking at two peaks correlated with the
announcer in the model shown in Fig. 6.9, when one should aim to improve
the purity of the signal as much as possible.

6.3.3 heralding n=2 , n=3 and n=4 photon bundles

Having confidence in both the correct choice of parameters, cascading cou-
plings and the discarding method detailed above, we proceed to run more
MC simulations applying this knowledge. The final results are shown in
Figs. 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14 for heralding of N = 2, N = 3 and N = 4 photon
bundles respectively. In the plots, we include the two conditional heralding
probabilities P(A1 → B2) and P(B2 → A1) as a function of the frequency
of the bundler cavity, in the plateau region we explored previously. As ex-
pected, these values are high, reaching 90%, 80% and 70% in the two, three
and four-photon scenarios in the bare case before using the additional D1

and D2 detectors to discard photons from Δa that we know for sure are not
heralding bundles in Δb. This enhanced probability is shown as a dashed
line in the plots, compared to the solid line of the bare probability. In all
three cases, probabilities over 90% are reached in the optimal regions.
Note that in these simulations, we have used exceedingly low values for

the 2LS decay operator γσ, which as we saw in Sec. 6.3.1 and particularly
in Fig. 6.7 was effective to increase the heralding efficiency in the {1 : 2}
scenario. In the larger photon number cases, this quantity is not only useful
but necessary as the bare probabilities suffer a lot due to their closeness to
the other lines in frequency, specially the central Mollow peak which will
cause single-photon emissions to crowd the detector at Δb. The cavity widths
γC were found to be optimised around γC = 0.1g for the 2-photon case,
and γC = 0.08g for the larger ones, with g being the 2LS-cavity light-matter
coupling as usual. The driving strength is chosen as ΩL = 10g in the {1 : 2}
scenario and ΩL = 20g in the {1 : 3} and {1 : 4} ones, far larger than
the cavity widths, ensuring a reasonable spectral separation between peaks.
Larger values of this quantity doesn’t necessarily increase the heralding
efficiency substantially, even though it allows to use larger filters. As seen
in Ref. [31], the purity of 2-photon emission can be theoretically increased
continuously for ΩL → ∞ but the 3 and 4-photon ones have an optimal
finite value for both this quantity and the cavity widths, which we used as a
starting point for our optimization procedures.
In any case, higher ΩL values will reduce the real time speed of the

MC computations as the time step depends on the faster dynamics of the
system, which in this case is the laser frequency. The truncation of the
system operators poses also an important compromise, as large enough
Hilbert spaces are needed to ensure the correct convergence of the dynamics,
but they also increase the computation time exponentially. In particular the
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Figure 6.12: Heralded bundles probabilities in the {1 : 2} setup as a function
of the bundler frequency Δb. Top: logarithmic plot of the spectrum in a highly
heralding efficient frequency, sketching the filter position, with the herald in green
and the bundler in blue. Bottom: conditional probabilities, including both the direct
heralding P(A1 → B2) in solid blue, the inverse P(B2 → A1) in solid green, and
the enhanced after discarding P(A1

∗ → B2) in dashed blue. The blue shading shows
the enhancement, which in this case is modest but consistent in all frequencies.
Additionally, a brown solid line accounts for coincidences P(A1 → B1) which
shouldn’t occur in the system, and thus are either spurious coincidences or broken
bundles. The chosen parameters are ΩL = 10g, γσ = 10−6g, γC = 0.1g for both
active cavity modes, Γ = 10γC for the filter in Δa, and Γ = 20γC for the rest of
the filters. With respect to the truncation, the herald mode A is truncated to two
photons, the bundler B to four photons, and the detectors either to the same size as
their corespondent cavity (two and four), or only one for the additional SP modes
D1 and D2.
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Figure 6.13: Heralded bundles probabilities in the {1 : 3} setup as a function of
the bundler frequency Δb, as in Fig. 6.12. Top: logarithmic plot of the spectrum
including the filter position, with the herald in green and the bundler in red. The
first discarding filter D1 is wider in this case to be able to capture photons from
two somewhat bright peaks correlated with the herald mode, that are conveniently
located side by side. Bottom: conditional probabilities, including both the direct
heralding P(A1 → B2) in solid red, the inverse P(B2 → A1) in solid green, and
the enhanced one through discarding P(A∗ → B2) in dashed red. Red shading1
shows the enhancement, larger than in the N = 2 case as there are more photons
in the other frequencies to discard, and the brown line now accounts for coinci-
dences P(A1 → B1) and P(A1 → B2), both of them coming from either spurious
correlations or broken bundles. The chosen parameters are similar to the previous
ΩL = 12g, γσ = 10−6g, γC = 0.08g, Γ = 10γC for the filter in Δa, Γ = 20γC for DB
and D2. The wider filter D1 is chosen to be the same Γ = 20γC plus the distance
between those two close peaks. The truncation is the same as in Fig. 6.12 except the
bundler and its detecting filter are set to five photons.
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Figure 6.14: Heralded bundles probabilities in the {1 : 4} setup, as in Figs. 6.12
and 6.13. Top: logarithmic plot of the spectrum including the filter position, with
the herald in green and the bundler in orange. As in Fig. 6.13 the filter D1 is wider
to be able to capture photons from not two but three peaks correlated with the
herald mode, all of then located between the frequencies of the herald and bundler
modes. Bottom: conditional probabilities, with direct heralding P(A1 → B2) in solid
orange, the inverse P(B2 → A1) in solid green, and the enhanced P(A1

∗ → B2) in
dashed orange. An even larger enhancement appears here, showcasing the necessity
of these kind of methods to purify the bundler emission, and the brown line also
takes into account coincidences between single photons in A and either one, two
or three photons in B. The parameters are ΩL = 12g, γσ = 10−9g, γC = 0.08g,
Γ = 10γC for the filter in Δa, Γ = 20γC for DB and D2, and the wider filter width
is also Γ = 20γC plus the distance between the rightmost and leftmost peak in
the triad. The truncation is also the same, only changing the larger cavity mode
(and the respective detector) to be able to accommodate seven photons for correct
convergence.
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For the bundles, we take as
the timestamp the average

time of the different photons
that integrate the bundle.

bundler mode needs at the very least to include as many photons in the
cavity as the expected bundler.
The last important comment concerns the filter widths. This is related

to a more fundamental problem which is the probability of detecting an
N-photon state with the Carmichael formalism we are using, as discussed
in Ch. 5.
The probability of detection increases with the width of the filter, but

unfortunately this can also cause the filter to start picking up photons from
other peaks. Both the detector filter in the herald and the bundler one must
be clearly differentiated, but the bundler filter must also be prevented from
receiving any photons of other frequencies that are correlated with the herald
(any of the many green and magenta lines in Figs. 6.5, 6.9, and 6.10). At
the same time, we would like this filter to be as large as possible without
encountering other peaks so as never to lose photons. When a bundle
of photons arrives at the detector, each of its constituent elements has a
probability of not being detected, and thus events may be detected that
should not correspond to a LF transition at the Δb frequency. These we
call broken bundles, and are a fundamental limit as a source of error in our
system, represented with the brown lines in Figures 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14, and
which increases with the size of the bundle and decreases with increasing
probability of detection. Unfortunately, this forces a compromise and thus
we chose Γ = 20γC for the filter widths, which we found (empirically) to
produce the highest purities at the Δb values we were working with.

On the other hand, the detector in the single-photon announcer may have
a narrower width to ensure that, even if the signal is somewhat smaller,
we always detect photons that are exclusively of the Δa frequency and not
others. Therefore the width of the filter A in the three Figures 6.12, 6.13 and
6.14 is chosen to be half the width of the others in the system.

6.3.4 photon statistics for heralded bundles

The photon counting from the MC enables us to calculate correlation func-
tions between different elements of the system for the case of N = 2 heralded
bundles. We will be looking at clicks in the detectors DS, DA and DB from the
sketch at Fig. 6.6. For the same problem as before, we selected γσ = 0.002g
which had high heralding probability while maintaining a rather strong
signal, and looked at various g(2) between peaks. We could either look at the
correlations at single-photon level, or even consider the bundles as single
entities (Sec. 2.2.3).
First we analysed the cross correlation between the emission from the

2LS and the bundles at Δb. What we saw (in panel a) of Fig. 6.15.) was
an asymmetrical relation, with higher correlations for positive time, as the
bundles were emitted on average more often after a previous click from
the emitter. This is explained with the need of the cavity wavefunction to
"recharge" to a high photon state right after a cascade has been carried out
and a bundle was ejected. A single emission from the 2LS would indicate that
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Figure 6.15: Second order correlation functions for the N = 2 case. Panel a) are the
autocorrelations at the single-photon level in the cavity mode Δb, while c) presents
the same at the bundle level. In panel c) the time window chosen was highlighted
in grey, to note for the absence of data for those time separations, which would
capture the highly bunched events in a). Panel b) is the cross correlations between
the direct emission from the 2LS and the two-photon bundles at Δb. Finally panel d)
presents the cross correlations between single photons at the Δa and Δb. The time
delay τ is in units of 1 while the bins have a width of 1 .ΩL γC

the cavity is at a high capacity and the photons from the emitter just leak
instead of being captured in the cavities. Soon after this happens, the cascade
occurs. Then, we calculated the autocorrelations of photons in the bundler
cavity (in panel c) of Fig. 6.15). There is a prominent superbunching peak at
small times, a product of the bundles being emitted very close together, and
antibunching at the immediate sides of this central peak. The antibunching
is again a product of the need to build the multiphoton state in the cavities.
If we instead study the autocorrelations at the two photon level (between
bundles) as in panel b) of Fig. 6.15, we can also see antibunching, but also
meaningless information inside some time small time interval. This is the
window of time we selected for the bundles, i.e. their time envelope, and
as such there are no bundles separated by this time interval. Note that this
width is approximately the same as the superbunching peak in the c) panel.

Lastly, we wanted to see cross correlations between single photons at
Δa and bundles at Δb. Again there is a strong superbunching peak that
shows the coincidences between the two emissions. One would expect an
asymmetrical profile, suggesting that the bundle happens after the herald,
but it is not the case as herald and bundle happen simultaneously as if they
were part of a larger bundle of photons. To use the cavity A as an announcer,
one may increase the flight time for the arrival of the bundle with respect
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Remember HN is the Nth
harmonic number

Figure 6.16: WTD for three cases from last section, as a histogram with the vertical
axis in a logarithmic scale. The blue histogram is for the Δb = −0.14Ω+ point in the
{1 : 2} heralding from Fig. 6.12, the red one is for Δb = −0.09Ω+ ine the {1 : 3} case
from Fig. 6.13, and the orange one for the Δb = −0.08Ω+ point in the {1 : 4} case in
Fig. 6.14. A two-slope behaviour is observed, which points at two separate processes
acting in the system. A steeper one at short times would correspond to bundles,
and a flatter one at longer times would be spontaneous emission. The vertical lines

represent the time windows used in each case ΔτN = 2HN
1 + 1 .γC 20γC

to that of the herald through any of the many methods commonly used in
optics experiments
Another measurement that does not give the same information but is

related to the correlation function is the waiting time distribution (WTD),
which we already used in Ch. 5 to characterize the emission of CW systems
such as the bundler. It represents the time separation between successive
arrivals, as it is done in Fig. 6.16. In our case it is of particular interest,
as it allows us to easily visualise the difference between the processes of
spontaneous emission of single photons, and those of emission in bundles.
Because the WTD only requires the time between one photon and the next,
its calculation is fast even with a large number of entries, and can be used to
calibrate the time window used to distinguish what is a bundle, and what is
not. Of course, the plots in Fig. 6.16 show two processes overlapping and
cannot be completely separated, but we see that the value we chose for this
ΔτN = 2HN

1 + 1 roughly coincides with the time at which the twoγC 20γC

slopes cross in each histogram, and therefore ΔτN can be used as a boundary
of time separations at which the bundles will no longer be in the majority.

6.4 CONCLUS IONS AND PERSPECT IVES

In this chapter, we have continued from the work of the last one on mul-
tiphoton states, except here we focused more in its creation instead of its
detection. We started from the simple but powerful model of the bundler
from Ref. [30] and included the concept of heralding used in many other
prospects for multiphoton sources. In Sec. 6.3.3 we showed we could find
very high efficiency in the heralding process to produce bundles of up to
four photons, and it could be expanded to even higher counts. However, it
was clear that there is a lot of optimization needed for this, in particular very
small values of γσ are paramount to get close to 100% heralding efficiency.
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It seems that perfect detection could be unreachable by definition and as
such there is a seemingly fundamental limit to the heralding efficiency one
can reach. Optimization around the width and the placement of the filters is
paramount, specially in systems with a large number of transitions such as
the ones we work with. There are still further possibilities for optimization,
for example tuning the coupling strengths ga = gb and decay rates γA = γB

for the two modes independently. Also, we have used Lorentzian filters to
model our detectors, but there are more efficient options to be explored,
such as stacking multiple Lorentzian ones as described in last Ch. 5.3. This
has the advantage of not needing to introduce any new tools, still describing
the system in terms of simple elements such as Quantum Wells and cavities.
In any case, it appears that even in the best case scenario, perfect heralding
is not achievable, with some broken bundles or dark counts slipping into
any further scheme that we may devise.
With respect to the feasibility of our model in an experimental context,

probably the biggest obstacle is the need to have a cavity with two resonant
modes of our choice. Bimodal cavities with non-degenerate modes have been
realised in photonic crystals [143–145], which allow to tune the two modes
independently. However, the required ratios between our two modes Δa

and Δb could not be achievable at present in laboratory, and that’s without
taking into account the possibly strict parameters that our model requires.
However, should these technical demands be met in the near future, our
model provides for a fundamental but powerful way of generating many-
photon sources. In fact, some of the steeper challenges we have faced in
trying to solve the problem may be even easier to tackle in a laboratory.
For instance, the mechanism by which we discard unwanted LF transitions
requires including a large number of detectors in our simulations, which
end up demanding too large a Hilbert space to obtain data in a reasonable
amount of time. This made us compromise and only discard a few frequen-
cies, leaving some noise in the system. In a real experiment, filtering more
frequencies should only require connecting more detectors to the optical
system, so the discarding process would be simpler and better.

Of course, heralding bundles of up to 50 photons (the desired number for
quantum supremacy by boson sampling N = 50 photons [21, 22]) is still out
of the scope of this model, but we expect that it could be a big step in that
direction.

Multiplexing is a method which allows to obtain deterministic sources of
photons from probabilistic ones, such is the case of all of our CW models.
By having photon (signal-idler) pair sources, one may use one of the two
photons as a herald to activate an optical switch, which opens routes the
heralded photon to the output. This output may be connected to a loop,
which allows to store the single photon for later use, giving an (almost,
depending on the period of the loop) on-demand single-photon source [146].
Additionally, by connecting many of these pair sources one can increase
the output signal of SP emission, without amplifying the noise as only the
heralded photons are selected. This of course ties to our model, which would
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benefit greatly from multiplexing to be able to have the multi-photon states
available at precise times. The main drawback of this method is scalability,
as is often the case with quantum technologies, but it will be of interest for
us to test whether multiplexing is realizable for our heralded bundles model.

Furthermore, multiplexing can be used to synchronise multiple sources to
efficiently create multiphoton states from SP sources, storing the photons and
repeatedly adding more [147, 148]. If we were able to achieve multiplexing
for heralded bundles, it could become a source of large photon states merging
bundles instead of individual photons. However, further work is still needed
in this direction.



7
CONCLUS IONS

This closing chapter repeats, outlines and highlights the findings and conclu-
sions of previous chapters. In this thesis we have studied various light-matter
phenomena in semiconductor structures. While the results are separated in
two main branches with different methods, both share the common roots
of only a handful of elements. On one hand in Chs. 3 and 4 we explore
the effect of nonlinear polariton-polariton interactions in exciton-polariton
microcavities resonantly driven by external lasers. This problem involves a
macroscopic amount of interacting particles, and thus the best way to study
the physics of these problems is to resort to a more statistical approach,
averaging out the quantum nature of the individual particles through a
mean field approximation, which treats the polaritons as a whole like a
classical fluid. On the other hand in Chs. 5 and 6 we pursued a different
approach, focusing the individual quantum character of photons and the
statistics of light. There we studied the phenomena of multiphoton emission,
with a focus on its detection and filtering in Ch. 5, and a proposal for an
efficient emitter of heralded multiphoton states in Ch. 6.

Ch. 3 focuses on exploring the emergence of spatial patterns in coherently
driven polariton fluids, similar to the Turing patterns that commonly occur
in nature. This phenomena had already been explored both numerically
and experimentally with one shining laser, and it was found that hexagonal
patterns at the same energy of the pump state were the most common
occurrence of pattern formation [61, 101–104]. The hexagonal geometry is
produced by second order scattering between pump and signal states present
at the same frequency. We study a setup shining two lasers instead, pumping
both lower and upper polariton branches at the same time. The lasers are
shone at normal incidence to preserve translational and rotational invariance
of the system. In contrast with the already well understood single-pump
instabilities, we find two-pump instabilities where polaritons from both
pump states are scattered to a frequency in the middle of the pump states.
Since the signal states are at a different frequency than both pump states,
second order scattering is not possible, allowing for other geometries to
occur. Notably, this also allows to isolate the pattern by frequency filtering.
We were able to find both stripe and chequerboard patterns by using the laser
driving strength as a tuning parameter. For higher values of the pumping,
single-pump instabilities were again permitted when the lower polariton
branch is blue-shifted so much that the upper pump can scatter resonantly
to it. Thus, we can switch between different geometries and frequencies by
changing the laser strength.
As a final result for this chapter we also studied the phase freedom of

the signal states, which could be extracted from the numerical simulations.
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Because the setup does not explicitly break the system traslational and
rotational degrees of freedom, the phase of the pump states is fixed to that of
the driving laser but the individual phases of opposing signal states in any
given pattern are randomised, as is their spatial orientation. However, the
relative phase between each pair of states is still fixed from the driving lasers.
The stripe patterns are then characterised by the spontaneous breaking
of a U(1) phase symmetry, which is known to be associated to a phase
transition from a normal to a superfluid phase. We find that hexagonal and
chequerboard patterns are characterised by the spontaneous breaking of a
U(1)×U(1) phase symmetry, which opens the question whether the system
would undergo the same type of phase transition. As we can filter the pump
states out and isolate the signal states, it is possible to access states which
could potentially show spontaneous coherence away from the ground state
of the system.

Our model did not take into account spin-polarization degrees of freedom,
which was the next step that we undertook in this thesis. As a mixture
of light and matter, polaritons inherit their polarization from the exciting
light, but their different polarisation components are able to mix in various
ways thanks to their excitonic part. In Ch. 4 we extend our model by first
including a spin-dependent scattering, that distinguishes between parallel
and anti-parallel spins. This kind of interaction was already shown to affect
pattern formation in single-pump instabilities [116], producing locking or
anti-locking of the hexagonal patterns depending on the sign of the anti-
parallel scattering constant. For positive values of this parameter, the maxima
of the patterns in each polarisation locked in place, while for negative values
the maxima locked with the minima of the opposite polarization. In our work
we were able to reproduce the same phenomena with two-pump instabilities.

The next step was adding an effective spin-orbit interaction for polaritons
to our model. This spin-orbit interaction is produced by a small splitting
between TE and TM components of both exciton and photons in microcavi-
ties. We found that for strong enough values of the TE-TM splitting spatial
patterns appeared in preferred orientations instead of randomised ones
such as the cases in Ch. 3, a product of the anysotropic nature of the TE-TM

splitting. However, these splittings were well above the ones demonstrated
experimentally in typical semiconductor microcavities.
For the last part of Ch. 4 we used an artificial Rashba-Dresselhaus spin-

orbit interaction, that was found to exceed in more than an order of magni-
tude the values found through the use of the natural TE-TM splitting alone.
Furthermore, it is tunable, using an external voltage to control the orientation
of the elongated liquid crystal molecules [125]. Including this spin-orbit in-
teraction in our model allowed us to separate the dispersion relation of both
polarizations, and exploiting this to to produce stable hexagonal patterns
with different polarisations at different momenta and frequency states. We
plan to extend this work to two-pump instabilities, expecting similar results
for chequerboard patterns.
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This concluded our mean field work, but is only half of the work presented
in the thesis. The rest of the results looks at a small and well defined number
of photons instead of a macroscopically large amount of them. We focused
in both creating and detecting groups of photons emitted at the all together:
a bundle of photons. This is an essential goal for quantum simulation with
boson sampling.

In Ch. 5 we described the process of filtering bundles, as frequency filtering
is a non-optional feature of any physical detector. We show that a realistic
detector can be simulated with a perfect one plus frequency filtering. We
started with the simplest case of spontaneous emission of a multiphoton Fock
state, for which we were able to provide an exact and analytical description
under Lorentzian filters. Wide filters allow for very efficient detection, where
most of the photons are accounted for, and thus a state of N-photons remains
intact. For narrower filters, there is a higher probability of some photons
being lost, and they are separated in time as they pass through the filter, so
correlations between photons may be erased.

Afterwards we went on to study dynamical systems where we coherently
drive a two level system (2LS) with a strong laser and record its emission.
The first one is the basic resonance fluorescence setup of the Mollow triplet,
placing a detector at the center of the two emission peaks, where two-
photon leapfrog emissions can happen. The second system is the bundler,
where we couple this 2LS with a cavity mode resonant to the frequency
of the leapfrog transition, greatly enhancing the purity and signal of the
two-photon emission. These systems are more complicated and involve
correlations not only between photons in a bundle, but between bundles
themselves, so we characterised these systems through numerical ways. We
found the bundler emission could be related to a dynamical spontaneous
emission, while the leapfrog emission could not be described in the same
way, pointing at a different, more unique behavior that we want to further
study.
The last chapter of this thesis focuses on developing a device that pro-

duces photon bundles with very high efficiency, combining the power and
straightforward model of the bundler with the concept of heralded photons,
a common task in quantum optics. In Ch. 6 we aim to herald bundles of
photons. Here, two separate cavity modes are coupled to a coherently driven
2LS to enhance two frequencies that complete a non-degenerate leapfrog
transition. One of the two modes, the heralder, emits a single photon, while
the other produces N-photon bundles. Changing the ratio between the two
frequencies one can select the number of photons N in the bundler mode,
while tuning the frequency of the two cavities while preserving this ratio
one can scan the spectrum for the optimal choice of parameters. The main
advantage of this heralded bundle setup is the possibility of filtering out
any single-photon emission from the bundler frequency by only accepting
photons in the detector whenever a photon from the heralder has been
detected.
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However this system has its challenges. By coupling two cavity modes to
the 2LS, its emission spectrum shows a large number of transitions at many
frequencies, which complicates the task of detecting the heralder and bundler
photons in isolation. Exploring the power spectrum is paramount to optimise
the different parameters of the system. Furthermore, by identifying any other
leapfrog transition related to the heralder, we can use additional detectors to
cut any signal from the heralder mode that was not related to the heralded
bundler transition. We are able to obtain very high efficiency cases for
heralded 2, 3 and 4-photon bundles. However, perfect detection seems to be
unreachable by definition, as there is always a compromise between isolating
the emission peaks through frequency filtering, and correctly detecting all
the photons in each bundle, as we already knew from the results in the
previous chapter.

Many results from these last two chapters were obtained with Monte Carlo
wave function simulations inspired in Carmichael’s cascading mechanism
to simulate imperfect detectors. We further expanded this formalism to
include an arbitrary number of detectors, which allows to generalise the
model to many quantum optics setups. One of such setups we use in Ch. 5
is the possibility of stacking Lorentzian filters at the same frequency one
after the other, providing several opportunities to detect the photons and
thereby increasing the purity of the final multiphoton state. Other use for
this generalised method was to have several detectors at different frequencies
coupled to separate cavity modes, which was essential for the results in
Ch. 6.
In summary, we have explored several different problems, which have a

very different treatment, but common ideas. This shows the diversity and
richness of the field of quantum optics in condensed matter systems, and
the many opportunities and open questions that wait to be tackled.
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En éste capítulo final repito, resumo y destaco los resultados y conclusio-
nes de los capítulos de resultados. En esta tesis se han estudiado diversos
fenómenos de óptica cuántica en estructuras semiconductoras. Si bien los
resultados están separados en dos ramas principales que emplean metodo-
logía diferente, ambas ramas comparten unas raíces y elementos comunes.
Por un lado, en los capítulos 3 y 4 exploramos el efecto de las interacciones
no lineales polaritón-polaritón en microcavidades excitadas resonantemente
por láseres. Este problema incluye una cantidad macroscópica de partículas
con interacción, por lo que la mejor manera de estudiarlo físicamente es re-
currir a un enfoque más estadístico, empleando una aproximación de campo
medio que promedia la naturaleza cuántica de las partículas individuales.
De ésta forma, tratamos los polaritones de forma colectiva como si de un
fluido clásico se tratara. Por otro lado, en los capítulos 5 y 6 seguimos un
enfoque diferente, centrándonos en el carácter cuántico individual de los
fotones y en la estadística de la luz. Allí estudiamos el fenómeno de la
emisión multifotónica, centrándonos en estudiar su detección y filtrado en
el Cap. 5, y en desarrollar una propuesta de un emisor eficiente de estados
multifotónicos anunciados en el Cap. 6.
El Cap. 3 se centra en el estudio de la formación de patrones espaciales

en microcavidades excitadas coherentemente por láseres, similares a los
patrones de Turing que se producen comúnmente en la naturaleza. Este
fenómeno ya había sido explorado numérica y experimentalmente usando
un único láser, encontrando que la forma más común de los patrones que
se formaban era hexagonal, y siempre apareciendo a la misma energía del
estado de bombeo creado resonantemente con el láser [61, 101–104]. La
geometría hexagonal se produce por dispersión de segundo orden entre
los estados signal y estados de bombeo, presentes en la misma frecuencia.
Nosotros estudiamos una configuración que excita la microcavidad con
dos láseres en vez de uno, bombeando las ramas de polaritones inferior
y superior al mismo tiempo. En contraste con las inestabilidades de una
sólo láser ya bien conocidas, encontramos inestabilidades únicas en las que
los polaritones de ambos estados de bombeo se dispersan a una frecuencia
intermedia. Dado que los estados signal se encuentran a una frecuencia
diferente a la de ambos estados de la bomba, la dispersión de segundo orden
que causaba los hexágonos no es posible, permitiendo que se produzcan
patrones con otras geometrías. Pudimos encontrar tanto patrones de franjas
como patrones de cuadros utilizando la intensidad del láser como parámetro
de ajuste. Para valores más altos de la intensidad, el blue-shift de la relación
de dispersión permite de nuevo formar patrones hexagonales, ya que la rama
inferior del polaritón se vuelve resonante con el láser de mayor frecuencia y
se recuperan los mismos procesos de un sólo láser. Así, podemos cambiar
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entre diferentes geometrías y frecuencias modificando la intensidad del
láser. Otra ventaja de nuestro modelo es que permite aislar el patrón en la
frecuencia signal mediante filtros de frecuencia.
Como resultado final de este capítulo, también estudiamos la libertad

de fase de los estados signal de los patrones, que puede extraerse de las
simulaciones numéricas. Dado que la configuración no rompe explícitamente
la simetría rotacional del sistema, la fase de los estados de bombeo está
fijada a la del láser incidente, pero las fases individuales de los estados
signal en cualquier patrón dado son aleatorias, al igual que su orientación
espacial. Sin embargo, la fase relativa entre cada par de estados sigue siendo
fija con respecto a la de los láseres. Los patrones de franjas se caracterizan
entonces por la ruptura espontánea de una simetría de fase U(1), que se
sabe que está asociada a una transición de fase, de una fase normal a una
superfluida [52]. Encontramos que los patrones hexagonales y de cuadros se
caracterizan por la ruptura espontánea de una simetría de fase U(1)×U(1),
lo que abre la pregunta de si el sistema sufriría el mismo tipo de transición
de fase superfluida.

El modelo presentado en el Cap. 3 no tenía en cuenta los grados de libertad
de la polarización de espín, que fue el siguiente paso que emprendimos
en esta tesis. Como mezcla de luz y materia, los polaritones heredan su
polarización de la luz que los crea, pero sus diferentes componentes de
polarización pueden mezclarse de varias formas gracias a su parte excitónica.
En el Cap. 4 ampliamos nuestro modelo incluyendo primero una interacción
excitón-excitón dependiente del espín, que distingue entre espines paralelos
y anti-paralelos. En el pasado se demostró que este tipo de interacción
afecta a la formación de patrones en inestabilidades de un sólo láser [116],
produciendo el lock o anti-lock de los patrones hexagonales dependiendo del
signo de la interacción anti-paralela. Para valores positivos de este parámetro,
los máximos de los patrones en cada polarización aparecían en la misma
posición (lock), mientras que para valores negativos los máximos aparecían
en la misma posición que los mínimos de la polarización opuesta (anti-lock).
En nuestro trabajo pudimos reproducir los mismos fenómenos en nuestro
modelo de excitación con dos láseres en patrones de franjas y cuadros.

El siguiente paso fue añadir a nuestro modelo una interacción espín-órbita
efectiva para los polaritones. Esta interacción espín-órbita se produce por
una pequeña separación energética entre las componentes TE y TM tanto
del excitón como de los fotones en las microcavidades. Encontramos que
para valores suficientemente fuertes de la separación TE-TM los patrones
espaciales aparecían en orientaciones preferidas en lugar de aleatorias como
los casos en Ch. 3, producto de la naturaleza anisotrópica de la separación
TE-TM. Sin embargo, estas separaciones estaban muy por encima de las
demostrados experimentalmente en microcavidades semiconductoras típicas.
Para la última parte del Cap. 4 utilizamos una interacción espín-órbita

artificial tipo Rashba-Dresselhaus, empleando un medio de cristal líquido
dentro de las microcavidades [125]. Se encontró que ésta interacción es
más de un orden de magnitud superior a los valores encontrados en la
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separación TE-TM innata en microcavidades. Además, ésta interacción es
sintonizable, utilizando un voltaje externo para controlar la orientación de
las moléculas de cristal líquido. La inclusión de esta interacción espín-órbita
en nuestro modelo nos permitió separar la relación de dispersión de ambas
polarizaciones, lo que nos permitió producir patrones hexagonales estables
con diferentes polarizaciones en diferentes estados de momento y frecuencia.
Ésta parte se realizó con un único láser, con previsión a ampliar este trabajo
al modelo de dos láseres, esperando resultados similares para los patrones
de franjas y cuadros.
Esto concluyó nuestro trabajo de campo medio, pero es sólo la mitad del

trabajo presentado en la tesis. El resto de los resultados se centra en un
número pequeño y bien definido de excitaciones en lugar de una cantidad
macroscópica de ellas, por lo que requiere un tratamiento más cuántico. Nos
centramos tanto en la creación como en la detección de grupos de fotones
emitidos a la vez: un haz de fotones (o bundle). Este es un objetivo esencial
para la simulación cuántica de boson sampling, uno de los problemas en los
cuales se espera que la computación cuántica supere a la clásica.
En el Cap. 5 describimos el proceso de filtrado de los bundles, ya que

el filtrado en frecuencia es algo inherente a cualquier detector físico. De-
mostramos que un detector realista puede ser simulado con uno perfecto
combinado con un filtrado en frecuencia. Comenzamos con el caso más
simple: emisión espontánea de un estado Fock multifotónico, para el que
pudimos proporcionar una descripción exacta y analítica bajo filtros lorent-
zianos. Los filtros con mayor anchura de banda permiten una detección muy
eficiente, en la que la mayoría de los fotones son detectados y, por tanto,
un estado de N-fotones permanece intacto. En el caso de los filtros más
estrechos, hay una mayor probabilidad de que se pierdan algunos fotones.
Además, las detecciones de fotones se separan en el tiempo al pasar por el
filtro, por lo que las correlaciones entre fotones pueden perderse.
Después pasamos a estudiar sistemas dinámicos en los que excitamos

coherentemente un sistema de dos niveles (2LS) con un láser. El primero es
la configuración básica de fluorescencia resonante, colocando un detector en
el centro de los dos picos de emisión del triplete de Mollow, donde pueden
producirse emisiones de salto de dos fotones (transición leapfrog). El segundo
sistema es el bundler [30], en el cual acoplamos este 2LS con un modo de
cavidad resonante a la frecuencia de la transición leapfrog, mejorando en
gran medida la pureza y la señal de la emisión de dos fotones. Estos sistemas
son más complicados e implican correlaciones no sólo entre los fotones de
un bundle, sino entre los propios bundles, por lo que caracterizamos estos
sistemas mediante simulaciones numéricas. De ésta forma, descubrimos que
la emisión de los bundles podía relacionarse con una emisión espontánea
dinámica, pero con una pureza superior. Por otro lado, la emisión de la
transición leapfrog no podía describirse de la misma manera, lo que apun-
taba a un comportamiento diferente, más singular, que queremos seguir
estudiando.
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El último capítulo de esta tesis se centra en el desarrollo de un dispositivo
que produzca bundles de fotones con una eficiencia muy alta, combinando
el bundler con el concepto de fotones anunciados, muy común en la óptica
cuántica. El objetivo del Cap. 6 es anunciar no fotones individuales, sino
bundles de fotones. Aquí, dos modos de cavidad separados se acoplan a
un 2LS excitado coherentemente, lo que amplifica dos frecuencias, que com-
pletan una transición leapfrog no degenerada. Uno de los dos modos (el
heraldo), emite solo fotones individuales, mientras que el otro (el bundler)
produce bundles de N-fotones. Cambiando la relación entre las dos frecuen-
cias se puede seleccionar el número de fotones N en el bundler, mientras que
sintonizando la frecuencia de las dos cavidades preservando esta relación
se puede escanear el espectro para la elección óptima de los parámetros.
La principal ventaja de esta configuración es la posibilidad de purificar la
emisión de bundles, aceptando sólo fotones en el detector cuando se haya
detectado un fotón del heraldo.
Sin embargo, este sistema no está exento de dificultades. Al acoplar dos

modos de cavidad al 2LS, su espectro de emisión muestra un gran número
de transiciones a muchas frecuencias, lo que complica la tarea de detectar los
fotones de los modos heraldo y bundler de forma aislada. Un estudio previo
del espectro de emisión es esencial para optimizar los diferentes parámetros
del sistema. Al identificar cualquier otra transición leapfrog relacionada con
el heraldo, podemos utilizar detectores adicionales para descartar cualquier
emisión del modo heraldo que excepto la que sirve para anunciar el modo
bundler. De ésta forma pudimos obtener casos de eficiencia muy alta para
bundles de 2, 3 y 4 fotones. La mayoría de los resultados de estos dos últimos
capítulos se obtuvieron con simulaciones de Monte Carlo de funciones de
onda, inspiradas en el mecanismo de cascading para simular detectores
imperfectos [100]. Hemos ampliado este formalismo para incluir un número
arbitrario de detectores, lo que permite generalizar el modelo a distintos
problemas de óptica cuántica. Una de estas configuraciones que utilizamos
en el capítulo 5 es la posibilidad de apilar múltiples filtros lorentzianos en
la misma frecuencia, uno tras otro, permitiendo varias oportunidades para
detectar los fotones y aumentando así la pureza del estado multifotónico
final. Otro uso para este método generalizado fue acoplar varios detectores
a diferentes frecuencias, esencial para los resultados en Ch. 6 al emplear
múltiples detectores para descartar transiciones.
En resumen, en ésta tesis hemos explorado varios problemas diferentes,

que tienen un tratamiento muy distinto, pero ideas comunes. Esto muestra la
diversidad y riqueza del campo de la óptica cuántica en sistemas de materia
condensada, y las muchas oportunidades y cuestiones abiertas que esperan
para ser abordadas.



A
APPENDIX : CASCADING TO MULT IPLE
F I LTERS

The cascading formalism allows for more complicated schemes than the ones
we have been using, where each source only was asymmetrically coupled to
one target and vice versa.

a.1 SETUP I

One might want to cascade from a source to many targets, to distribute
its signal between them, randomly parting the travelling photons from one
single stream to different ways. This procedure, shown in Fig. A.1 would
work similarly to introducing a beam splitter in the system. However, when
filtering multiphoton emission, this is a recipe for failure as the individual
components would be separated too, as there is no way to assure that the
whole bundle always travels in one of the directions without breaking. Only
to present the expressions to be able to compare to other options, here is the
effective Hamiltonian of such a case, splitting the signal from the source A
between the targets B and C

γA γB γC† ˆ b̂† ˆ † ˆHeff =HA + HB + HC − i â a− i b− i ĉ c
2 2 2√ √

(1− χ)γAγB (1− χ)γAγCb̂† ˆ † ˆ− i a− i ĉ a . (A.1)
2 2

Each one of the targets will have both an individual decay operator, and a
mixed one with the source √ √

√ γA (1− χ)γBˆ ˆDB = χγBb , MA,B = â+ b,
2 2√√√ γA (1− χ)γCDC = χγCĉ , MA,C = â+ ĉ . (A.2)
2 2

Firstly, one may have one source cascading to several targets in parallel,
each one receiving a percentage of the total signal corresponding to the χ

parameters. The non-hermitian Hamiltonian in this case differs from the
one in Eq. (6.11) in that we would have now more targets for the announcer
filter. Assuming only two identical ones α̂1 and α̂2 at frequencies Δa (the
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Figure A.1: Scheme of cascading to two targets/filters B and C, where the signal
from A is divided between them, and we do not care about the origin of the source
signal. It may be initialised in a particular state or maybe it is being dynamically
driven. This is akin to a beam splitter, but this means that any bundle of photons
coming from A has a chance of being broken, with its constituent photons being
send in separate ways. The larger the bundle, the higher the chance that it would
be broken.

herald/announcer frequency) and Δd (the discarder frequency), with the
signal splitted equally for both.

Heff =H + Δaα̂
†α̂1 + Δdα̂†α̂2 + Δb β̂† β̂ − i

γσ̂
σ̂†σ̂

2
γC γF− i â† â+ b̂†b̂ − i α̂†

1α̂1 + α2
†α̂2 + β̂† β̂

2 2 √
(1− χ)γCγF− i α̂†

1 â+ α̂2
† â − i (1− χ)γCγF β̂†b̂ . (A.3)

2

Each one will have both an individual decay operator, and a mixed one with
the source

√ γC (1− χ)γFDA1 = χγFα̂ , MA1 = â+ α̂1,2 2

√ γC (1− χ)γFDA2 = χγFα̂ , MA2 = â+ α̂2 . (A.4)
2 2

In practice this would work similarly to a beam-splitter, distributing the
jumps from the source randomly to each of the targets. However, this not
only reduces the overall signal reaching each filter but also would have a
highly detrimental effect on the detection of our bundles, as any N-photon
state being emitted from the source would be subject to the chance of their
components being separated to different targets.

a.2 SETUP I I

A different approach would be to couple the filters one after the other,
and cascade either the filtered or the unfiltered (mixed) emission to the
following one, as seen in Fig. A.2. The first case is the chosen option to filter
separate frequencies, as each detector will just capture the signal around its
central frequency and leave the remainder mostly untouched for the ones to
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Figure A.2: Scheme for serial cascaded coupling, in which the source A emits to
a filter B1 and this same emission is also received by a second filter B2. With the
cascaded mechanism, the correct approach for this would be to couple the second
filter to the discarded (mixed) emission from the first one. Thus, there are two
individual decay operators and one mixed one for the whole system. This can be
generalised for an arbitrary number of filters

follow. It may also be used to increase the detection of a particular frequency,
including several consecutive detectors centered in the same ω. In this way,
the possible photons that eluded the first filter will have more chances to be
successfully detected.

Now, in the case of two consecutive filters b1 and b2, with the same widths
γB.

γA γB γBHeff =HA + HB1 + HB2 − i â† â − i b̂1
†b̂1 − i b̂2

†b̂22 2 2√ √
b̂† b̂†+ (1− χ)γAγB 1 â + (1− χ)γAγB 2 â√

+ (1− χ)(1− χ)γ2 b̂† ˆ (A.5)B 2b1 .

Note that there are now three asymmetric couplings, the basic one from
the source to the first immediate target A → B1, the expected one for the
cascading between the two filters B1 → B2, and an necessary additional one
that accounts for the cascading between the emitter/source and the second
filter A → B2. The decay operators here, excluding the zero-rate Da are:

√ √ √
ˆ ˆMA,B1,B2 = γAâ+ (1− χ)γBb1 + (1− χ)γBb2,

√ ˆDB1 = χγBb1,√ ˆDB2 = χγBb2

The detection at the first filter DB1 does not care if there is another one
ahead, and as such the signal detected in DB2 may only add to the overall
chance of success. Of course, because of causality this means that the order
of the chain is relevant and one has to take it into account. The case for
k consecutive detectors can then be written right away, as it would give
the photons or bundles from the source higher and higher chance of being
detected, although there are diminishing returns for each additional filter
so it is not possible to acquire a perfect detection with an infinitely large
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Figure A.3: Alternate configuration for a serial cascading as opposed to the one
in A.2. Here the second filter takes their signal from the one detected at the first
filter, and as such there is only one individual decay channel and two mixed ones.

number of detectors. The amount of asymmetric coupling terms for k filters
that have to cascade in a chain grows as a triangular number k(k+1) .k

kγA γB† â + b̂† ˆi bi∑ ∑Heff =Ha + Hbi − i â
2 2i i√ k √ k

− i (1− χ)γAγB ∑ b̂† (1− χ)2γ2a +i ˆ B ∑ b̂† ˆi bj , (A.6)
i i>j

while the number of decay operators is k+ 1, one for the bucket at the end
of the chain, and k for the individual filters

k √√
γAâ+ ∑ (1− χ)γBb̂i,MA,B1,B2,...,Bk =

i√ ˆCB1 = χγBb1,√
CB2 = χγBb̂2,

. . .
√ ˆCBk = χγBbk.

a.3 SETUP I I I

A final setup has one filter being coupled not to the unfiltered emission from
the first one, but its filtered emission, as seen in Fig. A.3. Each subsequent
filter in this way would have a smaller effective width as they focus more
on the central frequency, but contrary to the previous idea, here successive
filters are losing signal as one successfully detected photon hay be lost in the
following iteration.

γA γB γBˆ† ˆ b̂† ˆ b̂† ˆHeff =HA + HB1 + HB2 − i a a − i 1b1 − i 2b22 2 2√ √
+ (1− χ)γAγBb̂†a + χ(1− χ)γ2 b̂† ˆ (A.7)1 ˆ B 2b1 .

Here we have the first asymmetric term, and a second one B1 → B2 that this
time couples the second filter to the detection of the first, hence the factor
χ(1− χ) instead of (1− χ)(1− χ). There is no third coupling A → B2 as the
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second filter is not in the same line from the source and thus is not mixed
with it. The decay operators now consist of only one individual one and two
mixed channels.

√ √
ˆMA,B1,B2 = γAâ+ (1− χ)γBb1,

√ √
ˆ ˆMA,B1,B2 = χγBb1 + (1− χ)γBbb2,

√ ˆDB2 = χγBb2.

Any such combination of these three cascading methods can be used as in an
optical circuit, enhancing the probabilities of detection, engineering a more
complex filter from basic Lorentzian ones, or creating particular detection
setups. In this thesis we have used primarily the serial cascading one in
Sec. 6.3.2 to discern separate peaks, and in Sec. 5.2.2 to enhance the detection
probability of the multiphoton emission in the Mollow triplet.
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Dedicado a todos los que ya no están.

Y yo me iré; y estaré solo, sin hogar, sin árbol
verde, sin pozo blanco,

sin cielo azul y plácido. . .
Y se quedarán los pájaros cantando.

— J. R. Jiménez
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